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Bibliogro.p~- _ 
1. ut'101~ities dealing with (1) Minnesota histor, (2) es-
pecially with the Treaties of 1851 and 1858 and their 
outcome, und (3) with the government's Indian policy as 
exemplified in these treaties and their fulfillment. 
11. Authorities dealing with the government's Indian olio 
in general. 
1. 
A. Source_s_ 
(1) Contemporafy_acgoup.ts; unofficial. 
Goodhue, James • editor of the Minnesota Pion-
cer from 1849-1852. I~r. Goodhue was present at 
the Treaty of Traverse des Sioux and wrote daily 
accounts of the negotiations to his paper. 
Heard, Isaac, .D., Eistory of the Sioux war an 
massacres of 1862 and 1 63. lew York, 1863. 
Mr. Heard was a mem er of General ibley' s exped-
ition against the Sioux from .August to November 
of 1862 and was recorder of the ~ ilitary Commis-
sion which tried some 400 of t e artici ants. 
The facts which i'1r . Heard gives in regard to 
these events are in all prob~bilit correct altho 
the conclusions he deduces from them are not al-
ways acceptable. In an opening chapter, the au-
thor gives a fairly accurate account of the con-
dition of the Sioux during the years rreceding 
the Outbreak und gives his opinions regardir.g tne 
causes of this u ris i ng . ltho :rr. ~leard ,;us a 
resident in the territory as early as 1851, he 
was not a participant in the treaties or the 
J, • 1. Sources. (1) ontemporary accounts ; uno~ficial (continued) 
later events with w ich this thesis deals and 
li s account therefore does not ·i ve first band 
information save on the Sioux Outbreak. 
Le Due, ~·m . • , Minnesota Year Book for 1851-3. 
The three year book0 for these years are 
bound in this one volume. The year book for 
1852 contains a diary written by Gen. Le Due 
of the events taking place during the negot-
iations o: the Treaties of 1851 at Traverae 
des Sioux and 'fendota. Thi 13 account of tt.e 
treaties by an eye witness ·has been widely 
used by writers on these events. Gen . Le Due 
if) utilJ living, o.nd is hale and hearty, in 
spite of his ninety and more years. 
ewsp~~!§_ 
- f the m~ny Ainr..esota news apers I have care-
full searched t.e fiies of ut three for in-
form~tion beariLg on this subject. These three, 
the only papers in rint at the time of the 
Treaties of 1851, are the Minnesota Pioneer, 
The ~~innesota hronicle and negister, and the 
Minnesota Democrat. The "Unnesota Pioneer was 
first issued April 28, 1849, the first news-
aper on [innesota soil .. The ~innesota hron-
icle issued its first paper on 'fo. 31, 1849 and 
tne Fegister on July 14, 1849. In the f 11 of 
1849, theoe two ·v'ere united under he name, 
Minnesota Chronicle and ,egister and this )a-
per in 1851, was absorbed by the Democrat. The 
·~innesota Democrat had its first issue Dec. l~ 
1850. In 1855 it united with the Pioneer an 
this union lasted until 1868, when the pa er 
became kno1m as the St. 'Paul Pioneer. The 
Hinneso ti an was fi rat issued on Sept . 17, 1851, 
after t :i.e negotiation of tie treaties. 11i t 
the rapid growth of t e territory, many ne ;rs-
papers came into existence after 1854. The 
Pioneer and the Democra until t eir union in 
18 5 were bitter i-:olitical enemies. and cau-
tion must be exercised in the accentance of 
t eir many parti~an statements . • 
1. 
A. Sources (1) ontemporary Aocounts; uno· icial (continued) 
Si.Pl.e_y, R.H., Papers in the Minnesota Histor-
ical Society Library, Capitol Building, St.Paul. 
This collection is composed of rr. Sible ' s 
business and personal correspondence reaching 
buck to the time when he en aged in the ser-
vice of the American Fur C'ompany at Mac inac 
in 1629, all is manuscript records , letters 
from o d fur traders, pioneers , explorers, 
government official , treaty makers, arm of-
ficers, enrly residents, travelers and miss-
ionaries. All letters cited in the footnotes 
of thio thesis, are from this collection, un-
less other•1ise designated. 
Indian .tt~trs-1- nnual 1cports of Commissioner~ 
Superintendents, Agents, and other official s . 
Until t:e year 1849, these reports are given 
under the report of t~e Secret~r of ar. On 
Hare 3, 1849, the Department of the Interior 
.vas cetaoli3'1ed and the Indian ffairs came 
under its surervision. he reports on Indian 
affairs since 1849, ~re given under t· e report 
of the Secretary of t e Interior. 
Investig~~~~g_~~~:rg_i_it~~L Report of, - concerning 
Gov. Ramsey's offi cial con uct in tl e disburse-
ment of the Sioux mone' under the Treaties of 
1851. This report includes t.e ex ibits) the 
or··l charges again-t Gov. Ramne , the testi-
mony of 1 i tnesses, t: e argument of Gov . R msey' s 
counsel, un' the Committee's conclusions.Printed 
A. Sources 
(2) Official Papers ~nd - Rcports, (continued) 
in Sen. Docs., 1st Sess., 33rd Cong., Vol.IX, 
Sen. Doc. 61, 1853-4. Cited in root notes as 
s. Doc. 61. 
Indian Papers, regarding Gov. Ramsey's official 
_conduct in the disbursement of the Sioux money 
under the Treaties of 1838. Ordered printed by 
the Senate, Jan. 28, 1853. Given in Sen. Docs., 
2nd Sess., 32nd Cong., Vol. III, Sen. Doc. 29, 
1852-3. Cited in foot notes as s. Doc. 29. 
(3) · Official Treatx Collections. 
·Indian A:f'f'airs, Laws and Treaties compiled and 
edited by Charles T. Kappler, Clerk to the 
senate Committee on Indian Af'fairs. In two parts 
Sen. Docs., 2nd Sess., 38th Cong., Vol.38, 
1903-4. 
United States Statutes at Large, 1789-l8n5, 28 
volumes. Volume VII contains all the treaties 
made 1ri th the Indian tribes f'rom Sept. 17, 1778 
to March 3, 1S45. Indian treaties after ~arch 3, 
1845 are given in the respective volume for the 
year. The Pamphlet or Session Laws from the 1st 
A. Sources (3) Official Treaty Collections, (continued) 
Congress to the 2nd, 28th Congress, 
were reprinted in the Bioren edition or Laws or 
the United States in ten volumes. 
(4) Reminiscences 
Chief Big Eagle's Story of the Sioux Outbreak in 
1862. This story was first published in the St. 
Paul Pioneer Press, July 1, 1894. Printed also 
in Volume VI of the ~!inncsota IIistorical Society 
Collections . 
Chief Dig Eagle took part with Little Crow in 
the battles but had not been engaged in the 
massacres. His story taken down by comp~tent 
interpreters, gives an interesting account of 
the forces at work during the years of reser-
vation life, forces which added to the Indians' 
discontented condition and finally resulted in 
the Outbreak of 1862. 
Daniels, Dr. Asa w., Reminiscences of Little Crow 
read at Annual Meeting of the ~annesota Jlistor-
ical Society, ' Jan. 21, 1907, printed in Volume 
!II of the Minnesota liistorical Society Collections. 
Dr. Daniels was appointed -physician among the 
Lower Sioux in July, 1854. His discussion of 
the causes of the Sioux Outbrealr throws light , 
on the condition of the Sioux durinp.: their 
years of reservation life. 
Mac Dona.lcl, Colin F., The Nation's Resporis~ in 
1. 
A. Sources 
(4) neminiscenes, (continued) 
1862 to the Great Sioux Outbreak. 
This is a paper read before the hlinnesota com-
mandery of the Loyal Legion in January 1910. 
Published in the Minneapolis Journal, Jan. 16, 
1910. Captain ?.!ac Donald took part in the de-
fence against the Sioux in 1862. In this 
paper he gives what he believes were the chief 
causes of the Outbreak. In a later paper, 
written to disprove Confederate influence as 
an incitement to the Indians to revenge, and 
read before the Loyal Legion in November, 1011, 
Captain Mac Donald clearly sets forth the 
cause of the Outbreak. Published in the l{inn-
eapolis rrournal, Feb. 18, 1912. 
Taliaferro, .Major Lawrence, Autobiography of, 
written in 1864, printed in Volume VI of the 
Minnesota Historical Society Collection. 
Maj. Lalrrence Taliaferro wa.s the first agent 
for the Indian agency at Ft. Snelling. Ile was 
personally selected by President Monroe and re-
ceived his appointment March 27, 1819. lie held 
this position for twenty years. lie was always 
a true friend of the Indian and a bitter foe 
of the American Fur Company. Mis observations 
on the Indian trade system and the policy of 
providing payment for Indian debts to the trad-
ers in treaty provisions were of especial in-
terest in connection with this thesis. 
Whipple, Benjamin, Bishop of ~-innesota, Lights 
ancl Shadows of a Long Episcopate, Neu York, 1902. 
This work contains Eishop Whipple's reminis-
cences of his long years of service in Minnesota. 
Bishop Whipple did not come to the state until 
the :fall of 1859. He did not there:fore possess 
first hand information concerning the Treaties 
of 1851. His statements regarding the non-ful-
A. · Sources 
(4) Reminisccnes, (continued) 
fillment of the Treaties of 185S and the 
operation or the Indian policy in Minnesota 
Indian arfairs are the truthful assertions of 
one who spoke :from actual knowledge o:f these 
matters. Bishop Whipple's statements in the 
autobiographical sketch receive confirnmtion 
in contemporary papers written by him on the 
Inclian question and given in the appendix of 
the work. This appendix contains some of 
Bishop Whipple's important letters and papers 
written in behalf o:f the Indians. Among these 
is a paper entitled, What shall \fe do with the 
Indians?, writ.ten :for the public press in 1862 
after the Sioux Outbreak; also a report to the 
Board of Missions in 1868, on the Moral and 
Temporal Condition o:f the Tribes; and a paper 
read at the Church Congress in 1877 entitled 
a True Policy toward the Indian Tribes. These 
three papers are worthy o:f this special notice 
since they made a lasting impression on the 
American people and mark the turning poir1i in 
the history of the government's dcalin~ with 
the Indians. 
B. Secondary Accounts 
Bryant, Charles s. and Abel_,Murch, A History or 
the Great Massacre by the Sioux Indians in ~inn-
csota. St. Peter, Minnesota, 1872. 
}.fr . Bryant gives some use:ful information re-
garding the Minnesota Sioux, their reservation 
life and the prevailing discontent among them 
previous to the Outbreal'. 
Folwell, William Watts,. inncsot.a, The North 
Star State , American Commonwealth Series, Doston 
and New York, 1908. 
Dr. Folwell's necessarily brief accounts o:f 
1. 
B. Secondary_Accounts 
the Treaties of 1851 and ' 58 , give the essen-
t i al point8 and the true view of these treaties. 
Dr. Folvell' s l ong and careful study on these 
events and other matters of 1 inr.esota history , 
has made him a recognized authority. 
Hughes, Thoma,o , The Treat of Traverse es Sioux 
in 1851 , under Governor Alexander Ramsey , with 
notes of the :ormer treat there in 1841 , under 
Governor James D. Dot of ~'iscons i n , printed i n 
Volume Xll of the Minnesota Histor i cal Soc i et y 
Collections . 
Tl i s pape r gives a good general a ccount of the 
Treaty of TraverBe des Sioux, as s een from the 
0 tandpoint of a ~hnnesota citizen , to whom the 
influence of the treat i es upon the welfare of 
the state has paramount im;ortance . 
I ndi an Land essions i n the United States; 18th 
Annua l Report of the Bureau of .Amer i can Ethnol-
ogy, 1896-7, t. 11, Washington , 1898 , con~iled 
by r,harles C. Royce wi th an introduction by Cyrus 
Thomas . 
The i ntroductio n treats ·of t e S anish, French, 
a nd English .. olic toward the Indians , the col-
onial policy and later that of the United States . 
Hr . Poyce ..;. ives exce l lent schedules and maps 
showi ng all the Indian land cessions . 
JacksoQ, Helen Hunt , A Century of DiGhonor , a 
Sketch of the United States Government dealings 
1. 
B. Secondary Accounts 
~ith some of the Indian Tribes, New York, 1881. 
Mrs . Jackson gives a chapter to the govern-
ment' a dealings with the Sioux . rrer state-
ments are in the main accurate and are taken 
from the various official reports found in 
the government documents for the ears she 
covers. The manner in .~h ich she has used her 
information shows a bias, often too pronounced 
against the government and i ta ealir-.gs with 
the Indians. 
hnnesota in Three Centuries 1655-1908 , Publish-
ing Society of i innesota, igos. 
Board of Editors - Lucius F. Hubbard , VTilliam 
. Murray , James E. Baker, 'Varren Upham. This 
\Ork consists of four volumes: Vol. 1, Descrip-
tion and Ex· lorations by v·arren Upham; Vol. 11, 
Early Hiatory, :unnesota as a Territory, by 
. I. Holcombe; Vol. 111, 1858 - Minnesota as 
a State - 187 0 - by L. F. Hubbard and R. I. 
Holcombe; Vol. lV, 1870 - Hnnesota as a State 
- 1908 by F. R. Holmes . 
Vol. 11 contains a good accoun of the Treaties 
of 1851, especially of the actual ne7otiationo 
at Traverse des Sioux and Mendota. P.. brief ac-
count is given o: the Treaties of 1858 . 
Paxson, Frederick Logan, The Last American Fron-
tier , Je·~; York, l~ 10 . 
This .mrk b Prof. axoor, no, of the Universi t 
of 'ibconsin, is an absorbing account of the west~ard expansion of the United States, the ni-
oneers' struggles with the Indians and the overn-
ment ' u treaties and dealin 6 o ·.;i th them . rof. 
Paxson shows hovv the Treaties of 1 58 brought a-
bout one of the first important breaks into the 
Indian country established in accordance vii th the 
government's removal policy . 
1. 
.B. Secondary_A.Q_co1,!P:!.§_ 
Textor, Lucy E., Official Relations between the 
Uniteu States and the Sioux Indians; Leland 
Stan:ord Junior Universit Publications, Palo 
Alto, r.ali£ornia, 1896. 
This work is ver valuable since it givea an 
accurate, diapassionate statement of the 
events with ;hich it is concerned . The open-
ing chapter gives a concise outline of the 
general Indian policy o: the United States . 
Miss "'extor trea ta of the gover·nment' s rela-
tions Hi ti• all the Sioux tribes down to tlie 
year 1896 . Consequently , her accounts of the 
Treaties of 1851 and 1 58 are brief but suggest-
ive of fuller treatment. 
Winchell, 1' . ., Abori nes of liinnesota , a re-
port based on the collections of Jacob V. Brower 
and on the ields surveys and notes of Albert T. 
Hill and Thos. H. Lewis , St. aul, 1911. 
This valuable work contains a ohort sketch which 
gives the correct vie· of the Treaties of 1851 
-'58. 
11 . 
A. Primary 
Indian Commissioners, Annual Report of Board of, 1869 
- 1905. 
The reports of this board contain many reflections on 
past events, which are suggestive and helpful to the 
investigator. 
Irnfiian Rights Association :Reports , commencing in the 
year 188:. Philadelphia . 
These reports give helpful suggestions in regard to 
the government's Indian policy in general. 
B. Secondary 
Abel, Annie Heloise , The History of the Fvents resulting 
in Indian Consolidation West of the ! ississippi River; 
American Historical Association Annual Report, Vol. 1, 
1906. 
A very careful and scholarly treatment of the govern-
ment' a removal policy for the Indiana is given in 
thib thesis. 
Le~p. Francis Ellington, The Indian and His P£oblem, New 
York, 1910. 
This \70rk gives the opinion of a former Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs as to the best means of improving the 
mor~l and material condition of the Indians. 
Mannypenny, Geo. ., Our Indian Wards, Cincinnati, 1800. 
A matter of special interest in this book i s the account 
11. 
B. Secondary 
given by this former Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
of the sufferings and wanderings of the Minnesota 
Sioux aftt~r their expulsion from the state . The ac-
count is accurate although it may be somewhat highly 
colored. 
Mc Laughli_rt, ,James, My Friend the Indian, New York, 1910. 
Mr. Mc Laughlin has been a United States Indian Inspect-
or and also agent to t~e Sioux at Devil'd Lake and 
Standing Rock Agencies, North Dakota . He shows an unJer-
standing of the Indian8' nature and a strong s~npathy 
for the 1rongs inflicted upon the Indians , es ecially 
the Sioux, thru unfair treaties and violation of treaty 
rights. 
THE' SIOUX LAND CESSION <7F I fSI . 
) 
c.ornj=>i 1-e.d frorrv h-Vo.,,ps o.f 1nnesoia., 
Tewa,, o,nc:l. Sov-t k ba.k.o-t- cu, giv-en in, 
INDIAN LAND CESSIONS, I,~ C. C . VCE 
Chapter I, Introduction . 
The treaties between the United States governl!ient and the 
Jinnesota Sioux in the year 1851 were events of great local 
and national importance. To the and hi tious 1 eaclers of' the 
youth.rul '.lerri tory of ~.innesota, theJ marked an epoch 1Jy 
their purchase of 11 a country larger than the island of Cuba 
1 
and with productive powers almost inexhailstihle". Without 
these lands it was feared that 1'innesota must necessarily 
2 
reuain "a dwarfed and blighted Territory for years'' for the 
Inclian title had only been extinguished to the lands corn-
prising the delta between the St. Croix and tJ1e Eississip1Ji 
3 
nivers. 
Ilut these treaties were not an unqualified blessing. 
The :failure of the government to carefully carr out the 
stipulations of these treaties and thus to have provided more 
adequately for the needs of the Indians under their new regime 
of reservation life, is considered a most i~portant cause 
for the groving dissatisfaction among the treaty Indians, 
4 
which finally cul:minatecl in the Sioux Outbreak of 1862. 
By this massacre these Indians fiercely and indiscril!linatcly 
1. Ann. Hep. of Gov. Alex. Ramsey, Sept. 1851, gx. Docs., 
1st Sess., 32 Cong., 1851-2, Vol.II, Pt.III, p.418. 
2. hlinn. Pioneer, Dec. 25, 1851, Editorjal. 
3. This area of settlement was the residue of the Wisconr 
sin Territory after the State of that name had been ad-
mitted. Allusions to this small area hurt the pri~e of 
the Tcrritorians. A leading :r.:ernber of the House of Hep-
resentatives at Washington hacl clrnracterlzed it "as a 
pea-patch not worthy of consideration"; See ~inn . 
Pioneer, i1ay 2'3, 1849. · 
4. This is the opinion of many early resident of J innc-
sota. Capt. C. F. McDonald, in a pa1,er on the Sioux 
took their revenge on the innocent settlers of the Minnesota 
valley for injuries they believed they had sustained from 
the 'vhites and their government at Washington. From a 
national standpoint, these treaties played a leading part in 
the development of the new northwest for they effected al-
most the first important invasion of the Indian country west 
1. 
of the .1.lississippi. Tb is home for the Indians had been es-
tablished in accordance with the removal and colonization 
policy for the In ians inaugurated by Presidant Monroe in 
'> 
18~. • By 1840 t 1e eastern boundary of this Indian country 
llad practically reached completion and roughly speaking, ex-
3 
tended from the Red River and Texas to the Lalrns. This line 
was then believed to mark forever the limits of westward ex-
pansion, beyond which it was possible to leave the Indians 
in permanent security and " their :fate to the common God of 
4 
the white can and the Indian." These treaties and their so-
c:i.lled "Senate Amendments" o:f the treaties of 1858 aff'ord 
typical and striking examples of the policy of the United 
4. (Cont.) outbreak of 1862 read before the Loyal Legion, 
Jan. 10, 1910, emphasized this view. 
1. 
'> 
• 
!l • 
4. 
'rh~ Potawa tomi of Iowa harl yielded in 1846. 
1essa~e ·or the President, Jan. 27, 1825; formally adopted 
by Act of Con~ress, May 28, 1830, U. S. Stat. at Large, 
IV, 1111-41~. 
For a map showing t1 is frontjer line of 1840, see the 
Last _merican Frontier, Fred Lo~an Paxson. 
Gen. Lewis Cass, quotetl by Paxson, Ibid, 23. 
States government toward, not only the Minnesota Sioux, but 
all Indians during the decade :from 1850-1860. In connection 
with the historical accounts o:r these treaties, special em-
phasis will be laid on those treaty provisions and the 
methods employed to carry them into effect, which were gen-
erally characteristic of the national Indian policy at this 
time. Then it may be possible for each to judge for himself 
from the presented facts whether this was a decade in a cen~ 
tury of dishonor, or, rather one in "an era of mutual misunder-
1 
standings"; whether the Indian system of this period, was 
2 
"a blunder, rather than a crime", or it may be, an unhappy 
combination of varying proportions or dishonor, blnnders, 
and misunderstandings. 
But this study of the past relations of the government 
and the citizens of Minnesota with these Sioux tribes o:r over 
half a century ago is principally important for the light 
which it may throw on present day problems, showing us more 
plainly our duty toward the Indian population lfhich still 
remains in our state. And after the disclosures of the past 
months regarding the conditions on the ~hite Earth ncservation, 
no citizen of Minnesota can complacently say that the Indian 
problem in his state has been solved. 
************************************************************ 
1. The Indian and His Proble~, Francis E. Leupp, 82. 
2. Bishop Whipple's characterization in his letter to the 
Indian Commission in 1862, printed in the appendix to 
Lights and Shadows of a long Episcopate, p.519. 
The small area of settlement in the ~innesota Territory, con-
sisting of the delta between the Mississippi and St. Croix 
Rivers, was bounded on the north··by a line extending east 
from the junction of the Crow Wing with the Mississippi to 
its intersection vi th the western boundary of ,. is cons in at 
0 1 1 
about 92 1r:: west longitude. This area had been acquired 
by the ~ovcrn1 ent by t ~ treaties in 1837, one with the 
~ 
C Jippc va, the other 'ith the t· w. ~a·r~t·l!>'l1band of Sioux, 
3 
and in 1842 by another treaty with the Chippewas. These 
treaties \Vere in accordance with the governmental J olicy of. 
removing and establishing the Indians in permanent homes 
west of the dississippi, but they were also indicative of a 
new motive force for treaty making, the beginning of the 
stron irresistible presence of the white yopulation upon the 
Indian country. 
It seems stran e that anyone in the early thirties 
conlc have seriously regarded the country northwest of the 
MissinsiJ'Pi as a permanent Indian land here the tide of 
civilization wo1ld never penetrate . nut these lands re 
then practically unknown arnl the rushing \vestward tide of 
J • 
3. 
Ann. Rep. of Orlando Brown, Com. of Indian Affairs, Sept . 
1849, Ex. Docs., 1st. Sess., ~1 Cong. 1849-50, Vol. III, 
Pt. II, p 943. 
For text of these treaties, see Kappler, Indian Affairs, 
Lars and Treaties, II, 401-494. 
Ibid; 42-54 ·• Good general accounts of these treaties 
a.re found in innesota in Three Centuries, II, ?81; 
'!. , . • F'olwell, .~innesota, RO. 
immirrra ti on wu:s as yet undrcai:.ed of. Not many years were to 
elapse before the green fields of the Sioux on the other 
side of the Mississippi were to prove an alluring temptation 
to the incoming settlers.~ In 1849, Ja .es Goodhue, editor o:f 
the Minnesota Pioneer, the first paper in Minnesota, could 
f truthfully write, "The Sioux lands are the admiration of 
everybody and the nouth of many a stranger and a citizen 
waters while he looks beyond the Mississippi's flood upon 
1 
the fair Canaan beyond." 
A definite agitation was now begun to increase 
the area of settlement in the newly organized territqry. 
The attention of many enterprizing citizens from other states 
.. 
was being directed toward the territory because of its fine 
climate, the richness and t'ertility of the lands on the Miss-
iesippi and within a broar sweep on both sides of it, by the 
su erabunclant water power afforded by that river and some of 
its tributaries, and by the superior advantages offered by 
the extensive forests of pine, convenient to ater transpor-
2 
tation for a large and lucrative trade in in lmnber. 
1. annesota Pioneer, Aug . 16, 1849. .Ir . Goodhue had f'irst 
suggested calling his paper, The Epistle of St. Iaul . 
2. Ann . Rep. of Orlando Brown, Comm. of Indian Affairs, 
l 1~x. Docs., 1st Sess., 1849-50, Vol. III, Pt. II, p 'l43. 
"The territory is settling very fast with immigrants 
from the eastern and middle states", Minn . Pion er, 
Aug . lo, 1849. 
The territory especially had become recognized as among the 
great lumber producing regions and many lumbermen from Maine 
and other states had flocked to the valley of the St. Croix 
and the Falls of St. Anthony. Thus it was natural that sett-
lers, ]and speculators, and lumbermen should desire a treaty 
of cession which would ~ive them greater opportunities for 
bettering their condition. 
Gov. Ramsey, in response to what seemed a general 
desire for a treaty of cession, recommended to the first ter-
ritorial legislature that it memorialize Congress to provide 
' 1 
a treaty with the Sioux for the cession of the desired lands. 
2 
This memorial the legislature passed on October 9. Congress 
was agreeable to this request but the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs , Orlando Brolni, had already made arrangements for a 
treaty. He had appointed as Commissioners, Gov. Ramsey, 
Supt . of Indian Affairs for the Minnesota Territory, and Hon. 
John Clrnnib 0 rs of Iowa. The instructions furnished them shmv 
the p-overnmental policy of this period to,ard the Indians and 
are also of interest in the lack of knowledge displayed res-
pecting tJ1is Northlrest country. The proposed purchase of 
1. his nessage of Sept. 10, 1849, is printed in the ~inn . 
Pioneer, Sept. 13, 1849. 
2 . Printed in Minn. Chronicle and Register, Oct. 13, 1849. 
Ap roved by Gov. Ramsey, Oct. 20, Journal of the Council 
for Minn . Terr., 1849, p . 110. 
•' 
about 2c,ooo ,ooo acres, "some of it no doubt of excellent 
quality • •• is comparatively valueless to the Indians and a 
lar~ e amount shonld not be paid for it, • • • moreover :from 
its nature as far as it is known here, a great part o:f it can 
never be more than very trifling, if, of any value to the 
1 
government ••• On a full consideration of the whole Matter, 
it is the opinion of this office that from 2 - 2 1/2 d an acre 
2 I 
vould be an am le equivalent f'or it . " The government was 
unhappily embarrassed by two conflicting desires. In the 
first place, it desired to give the Indians " an equivalent 
for their possessions " but in the second place ! no greater 
curse could be inflicted on a tribe so little civilized as 
the Sioux than to have large sums of money coming to them as 
annuities." The conclusion was reached that "every exertion 
in otr power must be made not to place much money at their 
discretion but so to dispose of their means for them as will 
best tenc to promote their moral and intellectual elevation 
*****************************************************P******* 
1. 
2 . 
The instructions are given in Ex. Docs . , 1st . Sess . , 
31st. Cong . , 1849- 50, Vol. III, Pt . II, pp . 970- 985 . 
The extent of lands to be acquired was left to the 
discretion of the connnissioners but for different 
reasons they were urged to obtain as lar~e a cession 
as possible . 
The Cornniss:i.oners are however given discretion to in-
crease this price :i.f the Indians are not satisfied but 
this increase must be based on such evidence as will 
rully satisfy the President and the Senate . 
and improvePlent•"l The instructions also provided for but 
one treaty with the four tribes of Minnesota Sioux. Also no 
re~ervations of land could be allowed and no stipulations 
could be insertecl in the treaty for the payment of the Indian 
t) 
debts to the traders, both unpopular restrictions. Another 
unpopular feature was the strict economy to be exercised in 
the usual effective inducements to treaty makin~ - those of 
3 
provisions and presents. These restrictions did not promise 
well for the success of a treaty. The Indians had left for 
their fall hunts and but fe" came in response to the summons 
4 
to council, "in consequence of vhich and other causes of 
difficulty which may hereafter be obviated, the Commission-
crs succeeded in effecting only a partial compliance with 
5 
their restrictions." 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
20,000,000 acres at ~ 1/2 ¢ an acr~ would have yielded $r.::oo , 000, lrh ich, if '1.i videcl among the 8000 Sioux (the 
esti~ated nu ilier at this time), would have allowed 
$6?.50 per capita for "their moral and intellectual 
elevation and improvement". 
"Both being expressly prohibited by a resolution of the 
Senate passed on the 3rd of ;arch, 1843 and which it is 
well known that body has refused to abscind"; Ex. Docs., 
1st Sess., 31st Cong., 1849-50, Vol. III, Pt . II, p.980 . 
Congress had failed to maim an appropriation so the 
Indian Department had to rely on current appropriation 
of a general character for the expenses of a treaty. 
It was reported that the Indians, on their vay to coun-
cil, turned back Jhen they heard rumors that their old 
chiers and braves ere to be removed and replaced by 
ne" ones appointed by the Commissioners •. finn. Chronic 
and Register, Dec. ?.9, 1849. 
nn. Rep. of Orlando Bro.n, Ex. Docs., 1st Sess., 31st 
Cong., 84P-50, Vol. III, Pt. II, p. 945. 
Minn. Chronicle and egister, Oct. 13, Dec. ~n, 1 9. 
A treaty vas negotiated i'or the sale of tie lJalce Pep:i.n 
Doubtless , the greatest difficulty lay in the 
attitude or the traders. Since no provisions lfas to be made 
in the proposed treaty for the payment of their claims, they 
were naturally in no anxious mood to urge a treaty of cession . 
Such a treaty provision had become a necessary item in se-
euPing the indispensable aid or the traders in treaty nego-
tiations. This interesting connection between traders ' debts 
and treaties with the Indians will be discussed in a later 
1 
connection . 
rhe desire to acquire the "paradise" west or the 
dississip i, frustrated in 1849, took on ~reater intensity 
durina.: tI e summer of 1850. Minnesota, "the ne\V THdorado of 
the Northwesttt as being ex lored by means of steamboat ex-
curstons 0 \p the .1finnesota River for a distance of 200 miles 
~ 
from its mouth. These excursions, "the great feature of 
the year" were enjoyed by many of the prominent Territorians . 
5. (Cont) .Half- Dreed Tract, w1ich had been provided by 
Treaty of 1830 . This treaty in 1849 was not rati-
fied by the Senate and this tract proved a fruit-
ful bone of contention for many years . 
l. Dr . Folwell, gives as another reason for the 
failure of these treaty negotiations in 1849, the 
fact that "there were prominent citizens in St. 
Paul, vho feare(l that a big cession of land west 
of the river might give Mendota a dangerous pre-
cedent " ; Jinnesota , Q3 . 
~ . Interesting accounts of tlese excursions are 
rouml in the • inn . Pioneer, Chronicle and Rerrister, 
Summm .. 18 JO . 
Sec Ann . Iep . of Gov . Ramsey, Oct. ~1, 18:-0 . 
Ex . Jocs . , 2nl Sess., 31st Con"., 1850-1, Vol . I, 
Pt . I, • 77 . 
hitherto almost nnl·nm n co mtry watered by the Minnesota 
River , in order that ''the Commissioners and U. s. Senate 
r1 ir.-ht be enabled to cstj_mate properly what right be a :rair 
1 
and just equivalent for the lands treated for." ft1ese ex-
curstons, undertaken by this early boosters' club proved an 
effective advertising scheme. The discovery of unrivaled 
agricultural resources in. innesota,of the wide plains in-
vitin~ the settler for their tillage fired the ublic mind 
with a general wish for the acquisition of the Sioux terri-
tory. Thousands of homeseekers were eagrrly waiting to 
settle on the lands which the Indians no carefully guarded 
from the whites. 'l'he voice of' the people thunclered that the 
.:Jioux will have to ~o . l'hcir lands must be bought and they 
2 
n•nst be re ovecl, . t11e sooner, the ?etter. 
This discovery and advertisement of the resources 
of' the Minnesota valley br ught about the desired appropri-
n ti on by Congress, Sept . 30, of' $1 ,000 f'or negotiations ith 
3 
tle Sionx . But as was feared, the appropriation came too 
1 • • I inn. I ioneer, Aug. 1, 1850. 
2. The expressions given above are gleaned from the many 
enthusiastic statements in the papers. Franklin Steele 
in a letter to l!. H. Sibley , Feb. 1 , 18~1, lamented the 
fact that ttthe best imi::1igrants who cane to this Territory 
last season with the intention of settling, finally lo-
cated in Wisconsin , east of the St. Croix, and until a 
treaty is effected with the Sioux t is will be the case~ 
3. The Indian Ap~ropriation Bill, Sept . 10, 1 50. 
hese steamboat excursions lCre regarded as 11 an indis-
rensable reliminary "or obtaining this appropriation. 
: tnn. Pioneer , , pr . 15 , 1852 . 
late in the season to effect a treaty. Runners were sent 
out to call the In~inns to council but many of them had al-
ready departed on their fall hunts. Some of the upper Sioux 
had delayed their hunts in anticipation of a treaty and were 
greatly disappointed at its failure, "since they had fully 
1 
relied upon making a treaty of some J~ind this season". 
These upper Indians, disappointed in both hunts and treaty, 
were in an exceedingly destitute condition during the winter 
2 
of 1850-1 • Because of this destitution, the traders were 
obliged to give an unusual number of credits to the starving 
/ 3 
Indians with smaller chances of their payment. Hence the 
traders ere anxious that a treaty should be made the follow-
ing summer, if by means of one, their claims might be liqui-
dated. There as a groiing confidence among them that Gov. 
Ramsey ould favor t eir claims in any future treaty negoti-
4 
o.tions. Consequently the aprointment of' a colleague of 
Gov. Ramsey asspmcd great importance~ If the assistahce of 
the traders, i.,ost of ·llom represented the Pierre Chouteau 
Jr. & Co., was to be enlisted, the ap ointce must be one ho 
ould not oppose their claims. 
1 . Martin McLeod to II. H. Sibley, Mendota, Sept. 16, 18 o. 
2. inn. Pioneer, ar. 13, 1851. 
3. Martin fcLeod to IL II. Sibley, 'endota , Apr. 10, 1851 
"My credits t is year amount to $4- 000 and the returns 
may not be $2000~ lamented Mr. McLeod. 
4. Martin fcLeod to H. H. Sibley, St. Paul, Jan. 24, 1851. 
Late in the year, it appeared that a Mr . Thompson from 
Indiana had received the appointment as Gov. Ramsey's 
folleague. "He is a friend of the Ft. Wayne Ewings and as 
all their friends are well posted up in Indian matters, I 
presume he ill be in the market with tar on his heels", 
1 
wrote II . L. Dousman to Mr. Sibley. Consternation was express-
ed lest this gentlemen~ the friend of a trading interest ad-
verse to the American Fur Company, might dash the traders' 
hopes for a treaty favorable to them. But Martin McLeod 
"discovered that perhaps Commissioner Thompson was an in-
2 
di vidual \Vho would not be difficult to manage "and Joseph 
n. Bro'vn believed that "Mr. Thompson would be as favorably 
disposed to the interests of this territory, in all probab-
3 
ility, as any that could be appointed." But Mr. Thompson's 
reported appointnent proved a false alarm. There were various 
other aspirants for the office but it was decided that in 
the future, the commissioners for Indian treaties should be 
selected from among the officials of the Indian Bureau by 
the President, and such officials should serve without extra 
4 
compensation. 
1. H. J..J . Dousman to IL I• Sibley, Prairie du Chien, Dec.8, 1s·o. 
• Martin .lcLeod to H. TI. Sibley, St. Paul, Jan. 24, 1851. 3. Jos. R. Brown to H. H. Sibley, Dec. 17, 1850 
4. Indian Appropriation Act, Feb. 27, 1851• u. s. Stat. at 
Large IX, 586 . 
President Fillmore appointed as commissioners 
the Hon . Luke Lea o:f Mississippi, United States Commissioner 
or Indian Af:fairs and Gov. Alex Ramsey . The negotiations 
"as far as practicable",were to be conducted on the p~inciples 
laid down in the instructions ror the proposed treaty Of 
1849. The primary objects, however, were in accordance with 
the new Indian policy which was being formulated by the 
Indian epartment at this time. These objects were two: 
first, the cession or territory sufficiently large in extent 
to provide room for the large numbers or homeseekers during 
many years to come; second, the concentration of the Indians 
within narrow limits remote from all ~bite settlements and 
1 
the Chippewa with whom they were in constant warfare . 
~bus the Treaties of 1851, as has been suggested, 
I!l<l.!'ked. an important departure in the Indian policy of' the 
government. ~is c~ange was necessitated by the growth of' 
trn new conditions; 1st , tle groving tide of westlfard immi-
gration , 2nd, the increasing scarcity of game in the so-
called Indian country west of' the .lississippi. The large 
im i gra. ti on to the ·rerri tory of Minnesota, lf 1ich has been 
noted, wn.s a art of the great restward expansion which 
las stimulated by the great addition to the public domain 
from 1845-1855 and the discovery o~ gold in California in '49. 
l. Ann. Rep. of Luke Lea, U. s . Com. of Indian A:ffairs 
ov. ~7, 1850; Ex . Docs., 2nd Sess., 31st Cong ., 
Vol. I, 1850-1, P• 35-A5. 
The frontier line was broken and the immediate contact of the 
white settlers with the border Indian tribes was most dis-
astrous to both races and provocative of warfare since the 
country ' s right of occupancy was still held by the native 
Indian . 
The growing scarcity of game was also a funda-
~cntal reason for a chan~e of policy . The game, the chief 
sustenance of tl1e Indian tribes, was fast disappearing before 
tle tide of civilization . The ~uffalo had been driven to the 
vestcrn border and the smaller game as beaver, deer , and bear 
as rapidly becoming scarcer as the white settlements en-
croached on the Indian country. 
This increase o:f immigration and the correspond-
ing decrease in game, Indian Cor.nnissioncr Drown believe , 
necessitated the immediate adoption by the goverru ent of a 
partial change in the relative positions of the Indians and 
the vhite settlers, by which an increased area of settle-
ment might be opened to the ''hites and the border tribes or 
Indirns be saved from extinction. The idea of concentrating 
these In' ians on Sl"taller areas 1vliere they mig!1t be taue:bt 
a Pie il tnre anc otl er inc ustrtal pursuits and where aid and 
protection conld le more conveniently and promptly cxtend.ed 
] 
the:n l)y the government thru the 'l'!'ledium of the Indian agent 
1. This concentration of Indian tribes on reservations ad-
opted to their needs i'-' first outlined and ur~ently al-
vocatml by Ind. Com. Orlanclo Drown in his report for the 
mn.r rn the rise of' the reservation system, a characteri.:.tic 
f'ea ture r later governmental clealings >vi th the Indian tribes. 
Concrete illustrations of' these tlrn conditions, 
increased irrPTtigration and scarcity of game are -round in the 
~Iinnesota Territory. Even in 184. , the Indian Commissioner 
had expressed the rear that "a large portion of' the new sett-
lers would be compelled to precipitate themselves on the Sio~x 
lands, a condition which would inevitably lead to collisions 
and bloodshed unless the Indians \"Vere purchased out and re-
1 
mo-v'-'C '! F'ranklin Steele wrote earnestly in 1851, "the popu-
J :1 t ·on of' !•Iinnesota .vill not remain cooped up between the 
St. Croix an:: the ~.fississippi and will push west in spite of 
troops, In inns, or nny ot! er obstacle, and then we will see 
2 
t ii e consequence." 
The scarcity of ~ame receives abundant testimony 
in the records of' this period . The destitute condition of 
t he u per Indians, who depended almost entirely on their 
*********************************************************a** 
1. (Cont). year 1849. 11 The dictates of lmmanity and of a wise 
nnd enlightened policy alike call for s1wh a 
co11rse 11 ; Ex. Docs., l~t Sess., 31st. Cong., 18 O-
ro, Vol . III, Pt. II, pp.945-A. This policy fas 
earnestly nleaded by Luke Lea, the succee ing 
Indian Commissioner; see his report . ov. 27,lR~O, 
l~x. Docs., 2nd Sess., '31st Cong. 1850-51, 'ol. I, p. ')<l 
1. This statement is of conrse an exag{!,eration but 
su~gestive of the prevailing sentiment; Ex. Docs., 
1 Gt ~ ess., 31st Cong., 184~-50, Vol. Il[, Pt. II, 
n. n ·t • 
~ . Fran : lin Steele to II . l . Sibley, Feb. 18, 1f'51. 
hunts for snstenance, was re pea terlly ancl vividly portrayed. 
Appeals were ~ade to the rovernment at Washin~ton durin~ the 
~inter o" 18 n-~C 0 0• aid to relieve the Indians' suffer-
in ""3 si nee t ie lmntinr season had lJeen a failure . The 
srm.11 fur animals m'rC' ext E'" cly scarce and there was no 
., 
llnf alo . T:1c fall hunting season of 18GO was no improve-
rnent on the preceding one. The conse1p1ent lack of food was 
a powcrf'ul ·incentive in forcing tJ1e hungry Indians to the 
conviction that " they must sell or perish so precarious was 
the c in.se. " A change was taI{ing place in the Indians ' mind . 
ormerly 11e hacl planned .wars and invasions for "much buff'alo" , 
now with tlie disappearanc e of the game and the :white settle-
ments closing in around him , he thought only of the annuities 
3 
and :roocls which \rnuld come from the sale of his lands . 
1 . Gov. ,.la11sey to .I . H. Sibley , St . Paul, Feb . 2~, 1850 . 
Alc:::o an appeal for o-overnMent aid 'V:J made in a letter 
by , a1•tin IcLeod to l . Sibley, Iemlota, Feb . 21 , 18"'=0 . 
'l'he parers n.11d letters clnring the late winter months 
1 alre rreqnent a ncals f'or the destitute Upper Sioux . 
Yr . Sibley , nt t~is time territorial representative at 
'hshin~ton, was \rnr1ring zeaJ ously to secure an approp-
riation from Congress of ~100 , 000 to relieve the suffer-
ing Indians thruo u t the United States . 
" Josepl'l' : ' firown'to II~ 1 .~ Sibley , St . Paul,. Jan . 24, 18 o. 
itartin McLeod to " 11 11 , Lac qni Parle, A r~L P,i:), 
18'l0 • 
• 1inn . Pioneer, Feb . 6, 1850 . Many ot1er citations might 
he .o-iven . 
~ . Ann . Hep . of Gov . Ramsey , Oct . 13, 184n , Ex . Docs . , 1st 
Sess. , 1lst Cong . , 1 n- 50, Vol . III , Pt . II, p . 1016 : 
Ann . Rep . or Ind . Com . Orladdo Ilrovn , ~ov. 20 , 184" , 
ibicl, p .. !145 . 
The attempts at treaty making in the falls of 1849 
and 'fO had so excited the Indians' expectations for money 
and goods, that, doubtless, his usual efforts in securing 
game rnre not exerted. This condition was thus made the 
more clestitu.te and his payments to the traders for goods 
1 
were more difficult to obtain. This scarcity of game was 
conseq11ently influential in making the Indian trader anxious 
for a treaty of cession wt1ich would secure them payment of 
their claims against the Indians. Their trade in the pelts 
of wild animals was becoming less lucrative because of this 
scarcity of game, which, in turn but increased the need of the 
Indian for tI1e traders' goods and decreased his ability to 
give f~rs in exchange. For these reasons the business was 
becoming a losing one to the trader, if not to the head 
a~ents of the company. 
Only one tribe, the .dewakanton, had been annuity 
Indians since 1337 and so the means of securing satisf'action 
of debts at "Indian myments " had not been generally possible. 
1 . "They Jave done little but talk about a treaty all 
•inter and t'1is exci te1"'.lent hrs added to their usual 
improvidence. When spoken to about not endeavoring 
to pay their debts, the conu~on reply is Never mind ..• 
we will pay up when a treaty is made;" .iartin jtcl;eod 
to II. II . Sibley, Lac qui Parle, Apr . 26 , 1R51. 
1 
The traders held the Indians to be greatly indebted to them. 
llow just these debts or how accurate they accounts can not be 
positively affirmed. The system of trade was conducive to 
c ts onesty . Besides there is a natural tendency for the 
civilized man to employ a lower ~standard of business moral-
ity in his dealings with the weaker savage than with his 
2 
equals . Many, no doubt , were honorable men and faithful 
:1 
friends to the Indian, and as a class, they were not enriched 
4 
by their trade with the Indians but often times impoverished. 
1 . In 1852, after the difficulty over the payments of their 
clains, the traders of the American Fur Co.(then owned 
by th~ Pierre Chouteau Jr . & Co.) , gave oath that their 
claims in 1851 aga inst the Upper Sioux had amounted to 
$431 , 7:)5 ancl a~ainst the .Mdewakanton band of LO\ver Sioux 
to $129,835,10} Sen . Docs . , 2nd Sess . , 32nd Cong., 
1352-3, Vol. III, Doc. 20, p ~o. 
2. " There are many high minded and honorable traders among 
t~1e Indians •• • but in many parts o:f the northwest game 
and furs have become scarce and the only way money is 
made at all by tradPrs is by giving the Indian the worst 
of the ~argain"; Ann. Rep . of Nath. McLean, Sept.1,1851, 
~x . Docs., 1st Sess . , ?.nd Cong., Vol. II, Pt. III, p 435. 
1 . Most of the traders are just and honest, their accounts 
are lmsiness-lilce , their inf'luence on the Indian is 
legitimate , they deserve a livelihood, but are bur~ened 
with debt . Letter :f'rom Dr . S . R. Riggs, Oct . 1, 1849 in 
.Iinn. Chronicle and Register, Nov . 10, 1849. 
1. T-;1.win Clnrlc, Indian A~ent 1866-8 :ror the Chippewas, 
states P1ar . 1°12 . The traders were usually poor~ The 
head men of the Fur Companies, vho sold them tie goods 
and received from them the furs were the ones who were 
enriched by the Indian trade system . 
It is the unanimous opinion of contemporaries 
and historians that the success of the treaties of 1851 de-
pended almost entirely on the efforts and cooperation of the 
1 
traders . They were familiar with the Indian language and 
could count on the assis t ance of half breed relatives . This 
cooperation, as we shall see, was secure~ by a treaty pro-
vision which indirectly provided payment for their claims . 
Some explanation should be rnade concerning the 
policy of allowing traders ' claims against the Indians to 
be recofnized by treaty provision, if one is to understand 
the in ispensable part which the traders played in securing 
tle tr~aties of 1851. At this time the traders, besides 
buying furs and peltry , sold goods to the Indians on credit 
and at a large , and often exorbitant profit . These debts 
the Indians were supposed to repay from the results of the 
hunt but naturally there were many who did not and could not 
meet their indebtedness . 
1. "A treaty will be made if the American Fur Co . wills it, 
they will have such a treaty as they want and all the 
money they demand" ; Minn . Democrat, June 24 and July ~2, 
1851 . This paper was bitterly opposed to 11hat it desig-
nated the " Ha 1sey-Sibley Co . " -
.uoth Com11issioners amsey and Lea declared that no 
treaties could have been effected without the traders ' 
assistance: Sen. Docs . , 1st Sess., 3 . rd ~on~. , Vol . IX, 
noc . Rl, 1853-4, ~n 308-325 . 
"The Commissioners rlJd not do much more than find the 
In inns·and indicate what they wanted, the traders did 
t1e rest"; llon . Vm . P. Murray, XII, 120 r1nn . 
His. Soc . C 11; Sec also similar opinion ·or Thos . Hu~hes, 
J:lJid' x' p 106 • 
The pqyMents of these outstanding credits were 
secnred a~ainst t~ e Inrlian in t rn ways; first, they were 
clarged against his annuity if he were a treaty Indian or if 
he were not, against the contingency of an annuity. Dy the 
latter way, they were Jaid as part or the public debt of the 
tribe , out of the ultimate proceeds from the sale of the 
tribal lmvs. In l!eneral this mode of procedure had been 
practised for many years and was justified on this ground. 
The traders ran big risks since many conditions conduced to 
the non-payment by the Indian or his debt and the debtor had 
practically no personal prope:rty which conld be seized in 
partial payment, even if the trader had had the right to do 
so. Each Indian, however, had an undivided, undefined claim 
to tl e land which he occupied . Therefore, t!1e traclers had a 
right to receive some indemnification for their old debts out 
1 
of the proceeds of the sale of Indian lands to the government. 
Altho such an arrangement was advantageous, even just, to the 
trader in the majority of cases, still it proved an unwise 
and mischievous policy . It robbed a whole people of their 
p t1.irnony to pay the debts of the. shiftless and dishonest . 
The IndianA memory was short and on this he must rely since 
he kept no accounts . Consequently he had a cheated feeling 
when he salr such large sill.ls from the proceeds of llis land, 
1. T.his ar u.,1cnt is advanced by Dr . s . R. Riggs, Oct . 1, 
1f q in a lctt r printed in the Minn. C1ronicle and 
errister, Nov. 10, 1!1 fl . 
)!;O to 11ay his pas·t debts and those of' his fellows. This 
~o~icy , moreover , ~ave abunnant opportunity for intrigue on 
the part of the traders in securing treaties which would 
1 
provide for such payment of claims. 
It is necessary to distinguish two methods , the 
direct and indirect provision for the payment of traders' 
claims by treaty stipulation. We first find treaty provis-
2 
ions for such payments about the year 1825. Between 1 2 
and 1843 the goyernment assuflled the responsibility of pay-
ment by direct treaty provision . For instance the United 
' tates agreed to pay certain specified sums to individuals 
whose names are enumerated in the article of the treaty . Or 
Comnissioners were appointed to decide on the legality and 
j lstncss of the debts c}1arP:;ed against the Indian and the 
~overnnent a~recd to ray in accordance with their report 
1. 
~ . 
Bishop ~ hipple declared in 1362; "I believe if men kne\f 
the secret history of the clause in every treaty which 
sets apart so much to ~ay Indian debts, it would fill 
them with astonishment ; Appendix to Lights and Shadows 
of a Long Episcopate, p 517 . 
This statenent is r.1ade frog aut10rs' study of the U. 3 . 
Indian Treaties as comrilcd by 1·. pler , Vol. II. 
Gen . ~ orey, 186!1 , statecl t'1at "it is about 40 years 
since traders ' claims were thus provided for"; 
Iep . of' Sec . of Int ., 2nd Sess., 1st Con"., lRr,Q-70, 
p 314. ~la j. 'l'alif'ero, lvho was bitterly opposed to this 
policy , stated that the precedent was esta >lished during 
the snperintcndency of' Gen . Lewis Cass , Gov . of' the 
hlicliigan 'l'erri tory, 1813-1831; Autobio"" a phy o:r . laj. 
Taliaferro , 'I, ?'34, . inn. His. Soc . Coll. 
1 
which must be approved by the President. 
A Senate resolution of larch 3, 1843 forbade any 
provision b~r the United States f'or the payment of traders' 
claims in future Indian treaties. 'l'he ....,overnment nmf regard-
eel all matters or account betveen the Indians and the traders 
as private transactions with fhich it had nothing to do. 
This restriction immediately proved unpopular. Under its 
strict enforcement no treaties could be negotiated f'or the 
cooperation of the traders was ever indispensable for the 
2 
success of snch negotiations. 
In 1846 ·c first find a treaty provision by which 
the payment of the traders' claims was indirectly secured. 
'Clle United States agreed to pay a certain sum to the chi rs 
to enable them to pay their "just debts", thus transferring 
the responsibility o.f payment from the government to the 
3 
Indian tribe, represented by its chief's. Henceforth, the 
1 . Later such authenticated clebts were put on a schedule 
w'iich 'rns annexcc.1 as an official part of the treaty. 
Ex . Dors., 1st Sess., ~8th Cong., 1843-4, Vol. I, p ~~1. 
It was in accordance with this provision that the in-
structions for the p oposed treaty of 184U lad been 
wlien it forbade any treaty provision for the payment by 
the government of the traders' claims. 
·~. It is si~nif'icant that hetveen Oct. 11, 18 2-Jnn. 4, 
1R4~~ no Indian treaty was negotiated. See Indian 
... 'rcaties in 'o.>!ler, \tol. II. 
Gov. C 1arfl1er!>, vho b:.ld ner:otia tecl ''• ny Indian trea tics, 
in 1 843 prerlic tE'd t--,a t the enforccnent or t 1is res-
tricti<in rnnl<l resnl t in no treaties 1d th the Inclians; 
Sen . :>ocs., "'·th Coner., 1st Sess ., I, 18 3-t-, p . :zr,7 . 
3 . 'rcaty wit~ the Potowat mi, 18 6; ln1ul0r , II, pp.5~7-
!-'5"0 . 
different treaties usually contained a provision for this 
payment of "just debts" in such 'nanner us the Indian chiefs 
shall in open council direct. Thus the payment of the 
Imltan ,lebts was secured indirectly but efi.;'ecti vely to the 
trader. This arran~cment was sure to result in the secret 
connivance of tJ1e traders in securing their claims and 
dis tr1 st and nisnn'lerstanding among the Indians, by no 
neans competent to direct their business affairs. 
************************************************************ 
Chapter II , rhc Negotiations of the Treaties . 
.• 
The condition~ in 1851 were propitious for the 
ne otia tion of a treaty or cession. 'fhe Indians realized 
that their only hope of future sustenance lay in annuities 
and agriculture. They also could not mi.sta1rn the incvi tab.le 
occupation o:f their lands by the white population and wise-
ly concluded it better to dispose of at least a part of 
1 
thejr lands by treaty tl an to risli: forcible ejection. 
The traders and half-breeds, whose hearty support and co-
operation was absolutely essential to the success of 
negotiations, Pere no anxious :for a treat, , which would 
secure them indirectly pecuniary gains. 
From conversations with Gov. amsey. 'tlr. 1rcLeocl "dis-
covered that he expects the united assistance of the 
influential traders. and is w·cll effected toward ther. . He 
ts no doubt well aware that he cannot effect a treaty 
2 
Lul{e Lea, Indian Conmdssioner and without· their aid." 
Gov. Ramsey's colleague in the negotiation of tlie treaty, 
was naturally bound by no definite instructions and con-
sequently the unpopular features o:f the instructions for 
thp proposed treaty in 1849 might be obviated to fit tl1e 
1. Joseph I . Brmm to H. u . .:>ibley, ?;ov . 0 0, 18 o. 
~ . :r:artin .. cLcocl to II •r. diblcy, Apr. 1 , 18r.;1, 
1 
necessities of the moment. 
'l'he original })lan to unit the four tr;i bes o.r tl1e 
f") , . 
. inncsota "ioux in one general negotiation 'rns abandoned 
since "their :feelings were so di verse and Ll cir int rests 
so opposite," or in plainer English, t.he traders' claims 
against the upper and Lower ioux were 0 0 diverse as to ake 
3. 
two treaties more effective in their li~1idation. The 
Commissioners decided to commence negotiations with the 
upper 'ioux because it was believed, for various reasons: 
that they were less opposed to a treaty of cession tltar1 were 
ti 
the Lower Sioux. They were more destitute than were tie 
Lower Sioux, :for one or the Lower bands, the J, dmrn.kantoan, 
was receiving annuities from their Treaty of 1837. Con-
sequcntly they were in 1 ore anxious mood for a treaty wf ich 
'3 
' ould provide them with the desired money and p;oocls. 
It was believed that the Lower Indians could be more casil • 
brought to terms by first counseling with the upper bands . 
1 . 
') 
h,, . 
3. 
5 . 
· artin :.1cLeod in his letter to :· r. ~) ihl y, pr.10, 1s~1, 
spoke of a conversation whic11 he just had 'i t11 Gov . 
Ramsey about treaty matters. "I, of course, vas v .J• • 
guarded but I took the liberty to say that the Cm w' s on-
crs should Irnve discretionary power, otlrnrfise the e f cct-
ing of a treaty was altogether doubtful . " 
See rote ~' at the end of the chapter for a descri tion 
of these :four tribes and tlteir di vision accorclinrr to 
geographical position into t11c Lm er an~ upper ioux. 
Rep . or rcaty Co11 . Lea and R •. sey, .urr . r,1851; 
Ex . foes ., 1st Sc.., , 2nd Con~ ., Vol . IT, >t.III,1851-2, 
p 2'i8 Designated later by date of report, up; . ~,1 r.:1. 
!artin cLeod to H. J' . Sibley, Lac qui arle, Apr . 0,18~1. 
Hep . of 'reaty Com . Lea and Ramsey, An~ . r., 1 "'1. 
v 
Unsuccessful negotiations with the Lower Sioux , if first 
1 
counseled with , mi~ht Jrnve a bad effect on· the other banes . 
he ~ dewaJcantoan , the important band of the Lower Siot. , 
2 
were in bad humor , compl ain] ng of everything and everybollv . 
hey strongly distrusted the government and its ap;e1ts , for 
;5000 annually had been withheld :from them , which wa~ due 
3 
under the Treaty of 1837 for educational purposes. ''heir 
closer contact with the white population had ivcn them an 
4 
idea of larger land values . They entertained iany rievances 
against the vhite settl ers. In short , their treaty relations 
with the ~ovcrnment and association with their ·1hi to 
neighbors had not increased their trust in either ancl a 
strong antipathy existed among them to a further sale of 
their lands. 
The upper Sioux were summoned to meet in council at 
'raverse des Sioux on July 1, but nep;otiations could iot 
cornnrcnce until the 18th of that month because a sufficient 
1 . Martin rcLeod to u.n. Sibley, Rep . of rcaty Corn . Lea 
and Ramsey , Aug. G, 1851. 
2 . Philander Prescott t o H. H. 3ibley, St .Peter ' s An-ency, 
Lar . 4 , 1850 , Apr . 24, 1s~o. 
O. Jos . R. Brown to H. H. ·Sibley , St .1>aul, Nov . <Jfl , 1850. 
References to the bad effect of this accumul ation of 
school f'unds upon these Indians are too many to cite . 
The records and letters 'for many years tell of the 
resulting irritation and distrust among the Indians 
:from this withholding of treaty funds . 
3. "It would be useless to talk of a few cents or 
anything like forr1cr prices," \V'rote 1 art in l .. cLeod to 
Mr . Sibley, Apr . 10 , l851 . 
number had not assembled. 'he treaty was signed by "the 
two high contracting parties" on July 23. On August 5, a 
second treaty ceding the same lands was sirned l>y the 
chiefs of the Lower Sioux and the treaty cor:i issioners at 
~. endota. 
'fhe plan of this thesis is to give an accnrate s.r-
nopsis of the provisions of the iraverse des ~ioux rrcaty, 
and of tl10se of the treaty at 1 endota, \'fhich di fer fron 
those in the former treaty; ancl then to state tlle in-
1 
fluences and conditions which resulted in st cl1 stipulations. 
In connection vith the chronological narration of succeed-
ing events , it is aimed to especially emphasize those 
I 
matters, which pertain to tlle carrying out of these treaty 
provisions by the government, acting tlru its appointed 
agents. This latter discussion will necessarily include a 
partial study of the Treaties of 1sr:s with the sar. e '3ioux 
l)ands, since the n ain text of these treaties was the 
1. It vill not be best at this time to p:ive tlle !"::my 
interesting and picturesque details o tl1ese treat 
negotiations. 'l'llese events, as has been said in the 
discussion of' sources, vcre gra 1hically described in 
Gen. 111.G . Le Due ' s diary, printec in hi3 inn. Year 
Book, 1852. The negotiations at ~raverse des J ioux 
were also reported by Ja.es Good.hue in 1113 paper, 
'i'he 1 innesota Pioneer. One of the most v: l ued tre:-isures 
of tJ1e .. innesota Historical Society is a paintinf of 
this treaty signinr.; lJY the artist li'ranJ· n. 'ti.ayer of 
Baltinore, who was present at the ne otiations. A re-
procluction of his original sleet ch is ri vcn in , inneso ta 
in r 'hrec Centuries ' Vol. II' 20£1 . To one v 10 visits the 
State Capital building at St . Paul sho ld f~il to sec 
the fine paintin~ of the sip:ning of the 'rn.vcrsc des 
reduction l y half of the reservations originally clesirnatecl 
in the r 'rea ties or 1851. '!'his q estion of the fulfillment' 
partial or non-fulfillment of these treaty stipulations seems 
to me an important aspect in the stmly of these treaties. I 
believe the early historians of these events have slighted 
this consideration,for, to the.inhabitants of finncsota , 
both at t'he time and later, the cession of the clesirerl lanrls 
was the one devoutly wished for consnmr ation. The In<li, n am1 
hi~ condition, wenethen as now, almost for~otten in the rt sJ 
of more absorbing events . 
Article I of both treaties was the convent5·o:na·l rwo-
vision for perpetual peace and friendship between the two 
contracting tJm\rers; " a great Christian nation and a poor 
1 
heathen people''. The United States in its treaty relations 
2 
with the Indian tribes dO\m 1871-5 carried out the idea, in 
theory at least, that they were a sovereihn people , ranl;:in 
**t~*************************************************~******* 
1.(Cont.) Sioux treaty, which hangs in the novernor 's 
reception room . 
1 . 
" 
,.., . 
Dishop Whipple ' s forceful expression . 
'fhe Imlian tribes were denationalized by the 1 ct 
of larch 3 , 1871. This provided that no tribe 
within tie Uni tecl States should lJe re.co~nizc as 
an independent nation with wJ ich it JriO'llt treat . 
Since 1871 the Uni tccl .'t'>,tes ha-s; cntcretl in to 
agreements with the Indian Lri c::;, w lich 11cco •e 
laws wJ1en passed by both Hc'n ses of Conr·ress and 
signed by the President. !or ict . of ar.3,187 , 
sec u. J . Stat . at Large, XVI , 5Gf.. 
1 
among those powers capable of makin a d rati :in treaties. 
This, in spite of the fact th.t the Indian tribes had no 
pover to compel the United tates to observe a treat , .n< 
' 
the government, in turn, r.ot lool·ing to them or inherent 
Power to observe it for them elves. It is pertinent to note 
here that of the 70 treaties made 11: the Uni tcd · t tcs ·i t11 
the various Indian tribes between 177 -1871, only the c,·ist-
ing treaties with the upper and Lm er c- ioux, '~ho had tal en 
part in the Outbreak of 1862, were abro .ted by he o-ov rn-
ment in 18'13. This was the f'irst and only ti e tllat t c 
Goverm cnt had appliecl to ndian relations the ·ule of 
international lm th~ t rn terr,1inates all e i ·ting tre t ·cs. 
Article I, regarding the b01mclarie or th ceded 
lands was the same in oth tr • t · >.,. n •c1 rn i t p •n •ic 
for tlc sale to the United States of all the jou 1 ncs 
in the State of Io a, in the Territory of inne ota .nd in 
rhat is nor th ..,tate of South D: I·ot 1 in ea t or the 
follo ing boundary line,-- bcgi1mi ig at t 1e junct1on o the 
Buffalo rith the Red Rive of' the 'ort i; thenc al on tl 
we tern banJ· f this river to t 1e mouth or the ioux 'ood 
River, along it cstern bnnl to Lake ravcrsc long 
1. The Constitution by dccl ring ~1c treaties ·lrea •mad 
or rhich shall be run.de, the "'U e 1 a r f the land, ad-
mitted the Indian i.re ti to tic ranks of the civilize 
powers. see Ant. VI , ect. II, Cons't . or tie .• 
Paxson, L st erican rontier, . s. 
its western shore to its southern extrewit:y", thence in a 
J 
direct line to the junction of .·ampesl·a Lalrn with the Sioux 
Hiver, along its western bank to its intersection with the 
northern line or the State of Iowa. All the islands in 
these rivers and lakes were included in the cession. The 
northern line of' this cession was the .:.:doux-Chippewa 
partition line established i·p 1825 at Prairie due Ohien. 
This line started from "a point in the Reel River of th ... 1orth 
near Georgetown passed east of Fergus Falls and West or 
Alexandria, cro•·se(l the ;11ississippi between :;t. Cloud and 
1 
Saulc Rapids". The cedecl lands also embraced that part of 
northern 'Iowa, north of the Roclr •. i vcr, to ·ether with a 
country around ~stherville, Bllllnetsburr,, ancl .\l ona. and 
extending eastward by Osage, almost to Cresco. 
The amount of' this cession was ~3,7GO,OOO acr .... s accord-
ing to the computation of Thos. Hughes; 1r.,ooo,oo acres 
in finnesota· 3,000,000 in rora; 1,750,000 in vhat is now 
2 
South Dakota. Gov. Ramsey commented most effusively on the 
great natural advantages of the land acquired; happy valleys, 
boundless IJlains, river bottoms richer than the banks of th 
1. "And went on in a gei1eral southeast direction to tl1e 
St. Croix whici1 it struc ~ not far f'rom tarine". 
Folwell, ~inncsota, A2. This line east of t1C ~ississ­
ippi of course was not connectec with the ces ion since 
the Sioux at this time had no lands on the cast of tlle 
river. 
2. 'hos. llughes, he Treaties of 1 fl; 
Minn. His. Doc.Coll. Vol.XII, 11~. 

But in the country along the north Io van line and in the 
extrer.1e south vestcrn part of Minnesota tl ey had never ·acle 
a permanent occnpation. hey only visited these regions 
when they made raids on the Sacs ancl •oxes of the upper ~es 
oines and when in search of buf:f'alo in that rerrion or ::i.hot t 
1 
La]re Shetek. 
Article III of both treaties provided that, as art 
consideration of the cession made by t1e Indians, r serv-
ations were to be set apart for "the fnture occllpancJ· and 
home of the Dakota Imlians, parties to this trcat,y, to be 
held by them as Indian lancls are held." The upper and 
Lo~er 'ioux have each their respective reservation, in 
general consisting of the territory ten n1iles wide on either 
sicle of the linnesota River from Lalce Traverse down to the 
neighborhood of :New Ulm. rhe specific limits or each 
reservation were described in the ollowin~ va.. ~he upp r 
ioux \rnrc to have all that tract of country .Lor te miles 
on ci th er side or the Hinne ota River frorJ tllc es t('rn 
lJounclar:y of the cedec.l lands to the Tc iay-tai1 -bny River 
(Hmvk-Crec1·) on the north and to the cl lo. .' edi cine i ver 
on the south side. 'l'lle reservation o the J.,o\ er .>loux 
1. ' his ~•ta tel'ent is made on the authorl ty or et urn J. 
Ho.lcomlJe, inn. in 'fhrce centuries, ol . , p.'320 
Inl{paduta' s b nd roa 1cd. alJottt tl is 1 e ion 
but they were outlaw an<l not parties to· th sc 
treaties. 
should extend, from this eastern boundaty, along the 
iinnesota .ror ten miles on ci ther side, to a line runninff <) 
clue south f'rom the mouth of the Little ocli: River to its 
intersection with the Waraja River (Cottonwood.) 
The corrm1issioners experienced difficulty in selcctin~ 
reservations which would be af\reeable to both their views 
and those of the Lower Indians. The reservation dcsicrnated 
for the u1>per Sioux embraced their villages about LaJ-es 
l'raverse and Big Stone and so necessi tatcd not removal l t 
restriction 'ithin narrower limits. Ile comnissioners 
planned to remove the Lower ,,ioux to "a comfortable home for 
you and your cllildi;-en, in all time to co e", bet,veen t lC 
Yellow Medicine and Redwood Rivers on the south of t 10 
Minnesota, and the Hawk Creek iver and the heaver Creek on 
the north. Col. Lea urged upon the Lo rnr Indians the 
advantages of having their f'uture llome conti_lous with that 
of the upper 'ioux. "We desire to see the various bands of 
Sioux more closely united than they are now. It wea·ens 
them*** If tley lill consent to live together, ~nd be 
united, they will increase and in time be a ~reat people." 
The Mde\ akantoan tribe !lad lived since 1~. 7 on the y-estern 
banks of the 11.ississippi, a wooded country a.botmclinl')' in 
lakes. Their spol{esmen at the treaty negotiations, 
eloquently protested against their pro11osed removal to a 
1 
prairie country. The commissioners firmly held to the 
original limits and lo cation of the reservation . The treaty 
had been written ancl signed by the commissioners . It was now 
ready for the Indians' signatures but they obstinatelv held 
back. dnally one of the soldiers , Shalrnpee ' s brother, 
objected to the reservation as being too high up on the 
prairies. !'he soldiers , he said, vcre satisfied with all t 1e 
other parts of the treaty . The commissioners lrade conccss-
ions. "We will now consent," said Gov . t mrsey, "to come 
dO\m with the reservation to Little Roel· River , 1hich p:ives 
you timber enough . 11 'rhe treaty , with this chan~e, rccei ved 
the signatures of tlle Indians , still erumlJling over the 
2 
cl1aracter of their future home . 
'l'he supposed advantages of this reservation system 
were greatly praised . Gov . Ramsey gave four principal 
advantages resulting from this concentration within narrow-
:J 
er l i mits . (1) 'fhe government could uore satis actorily 
J. Old Yabasha is reported as pleading. "You have named a 
place fo r our home , it is a prairie countr:. I am a nan 
used to the woods and do not like the prairies and er-
haps some of those who are here will naTTJe a place we 
would all like better. • 
2 . hese reported conversations are tak en from Vrn . G. Le Due's 
diary printed in the Jinn . Year Book 11r:2 . ·rhis 
difficulty with the Lower Indians over their reservation 
is confirmed by the Report or rreut.., Com. Lea and Rams ey, 
· An"' . 13 , 1851 . 3 . Ann . Rep . of Gov . Ramsey , Aov . 3, 1' 1; Ex.Docs . , 1st. 
sess ., 32nd Cong ., Vol . II , Pt . III, 1sr1-2, pp . 41 -1 
protect the Indians and control them for their 1 est 
interests . (2) he government could more effectively and 
economically teach the concentrated bands agriculture and 
the industrial arts. (3) The Indians were gt aranteed for a 
long period of years from that contact with white people , 
11 by which they usually become tainted". (4) The proposed 
reservations would protect them from their hereditary 
enemies, the Chippewa. by a wide tract of cedecl lancl, which 
formerly was a border ground claimed by both . 
This question of' reservations, no reservations, 
temporary reservations, and reservations re.ducell by half are 
the interesting developments~~uccecding years and the 
events of reservation li:fe during the period from 1852-18~2 
were most significant in their result on later. innesota 
history. 
Article IV of both treaties concerns the money payr.10nts, 
which are made in ":further and full consideration of said 
cession". The purpose for which the payments are to appl r 
are the same but the amounts differ in the tlfO treaties. 
The upper Sioux were to receive Sl,~'"'5,000; the Lower .'ioux 
6 1 ,410,000, which sums were to be paid as follows. 'l'he sum 
of $275,000 was to be paid to the chiefs o:f the upper Sioux 
and that of' <~220 ,000 to tl1ose of the Lo,rnr to (1) "enable 
tllenl. to settle their affairs and comply wit1 their present 
just enr:agcments; (2) and in consiclcration o their rcroving 
themselves to the country set apart for t1em aR above which 
they agree to clo within two years or sco11 r j f re qui red by 
the President, without further cost or expense to the 
United States, (3) and in consideration of their subsistin" 
tliemsel vcs the first year after their removal" wi tllout fur-
ther expense to the r..;ovcrnrnent. Then ollowed an i portant 
proviso, which admitted of different interpretations; "the 
saicl stun shall be paid to the chiefs, in such manner, as 
they hereafter in open Council shall request and as soon 
after the removal of said bands to the ho c set apart or 
them, as the necessary appropriation thereof' s rn.11 be ·::iclc · 
1 
by Con('l'rcss". 'his proviso was ~ccompaniecl hy such a 
complicated situation that further explanation nf :l t ";ill he 
postponed until after the rei uining treat; J)rovisio .. s hn.vc 
Jeon cntioned. 
'he govcrn"cnt also arreed to expend $30,000 for both 
Upper ancl Lower Sioux in "the estal1lislmrnnt of r.rn.mrnl lubor 
schools; the erection of ills and l)locl s rith shop~, open-
ing farms, fcncin;'" and breal ing lands and lilcc bcnef'icial 
purposes." "he means of transfor ing the warli cc ..,iot .· into 
2 
a peaceful agricultural folk are happily cx1rcsse on pa er! 
1. This is the proviso relatin~ to the Upper ioux na re-
ceived this va,..iation in the Treaty at endota, i.e.; 
one-half of the sum was to be paic to the de 'fal i1toan 
chiefs, and one-half to the chi fs and headmen of tll0 
Wahpacoota. 
2. ''These obligations f'urnished glitterin•l' evidences of 
humuni t:v to the remlcr of the treaty. linfortunatel T, 
the evidence stops at tllis point' . ishop 1llipplc, 186 , 
.tPP· to Li,,·l ts and Sllado•rs of a I.Jong Lpiscopate, p.r::33. 
'f'l1e balance of $1, 3f0, 000 dnc the Up1 er Sioux ancl of 
$1, lGO,OOO, rJie Lower iioux, ms to be held in L!·ust ly the 
1 
Uni tecl states and the in tcrest _at 5% on these • riou t" for 
:fii't.I' years was to be paid annually to the !:ndiann in certain 
enumerated ways . This annual interest on the trust -funds 
would at the expiration of tlle fifty years be recrr:.rf. cd as 
''full payment of said balance, principal, ant interest". 
The annual interest of ·?68, 000 for the Upper Siou. 
and of S58 ,000 f'or tllc Lower Sioux was to l>C ex ,em1 eC fo1· 
each civ sion in accord-nee uiLl1 these fpur cla~ci ic tions: 
( 1) a gc icral ar;ricul tur, 1 m cl civilization fund, c!:12, 00; (2) 
an educ at; on al f'und, . ~6, 000; ( , roods a.nc 1 'ovi sions, 
1. By the Act of' Jan . P, 1837, (U.S . Stat . at llarn-e.V,135) 
the govcrnn'cnt was expected to invest these trust funds 
in saf'e stocks yielding 5%, so that the application of' 
this interest to the annual payn ents would relieve the 
necessity of maJcincr such appro riations annually from 
the '.1. reasury. Up to 18f '2, such invcst1 cnts had not 
been .made l)ecanse of tlle e barrassed concli tion o tJ c 
Treasury and Congress hacl appropriated tl e neccss ... r 
anounts from year to year. The Comlnis""inner of Indian 
af'fair.s in 1852 urged that this was too costly a policy 
aince the appropriations of the interest vould soon 
equal and exceed the 1ri11ci al. 'fl1e lar c snrpl 1.: s in 
the rrcasury should now be invested, thus r~lievj ~ 
this condition; Ann. Rep . of Luke Lea, Nov . 30,1852: 
Ex . Docs.,~nc"!. Sess ., 32nd Conr., 'ol .I,1852-:J, p .301. 
In 185' , the 'hole amonnt of Indian trust funrl;:; was 
Sl0,590,649. 2 of which but $3,502,241.82 hacl been in-
vested in State and Uni tecl utates boncls . Com. Cl~as. 
Mix urgecl the investment of Indian trust funds to 
relieve the annual appropriations for interest: Sen . Docs ., 
2nd Sess . 35th Cong ., 1858-9, p. 3A5. 
$10, 000; ( 4) money annuities , $40 , 000 for tl c U})per Sioux 
and $30, 000 f'or the Lower Sioux. 1'he commissioners 
congratulated themselves that the annual expenditure which 
s to be applied for beneficial purposes connected with the 
"speedy ci viliza ti on" of the Sioux ' as far reater than vas 
usually the case. Great results were confidently expected 
from these liberal provi sions. The desire was goocl ._ nd tl1c 
success of the civilizing scheme now depended chi ef'l y on the 
careful organization of a policy for carrying out the clesire. 
By a division of the annuities between "liberal" cash 
payments and a "moderat e" outlay for goods and provisions, 
the commissioners sought to satisfy the conflictin,'.'" opinions 
of those who advocated either cash annuities or payments in 
2 
kind . Gov. Ramsey strongly favored the system of cash 
1 . Commissioner Luke Lea in 1851 , af'ter the treaties vith 
the Sioux nd been negotiated, said, ""he civilization 
of r.he Indians w·i t hin the terPi tory of the Uni tee States 
is the cherished object of the government ·::. ' ' ·::- but how 
·::· ~:- ,~ '' remains wi tllout a satisfactory ans rnr .;: .;:. '" i • 
O\'I~ plans arc not sufficiently matured to present; 
Ann . Rep . of Luke Lea , Com . of Ind . Affairs, Nov . 27 1 18~1; 
Ex . ocs .,lst Sess ., 32nd Cong . ,Vol . II , Jt . JII , 1851-2 , 
p . 273 . 
1 
2 . These two policies were much discussed at this time by 
those interested in the \elfarc of the Indian or in their 
own financial gain . 
1':orman Kittson feared in the case of money annuities 
that "most, if not all , lfil l fall into tl1 e lrnncls of tI1c 
Hudson Bay co .,witb w·hom it is impossible OJ' us to con-
pete inn money line"; Letter to I . ff . Sjbley, Pembina, 
Feb . 1 , 1851. But the traders , us a class favorecl i onoy 
annni ties , since the coi n dispersed to the Indians, · 
soon found its way into their pockets , or of r.;amblers' 
and "hanr;ers - on". 
annuities bt t the succec 'int; ~ urs more clearly de:fined the 
clisadvanta:res o:f such a policy. The annui tics were rn.id per 
capita, by the Indian agent directly to the individtal 
1 
Indian. At the estimated number of 8000, the annuity or cash 
and provisions to each Indian man, woman, and child amountNl 
to $11. 2 . Until the civilizing machincr.. provi ed in the 
treaties should be set in motion , this annual allowance was 
an important means of l i vlihoocl, since the supply of game 
2 
on .the reserve was \fbolly inadequate :for sustenance. 'For 
. 
sound reasons , the annuities were limited to fif'ty years 
vhen it was conf'idently expected the IncU ans would be ci viliz-
ed and self" sustaining and a continuation of annuity payments 
ould be in j urious to their moral condition. 
Thus in addition to the reservations which were regard-
cu as ln part compensation for the cedecl lands, the govern-
ment agreed to pay in these different ways indicated, 
3 
$3,075,000. ·This would be about 12¢ per acre on the estimated 
total area of 20 1 750 , 000 acre~ . But $2 , 520,000 of t is a. otu1t 
"·as to be held in trust and only the interest at 5% to be 
paid the Indians annually for fifty years, at >'hich time the 
1. There \fO.s much opposition to this policy . The ndian 
chiefs received no more than tie ordinary Indian. He vas 
given no responsibility in directing the disburse cnt of 
the annuity and his influence , already small, . as , there-
fo1"e weakened by treaty relations vi th the government. 
2 . The Indians,however, as wi ll be inclicated later, hunted 
outside their reserve . In the sea"'on, they hunted tho 
buffalo, stil l plentif ul in the ~fissourl valley. 
3 . The average price hich ·rn.3 paid tl1c Ir c ians for their 
lands :f"rom 1781- 1851 wa s computed by H. I . Sibley at ·8¢ per 
acre . ~inn . Pioneer, Aug . 5 , 1852. 
v 
principal rnuld r evert t o the government . so, 11 in one sense, 
the actual cost to the government for this rnap:nificent pur-
chase is onl:y the sum paid in hand ( 575,0" ' sin e the 
annual. 1rnyments would be equalled by the interest fro .. the 
1 
cedecl lands. 'l'his pri ce vas considered low, tt actually less 
2 
than the gov.ernn ent ought to be \filling to pay", and less 
than the Sioux lfOUld ever again allow their lands to be sol cl 
for, in case these treaties did not receive the ratification 
3 
o:f the Senat~ . And the Indian vas not deceiv0d in t 1inl·ing 
that he had received a large sum from the government for the 
ceded lands. Chief Curlyhead thus voiced his opinion , 
11 athers you t1ink it is a great deal you are O'iving for this 
country. I don't think so, for both our lands and all 'rn o-ct 
for them, will at last belong to the white an. '£he money 
comes to ns but it will all t!O to the white 11en who trade 
4 
with us". 
Article V of both treaties provided that the trade and 
intercourse laws as far as the introduction of liquor is con-
cerncd shoulcl rm iain fn force over the ceded lands until 
otherwise determined by the President or Congress. here is 
good evidence to show that such a iwovL~ion ;vas inserted to 
t. Rep . of' Treaty Com . Lea ::mcl amsey, .ng . , 1851. 
2. Jinn . Pioneer, Dec . 25 , 1851, Editorial . 
3 • .• ~emorial of J:innesota citizen<• to Congress, Uar.8,1852, 
printed i 1 the ·inn . Democrat, . ar . 10 , 1 5" . 
4. Wm . G, Le e ' s diary , inn. Year ook , 1852, p .87. 
5 . Act of Jtu 'JO , 1834, Bioren Laws, IV, 
satisfy the "earnest desire'' of several o the chiefs that 
the government should talrn some string nt measure to exclude 
1 
all kinds of liquor from their new hornc. Such a restriction 
had been advocated by Gov . Han sey in 1830 . lie believed it 
wise to tlms safe guard the Sioux who were credited in 1852 
wi tl1 being "under better moral influence than any other 
3 
Indians, perhaps , on thi s continent . " The commissioners 
believed that this rest riction was also in the interests 
of the settlers for it would protect ~1em from "that deprov-
ed and pestilent class" who would seeJr to make the public 
lands contiguous to the Indian territory, "a thcat r of 
Indian wl1iskey trade". How well this provision was enforced 
will be brought. out in the account of the Imllans' life on 
4 
the reserve . 
2 . 
Report o~ reaty Com . Lea o.nd Ramsey, .Ano- . f , 18 1 ; inn. 
Pioneer, Sept . 8 , 1852. 
Gov. llamsey to I . JI . Si bley, St . Poul , Apr . 10, 1860. 
The inn . Pion er ,. Feb . 13 , 1851, t rp;ecl the advisabili t: 
of' such a restriction . 
A'inn . Pioneer, Apr . , 1852 . The newspaper accounts o~ 
the temper ate or the intemperate Sioux show hi1 in contra-
dictory lights . The reneral impression is left of a 
hard drinking Indian, given every opportunity to quench 
his thirst . 
This and similar provisions in other treaties , gave rise, 
in later years. to mucl1 auitation as to whether the 
treaty making power had authorit:y to. lel!islatc f'or settl-
ers on the ceded l ands of the United States. In 1910, 
W. E. Johnson a.nd other special agents of the De artnicm t 
of the Interior, acting on a strict interpretation or 
these treaty provisions , closed muny saloons in Be idji 
and other northern ~ innesota cities , until their worl.: · 
was stopped by a 1rederal court injunction. On April 20, 
1012, Juc.lge C. A. \ illard announced that 11 e vould a.Ire 
this temporary injunction permanent . ' I is ecision in 
"A ne v and dcsira. le reaturc 11 r s intro uccd 1>~ 
Article VI in botl1 treaties. "Rules nnd rcgul tiona to 1ro-
tect the rights of pers ns anc vro crty on,,. t 1c Inell a 1s, 
partie:; t this Treaty, may l)e prescribed t m. en ore cc in 
sucl 1 anner, s tic President <f the nitcc ota cs or Conrress 
from time to time sl .... 11 n.111 in . ,. ..his icleP of t}'le i·otect-
ion or tlle la T for the Indians us "( VOC;lted by ny 
prominent Terri toriam b~fore 1s5· . In 1850, sixty-four 
1'inne"'ota ci ti.zens petitioned Con,e:rcas to e.·tcnd the lm·s of 
the United Stqtcs over the Indian tribes wit1in tic erPitor:. 
Gov . I ::unsey in his' r rort t the Cm inis::>ioner of' I d ·an 
ff'airs, in 1850, urp·ed tl e e.·tension by Congress over tllc 
Indians of a code of la vs "accommodated to tllc actu· l "i:it1 at-
ion of the Incliar,, elementary, securing plain rirrltts a1 c 
2 
providing positive rernedie 0 ." 11 1 believe", sni< n. 
3 
...;ibley , 11 t11at the· first stc to be talcen in the i provm ent 
o:f the Indian is to extend over hi the protection of the 
la rn" an for this rinci11lc he e rnestl · rnrJ~ed. It is lilrn-
wise affirmcc.l t.Jiat this pro rision rn.s inserted at the 
1. (Conte.) effect is that tl e liquor proLi ition clauses ·n 
the treaties ,·ith tl1c Iw ians in . inncsota arc 
not valid b cruse n~ tle later afuission o t1c 
State into t1 e Unin1 , 1 c . inn a1 olis , ily 
Jour ·l, Apr.2, 1 12. 
1. .dnn. Democrat, July 29,1851, ditorial 
inn. Chronicle a.1 eo-istcr, i'c • ~' 0 
2. inn. ionccr, . 13, 1851. 
:1 . II. 1:0 Sible,' Speech in iTousc of 'ep .• ucr.'>, 
1850, printed i1 . inn. Iionccr , ucr .22,18 O. 
1 
solicitation of the Indians who believed that as an:;ri-
cul turists they needed t he protection or the law the sun e 
as di d the whi t e man. 
This provision ras received with ~reat enthusiasm ~nd 
regarded as a cure "for one of the most obstimite evils" 
1 
impeding the civilization of the Indians. fhe Dal-otas , as 
a political community lived almost 1'i t110nt 1 aw, even the 
2 
chiefs thrn fear hesi tatccl to express an inclcpcnclcnt opinion . 
Property rights were slightly res1rncted and conseqt cntly 
there was no motive to industry or the acquisition of 
property . 'l'he provident Indians ha.cl no redre s in case of 
depr ed ation or outrage by the shiftless of their own race 
and often of ill' 'disp.osed wl1ites . 'he execution of tllis 
provision was confidentl y ex ected to "breal{ UJ) the 
I 
community system which is now the bane a.ncl curse of tJ ese 
"3 
tribes. 
The Lower Sioux had in addition this provision!" l'hc 
entire annuity, provided for in the :first section of Article 
II of the 'J.'roaty of' 1837 , including an unexpended balance 
that may be in the treasury on July 1, 185~, shall thereafter 
J. . inn . Pioneer, Jc1 t . l , 185:3 
2 . 'l'his laclc of power and real influence amonO' the ._ iol :x 
chiefs has abund.an t evidence from uen competcn t to judge. 
~ . Rep . of J.r,caty Co111 . :Uea and Ramsey, ,\ucr . G, 1801. 
be paid in money" •. 'rhis \mcxpendec~ balance was the accnmt lat-
ion of an annual apprOJJriation to be ex1lcndod at tlle 
discretion of the President and generally nnderstooci to lJe 
for educational purposes . 'ncceedin<T adr ini::;trations had not 
allowed it to be usetl for this purpose and the fund had 
1 
accumulated to a large amount. 'l'his withheld money p,..oved a 
serious sturnblin~ bloc!>: to ncgo tiations for the treat r . The 
commissioners could accomplish nothin~. Little Cro' declared, 
11 \\ e will talk of nothing else but that onev, if it is until 
next spring. That lies in the way of a treaty. I speak or 
others, not for myself". Governor Hnmscy replied, " 'c arc 
villing to give it to you as soon as we get t ru rith this 
treaty . Now , if yotr peo lle want this money , you know J o • to 
II 
get it for them. he inclucenent provocl eff'ccti vc . The 
payment of the '30,000 was promptly made, as the co,'rnis"'ion-
2 
crs had promised, directly after the sin-nino: of tie treat • 
A lively time ensued in St . Paul but the excite ent of 
his policy of allowing Indian funds to accumulate 
received severe conden:nation in 1 anv' reportn mid letters 
of these years . Tl1e Indians 'vere led to di ... trust t c 
government and its \1-gepts. ;villy dis} osed persons al so 
inclr;ccd the Indians to believe that the missionaries 1Jacl 
appropriated tllis money in support o their ission 
schools. In consequence the Indians becru e bitterl · 
opposed to oducn.tion and missionary efforts in their 
bel1alf . 
Ann . Rep . of Acrcnt Nath . i cLean: ,'I{ . i)ocs., lst Scss ., 
32nd Cong ., Vol . III , Pt . II , 1851-2: P · 34 . 
1 
spending their money was soon over. In three weeks the 
Indians were about buying and borrowing as usual and a 
2 
"portion of their money was in everybody's pocket". Article 
VIII of the treaty with the Lower Sioux referred to the much 
vexed question of the Half-breed tract on Lake Pepin, for the 
cession of which a treaty had been negotiated in 1849 but 
failed of ratification by the Senate. This article agreed, 
that in lieu of this tract of land set apart for their 
occupancy, there shall be paid the Half-breeds, under the 
3 
direction of the President, the sum of $150,000. 
Such were tbe official provisions of these treaties 
but now consideration must be given to important events in 
connection with the securing by the traders of their claims 
against the Indians. At the negotiations at Traverse des 
Sioux this was accomplished by the notorious Traders' Paper. 
The Indians, iJlllllediately atter signing the treaty, were, as 
they expressed it, "pulled by the blanket" yo another table 
or barrel, presided over by Joseph R. Brown and Martin 
McLeod. Here they affixed their marks to the traders paper, 
1. •Indians were all over town with double eagles. Third 
street was converted into a temporary borse-baznar. Dogs 
were also in demand. On Friday every Indian that had a 
horse was anxious to try its speed. Various contests 
were witnessed between old wheezy cart .. borses running 
quarter-races at the north end of Jackson Street in sand 
an ankle deep. A large multitude witnessedthese races". 
Minn. Pioneer, Aug.14,1851. · 
2. Ann. Rep. of Phil.Prescott, Sup't. of Farming, Aug. 30, · 
1851; Ex.Doos.,lst Sess.,32d ·Cong.,Vol.III,Pt.II, 
1851-2, p.436 
3. "Provided that the non-ratification of this article shall, 
which, they later repeatedly declared and testified, was 
supposed to be but another copy of the treaty. The main 
points of this important paper are; "We, the undersigned 
chiefs and braves(ot the Upper Sioux) * * '-~ being desirous to 
pay our traders and half-breeds the sum of money * * * 
justly due them, do hereby obligate and bind ourselves «· * ~~ 
to pay to the individuals hereafter designated the sum of 
money set opposite their names as soon ~ ~* * as practical 
af'ter removal and the necessary appropriation shall be made 
by Congress for arranging our affairs preparatory to our 
removal, and as it is specified that the said sum shall be 
paid in such manner as requested by the chiefs in open 
council thereaf'ter, we do hereby in open council request 
and desire that the said sums below specified shall be paid 
to the persons designated as soon as practicable after the 
necessary appropriation shall be made by Congress for the 
1 
purpose * * § * ·" 
.(Cont'd.) 
1. 
in no manner, effect the other provisions of 
this treaty". The senate, again refused to rati-
fy the cession of the Half-breed tract and the 
question still hung fire. 
Copies of this traders~ paper are found in sen. 
Docs. 2nd Sess., 32nd Cong.,Vol.III, 1852-3. 
s.noc.29,p.22, later referred to as s.Doc.29; 
also in Sen. Docs., 1st Sess., 33rd Cong., Vol. 
IX, Doc.61, 1853-4, p.9. This government 
docwnent contains the testimony and report of 
the investigating committee regarding Gov. 
RaJ11sey' payments to the traders. It will be 
later be referred to as Doe. 1. 
This Much of the traders' paper was signed by the 
Indians irectly after they had signed the treaty, thus pre-
eluding the J10lding of any open council to rlecide on such 
1 
action "thereafter", as the treaty provided. Moreover, t1iere 
is no evidence to prove that the Indians, even before the 
treaty, had ever decided in open council regarding the pay-
ment of the t~adnrs as arranged in the first Jalf of this 
instrument. It is possible that some or the chiefs were 
prevtonsly acquainted wi t11 the purport of the traders' paper. 
Tl e stron~est evidence relating to a previous explanation of 
tl1e paper to the Indians, although not in open council, "as 
given by Joseph R. Brown, two years afterwards during Gov . 
Ramsey's investigation . · He testi~ied that the paper had 
been explained to the Indians at the Ta-ka-ra lodge not more 
t linn one-half hour before they were called to council f'or 
3 
signing the treaty. All other testimony on this point was 
vague and inconclusive. 
It is true that t1e Indians, previous to the sign-
ing of the treaty, informally aclmowledp.-ed their indebtedness 
1 • rhe word 11 tlt re, f ter" in Articles IV received tlvo inter-
1re tatl ons in tl e tro11ble arisinv later over the validity 
of the tra~ rs' paper: 1st, neaning after the treaty was 
si~ned; "n , ~canin~ after the treaty was ratified. 
~ . estiMonv of ~artin McLeod . "It had been explained to 
b " so~e of t~e c~iefs revious to the si~ning • Sen . Doc. Bl, 
p .11", 010 . 
~. Testimony of Joseph R. Brown, 18'3'3. "'" Doc. <31, ?.45 . 
1 
to t~rn traders and their desire to repay them. The traders 
claimed that the amounts so ac mowledge by the Indians very 
uch exceeded the money items in the treaty provided the 
chiefs for debts, removnl, and sustenance for one year after-
wards. It is difficult to judge in what war the Indian 
gained his conception of the amount due the traders. The 
debts were not his alone but also those of the tribesmen, 
not debts only of the preceding years, but many dated back 
f'or long periods •. T~e Indian kept no accounts, his memory 
was s!1ort, and Iris ideas of' value were very imperfect. The 
amonnt of in ebteclness thus acknowled~ed was gained, "I 
presnmc", tP.stificd Joseph R. Brown, ~:from what they had 
2 
learned f'r m tl e t,.. df'rs t lc.,,1selves'! This seems t e probable 
explanation. 
It is quite certain, that the first half of the 
traders' paper was not explained to the Indians '!hen it as 
·:=·~::..-:~ .. :~ .. :;. ·!:· ~~ .;;.-::· .. ;:-~~ 'i~~~ -?;.-:: .. ·~·::. ~:- ~:--;~ .. :~ .. * ~•~r {:· 4:. ::· ;:- ~~ ~: .. ~=· ·~!· ~~ .. ::· -::· ~:· -::~·::--!:--~~·~~ ~~ .. ;: .. ->~ ·:: .. .. ::. ·!:-1:··:<-~~~=-~~~~ .. :~ *..:}~ ... ·!C ~:-~,,,. 
1 • 
' 
~The Indians upon all occasions say t a at they will con-
sent to the payment of debts due to them present trai.ers 
•••••• but I ap rehend tlat they cannot be brought to 
any terms about old balances due persons who abandoned 
the1"!1 years arro'! \fartin .!cLeocl- H. JI . Sibley, Lac qui 
Parle, Apr. 21>, 1851. 
The testinony of the traders, in J3-:i, is all to the 
ef'rect that the Indians exnressed a desire to p y their 
j_ni.ebtedness by a far larp-er amount t rnn was specifted 
in tl e tr aty. 
Sen. oc. 61, ~36. 
1 
si ,ned by them. Such an explanation, even if previously 
P-i ven, wonld have been a vise precaution in brinP-ing t•ie 
untutored sava~e to a clear understanding of the paperst 
contents. 
The scheaule of claims, with the amounts to be 
paid each trader anc.l the half breeds was not affixed until 
2 
t e next morning. This scl1edule of clai. s was made out the 
evening the tr aty was sip:ned by a comnittee appointed by 
tne traclers. This· coPJmittee consisted of ~·artin McLeod, 
Louis Roberts and Jo.seph Brown acting for the trad rs and 
:1 
llenPy n. Sibley for the half breeds. The cm~ittee worked 
quietly in.th~ prepa~ation of this schedule." It caMe to 
' 4 
the conclusion that they l1ad no time to ·examine boo17 s, tt 
5 
unor were creditors sworn to their claims on the schedule.u 
**********A**************************~********************~* 
1. rhe testimony both of witnesses to the treaty and the 
tra e s' paper and of the Indians, taken during Gov. 
namscy's investir-ation, is unanimous and conclnsive on 
" t1is po:jnt. H. H. Sibley, Dr . Thos. Willia111son, Dr. S. R. 
Riggs, Dr. Thos .Fostcr, and Nath. ~cLean were amon" the 
witnesses vho testified that the paper was not explained 
when it .rns s i "'"ned. The usual Inclian. testimony as, "I 
was ulled bv the blanlrnt and made to sign a paper hich 
. " sas not ex1lained to me. 
" Tosti 1ony of artin .1cLeocl: "'£hat list \vas copied by me 
the followin~ Morninr on that tradePs' paper." 
s. Soc. 11, ? 0 7: Rerort of conmittee, Ibid, 4. 
3. Testinonv of Jos. q. Pro~, Ibid, 237. 
'1. Testir1ony nf' 1 artin . rcLeod, \Vho acted as clerk of the 
traders' coPm'i ttee, Ibid, ~'33, also testimony of Alexis 
llailly, a trader, Ibid, 1~-. 
5. Testimong of Alexis Bailly, a trader, Ibid. 
The sun!s anp1Jrtioned by this corunittee were probably not 
1 
submitted to the chiefs f or approval . The s chedule of 
amounts to be paid to the specif'iecl inrlividuals consisted or 
~ '2 0!>,''00 to the tratlers , $40 , 000 to the half-breeus and 
$800 . 00 to S. R. Riggs for tbe .American Mission Board , a 
total or $250 , 000 to be paid t'rom $~75,000 provided in Art . 
III. Some of' the upper Indians, undoubtedly, knew that a 
part of' the $275 , 000 provided is ":hand money" in the treaty 
1·as given them principal ly to settle tl eir debts iith the 
traders. They certainly did not understand how large a sum 
was set aside for the payment of their traders and half'- breeds, 
w'10 were t~rn successful claimants, and how much was apportioned 
to each . 
The 1 isdom of such nethods was questioned at the 
time. A, ent Nat '. ~\1CfJean aw itted that the Indians of' 
necessity owed the traders a lar~e amount yet he ur~e a 
fair investigation of the Indians' debts by disinterested 
parties, a ppointcd by the Indian Department or 1•utually 
2 
se lectecl by debtors · ancl creditors . It was the l!OV rn .1ent 's 
intention, as has been said, not to interfere in settling 
the debts of the Indians . The result •as t~c notorious 
1 . 'festir10ny 0'f IL II . Sibley, " I do not know that the sums 
thus apportioned we~e subnitte to the c iefs. s . Docs. 
~]9 . 
2 . "I must protest a"ninst this practise of the traders 
cttin.!" torcthcr an , rlivi irnr off the money of the 
In'lians in t:,!1i.s way . " Sept . ·1 8 !1? . Sen. Docs., c::>nd. Sess ., 
: ~ncl Cm rr., Vol. I, Pt . I, P • 35. 
traders' vaper for the Up1)er bionx, a direct cause for later 
cUfficnlties . 
The arranger.·ents made with the Lower Sioux for t .1e 
pay1'1cnt of their clebts to the traders ' ere on tie same orcler 
as the tracers ' a1er but more simple. On Au ust 5 , the day 
1 
the treaty was si"TICll, each of' tl1e t o tribes , the .dewalmnton 
and Fal a ~oota, si 0·nc~a a~ree1rcnts, en ch pronisino· to ay their 
. ::> 
res iect: vc tracl0rs ~PO , 000 . 
The succcedinr months were filled with excjting 
events •.. adtson Swcetzer, of Fort \'ayne, Indiana, " a trader 
attached to an interes t adv rse to the American Fur Com anv 3 ~ 
w!Jicl1 hn.d not recci ved reco ni tion for its clair.is" at the 
treaties , was iven a license to trade at Traverse des Sio~x 
4 
by Indian ap-ellt 1cLean . Ile i1m ediately arousecl the disl.:. ·e and 
dis trns t of the old traclers . He was described as beinp; " cun-
nin~ end plausible •••• he intends to mana~c the _1one jven the 
6 
Indians to pay their lawful debts ." The Indians with Sweetzcr's 
1 . It is af'fir1 ct th· t the ~~o , ooo paid tle . dewa anton from 
fl mls ~cc 11r ilatcd fro the Treaty of H~ 7 , was an induce-
nt tn the c ' iicfs to s:if'"n this agree ent, rather t an 
t·~ tr0~tv it~clf , 2s I s been indicnt•d in the ror er 
iscnsc.lion . 
'"' T!1ese a rce· ·01 ts are <Ti vcn ·in } • Joe . I) , np . :r- '1!"' : 
) . )oc . G1 , 20 . 
~ . Folwell , innesota , 97 . 
Nath . lcLean tor . 1 . Sibley , Traverse des Sioux, Dec . 17 , 
1 ",:-1 • 
5 . "Sweetzcr is O'iv in , oods a_t very cheap rates to establish 
an inf lueuce wi tl1 t~e In ians for ul til!la te ntrposes ." 
11artin. cLcod to F . • . ~iblcy, Traverse ces Sioux, Dec. 9 0 , 
H',..1 • 
• nr hore hi:s plans ill be thwartecl as co pl tely as 
assistance ·soon saw the Traders' paper in a clearer light. 
It is not :for us to determine vhether Sweetzer vas influenced 
hy unselfish zeal ror t!ic Indian or by the ~ piri t of revenge 
upon the traicrs anJ selfish attention to his o~n gains . 
·ventv-one c!1ipfs, hear_lmen, and braves of the 
Upper Sioux, on Dec . ~th, at St . Peter 's Agency, signed a 
protest and a power of attorney to Madison Swcetzer . The 
protest stated the circumstances of the traders' paper and 
declared "we have since learned with surprise and astonish-
men t that we were deceived, misled ••.• Je are desirous to 
par our honest debts, but lfe most solemnly protes t that we 
never intended by any act of ours to set aside any such sue 
of money :for the payment of assumed debts against our people, 
neither do we believe tnat it is possible for our people to 
owe one-fourth of this amount." They appointed Madison 
s~eetzcr to be their attorney and to defend them against the 
payment of all debts stipulated in the traders' paper, until 
t'1eir validi t~' sho11ld be determined by " a properly consti-
1 
tuted tribtmal." On the same day the signers of this docu-
ment also signed a letter of protest to the President, declar-
1ng that the traders' paper had not been explained to them and 
6.(Cont) were those of Hamans", added D. R. Kennedy in his 
letter to F. B. Sibley, Traverse des Sioux, Nov. 30 , 
1851. 
1 . s. Doc. 29 , pp. 1 -19. Fifteen of the Tfenty-one 
who had signed this paper were also signers of the 
treaty of July 23, 1851. Six Yere absent Yhen the 
treaties were signed but were parties to it; Certified 
list of si~ners, Ibid, 23. 
they had signed it, believing it but a duplicate eopy of 
the treaty. They asked the protection of the President 
against the payment of the unjust claims specified in the 
1 
paper. 
These sar:1e t en t.y-nne chiefs, on Dec . 8, went 
before Gov. Ramsey and Ay.ent icLean with their complaints. 
They a~ain declared that the traders' paper had been obtain-. 
ed from them by deceit and fraud. They declared that the 
bands owed no such sums but 1rnre willing to pay whatever 
just ebts a fair examination of their claims might decide. 
They wished the money to be paid directly to the chiefs to be 
expended by them as they "hereafter" should request. Gov. 
Ramsey's reply was most reassuring and his interpretation of 
the troublesoue Article IV, very literal. He told them that 
the language of the Article was specific. The money was to . 
be paid the chief's and braves or the tribe in such manner as 
they in open council should determine, in order to enable 
them to settle up their business, provide for removal expen-
ses and subsistence for one year after such removal. The 
traders' paper was no part of the treaty and the government 
would carry out.the stipulations of' the treaty rithout ref-
erence to it. The Connnissioners had no power in relation to 
the aymcnt of their debts to the trade:rs, that was a matter 
1. S. Doc. 29, pp. 25-26; S. Doc. 51, pp. 31-33. 
entirely between themselves. He also promised that their 
agent would make their wishes known to their Great Father 
at Washington . The council terminated and the Indians dis-
persed, apparently satisfied. This literal interpretation 
l 
wa~ in accordance with the views of Agent McLean . The 
Indians' attorney, Madison Sweetzer, in a letter to Commission-
er Lulre J_,ea asl~ed the interference of the government prevent-
ing the payment of the claims according to the traders' paper. 
The Indians were not capable of ascertaining their just debts 
which they were anxious to pay. The government should provide 
a fair examination to determine what were the Jndians' just 
2 
and proper debts. 
1. This description of the conference ith Gov. Ramsey is 
ta~en from a letter written by Agent McLean, Dec. 13, 
1851, s . Doc. 29, 23. This letter was officially 
communicated to tlie Indian Dept. at Washington by 
Gov. Ramsey hi~sclf in a letter dated St. Paul, Jan. 21, 
1852; s . Doc. 61, 64; S . Doc. 29, 20. 
? . Letter o~ Madison Sweetzer to Luke Lea, Dec. 15, 1851, 
s . Doc. 2!1 , 2A . 
Note A. 
The Sioux o:f Minnesota consisted of four of the seven 
sub-tribes ·or the Dakota or Sioux tribe, and these four lrere 
divided into the Upper and Lower Sioux, so-called because of 
their geographical location. 
The Sisseton and lVapeton comprised the Upper Sioux; 
the Mdewakanton and Wahpacoota, the Lower. 
The Sisseton, "people of the swamps" received their name 
probably from their former residence among the swamps of the 
Upper Mississipp, previous to 1760. At the time of the 
treaties of 1851, they claimed all the country west o:f the 
Mankato or Blue Earth river to the river James and also 
claimed custody of the famous red pipe-stone quarry. Their 
principal village was near Lake Traverse, with other 
villages on Lake Big Stone. Their numbers were estimated at 
3800. 
Wapeton, "people of the lea:f" had their villages far 
up the Minnesota (then called St. Peter) River tmrard its 
source. Some o:f them intermixed with the Sisseton, whose 
villages were not f'ar distant. Their numbers were estimated 
at 1500. 
Mdewakanton, "community of the mysterious la ~es" 
probably derived their name from a former residence in the 
Mille Lacs vicinity. By the treaty of 1837, the were re-
moved west of the Mississippi River. In 1849 their villages 
were strung along the west bank of the Mississippi from the 
Iofa line to some ten or twenty miles above the Minnesota 
River. They were the only tribe of 3ioux to receive 
annuities before the treaties of 1851. Their number was 
thus more accurately estimated, and was about 2200. 
Wahpacoota, "leaf-shooters" occupied the country be-
low the Mdewakanton to the south of the Minnesota River and 
around the head waters of the Cannon and Blue Earth Rivers. 
They were thus on the :rrontier and were constantly at war-
fare with the hostile tribes at the south. Their numbers 
were small, :rrom six to eight hundred. 
The numbers of the Upper and Lower Sioux were thus 
estimated in 1849 to be between seven and eight thousand. 
'The Dakota or Sioux tribe of Indians was subdivided 
into seven grand council fires which ''ere of the nature 
of sub-tribes, each independent within itself and claiming 
exclusive use of certain portions of their conm1on territory. 
There was no apparent central authority over these tribes 
(four of th.em, the ~ inneso ta Sioux) but only an informal 
band of union due to a common origin, language, customs, 
country and a perpetual tacit alliance for offence 
and defence against other nations. These council fires 
were divided into patriachates or bands governed by petty 
chiefs ~1ose authority was partly hereditary but depending 
a good deal on the good will and favor of the young braves 
who generally chose a second or war chief if' the hereditary 
chief \Vas not a good warrior. The small influence or the 
chiefs over their bands was weakened and practically destroy -
ed by treaty relations with the government. 
This account ias been condensed by the careful report 
made of these tribes by Gov. Ramsey, Sup't. of Indian 
Affairs, Oct. 13, 1849; Ex. Docs., 1st Sess., 31st Cong., 
Vol.III, Pt . II, 1849-GO. This description of the Sioux 
agrees with the accounts given of them by Wm. G. Le Due, 
Minn. Year Book 1852 and Chas. s. Bryant in A History of 
the Great Massacre by the Sioux Indians in :Minnesota. 
The usuage in spelling tribal names follows the list 
agreed upon by the Bureaus of Indian Af'f airs and American 
Ethnology and printed in c. T. Kappler's compilation of 
Indian Affairs, La'\fs, and Treaties, 57th Cong . ,1st Gess., 
Sen. Docs., Vol. I, Appendix I, p.1021. 
Chapter III, The Ratification of the Treaties. 
Thus the authorities of the Indian Department at 
Washington were acquainted with the allegations of fraud 
made against the traders' paper. Certain papers, also 
announcing the perpetration of fraud upon the Upper Sioux 
1 
had been laid before the Senate. This body appeared in no 
concern about the ratification of these treaties and the 
citizens of the territory were becoming exceedingly restive 
under the Senate's itjaction. Immigration was rapi<lly increas-
jng. During the summer of 1851, even, a large number of sett-
lers had gone over to the Indian lands, cutting tir.ibers, 
r'aking claims, building houses and mills. The Indian authori-
-Ues did all they could to check the current of i1DJ11igration 
but it was found inpossible to dam out the white population. 
? 
"They must ancl .dll go in." By the summer of' 1852, about 
5000 settlers, expecting the ratification of the treaties, 
3 
had settled in the Indian lands. Gov. Ramsey in his rressuge 
· to· t11e Third Legislative Assembly urged upon it, as one of 
its first duties, to memorialize the President and the Senate 
1. Letter of' H. 1-1. Sibley to Sen. A. c. Dodge, May 3, 18 2, 
printed in the Minn. Pioneer, Mar. 30, 1854. 
2. "Iinn. Pioneer, Dec. 25, 1851 • 
"They will have it (the Sioux country) by foul means •••• 
if it is not ratified;" tartin McLeod to H. H. Sibley, 
Feb. 17, 1s~2. 
~. Report or A~ent Nath. McLean, Sept. 1852, Sen. Docs., 
~nd Sess., 32nd Cong., Vol. I, 1852-~, p. 35 
1 
for the enrly ratifications of the treaties. 
memorial the Legislature rroMptly provided. 
This 
But the anxious citizens did not allo1 the 
efforts of the Governors and Legislature to stand unaided. 
"Let Minnesota send up a voice to the Senate that can not 
2 
be misunclerstood. The Treaties must be ratified". En-
thusiastic mass meetings were held, the meeting of March 8 
sending a lengthy and urgent petition to the Senate. Jllany 
reasons 'ere given for ratification. It was indispensable 
to the Sioux Indian that l·e should be taught agriculture in 
accordance with the wise treaty provisions. Indian warfare 
onld ~e wa~ed against the many white settlers s uatting on 
their lands. The narrow strip of land on the east side of 
the narrow strip of land on the east side of the Mississippi 
"does not answer our just pride and ex ectation." of becoming 
3 
a State, the peer of the several States. This last renson 
contained the vital issue at sta·e, both to the Territorians 
and to those Senators who opposed the ratification of these 
treaties. 
1. ~inn. Pioneer, Jan. 15, 1852. This memorial is printed 
in the ~inn . year Book for 1852. p. 20. 
2. .inn . Pioneer, Mar. 4, 1852. James Goodhue, editor of 
this paper, in every issue most ardently rged the im-
mediate ratification of these treaties. The otler papers 
ere alnost as urgent if not so effusive. 
3. .!inn. Democrat, far . 10, 181':2. 
The treaties were finally laid before the 
Senat e on February 28 , 185::> , wlen Mr . Atchinson presented 
l 
the r1emorial of the legislature of' the Minnesota Territory. 
On April lP , Mr. Seward presented the petition of the .finne-
sot.a citizens . Both tl e memorial and petition were referred 
to t e Committee on Indian Affairs, whe e apparently they 
were lost sight of. A Washin,ton correspondent complained 
that the ~reatest difficulty lay in gettin~ the attention 
of the Committee members . The indif'ferent Senators, when 
reminded of the treaties by a zealous advocate, would ask 
3 
"Ho far arc these lands from California?" But indiff'erence 
gave way to active interest and opposition, when after the 
report of the Committee on Indian Affairs, April 2!l, the 
Senate discussed the l!latter in :frequent executive sessions . 
The secret debates on t}1is subject can only c judged f'ro. 
unofficial sources. The Minnesota newspapers received only 
inC..efini.te rumors from Washington explaining the causes for 
the op osition ''ict so Ion~ delayed the ratific tions . 
These rt™ors Eave t ree causes for the oppositjon i (1) , the 
system of favoritism in the securing of the traders' claims 
4 
against the Indians; (2), the lvhr"'Senators 'ere rabiclly in 
1 . Sen . Journal , Jst Sess., 32nd Con~., 1851-2 , p . 237 . 
2 • Ibid; ~ 8' . 
. • Letter o:f Apr . , 1s:-2, printed in Minn . Pion er, fay 6, 
:1852 . 
4 . ~in • Democrat, July 7, 18 2 . 
in favor of distributinrr the ublic lands among t ie States 
•·ere in 
andAsevc ·e opposition to all territorial acquisitions until 
1 
such distribution should be made , and (3), the opposition 
of t. e southern Senators , "unwilling to extend the area of 
the settlement to the north from which another free state 
" " .., 
might be built. 
Everyone at tlte time, whether of the same politi-
cal faith or not, praised H. II . Sibley, then Territorial 
,epresentative to Congress, for his rrreat efforts in secur-
j Tif" tlie r-a tifica tj on of the treaties. He was 'fill in and 
anxinns even, that all private interests, secured indirectly 
by the treaties to the traders, should be forfeited, rather 
tha endanger the success of the ratifications. le believed, 
as did his constjtucnts, that if the treaties were not rati-
ficd, an Indian war would be waged against the white settlers 
3 
on the Indian lands. 
1. 1.inn . Denocrnt, .July 7, 1f52; also ·ew York Times 
quoted in ~inn . Democrat, ~y ~6, 18 2 . 
2 . Folwell , ? innesota, 08. 
Senators Bell, Tenn ., 1':oodward, ·en ., Hunter, Va ., 
Eutler , s . C., Dawson, Ga., were reported as opposed to 
ratification. !lim . DcJrocrat, ov. 24 , 183:? • 
Sec also 1 inn. ""ioneer, ;,·ay 27 , 1852, 1 inn. Denocra t, 
.. av J ""' , ny () , 1 r: ~ . f>ena tors tchinson, 11is ., Cass 
n d r'elc 1 1, . jcJ,., .uOll,?;ln.s , Ill., Dodrre and Jones, IoJa, 
were ar1on!" t1•e fricn, s of the treaties; , inn. Democrat , 
Ju] r 1 • ' 1 9:;') • 
, • 'J ese vie "S weP exrrcsc;ed in a letter from I . II . Sibley 
~, 1rr: 0 , to Hon. . c. Dod e, U. ~ . Senate and rintcd 
-i_n t.l•e. inn. lionecr , i,nr . :10, 18'54. Th:j..s letter of' .'r . 
Sibley 's " as used to disabuse the minds of the Se1iators 
Pes ccting t11ese treaties and to cf ect their rat fication'; 
sta tcd. in a letter of Sena tor i' . C. Dod(J'e · to II . Si hley, 
Jan. 12, 185~, printed jn the ~·inn. Pioneer, Iar . 1 , lfl:"" • 
There is no doubt that the traders and half- br eeds 
deeply concerned with the ratification of these treaties , eM-
plo:ecl Hnp;h Tyler, a resident of Pennsylvania , and other 
arents to gjve their time and attention at Washin~ton to 
1 
brin~ about the desired object . Alexis Ilnillcy , trader , 
testified in 18~3 , that Hugh ~yler was fitted by his busi-
ucss-111-e qualif'ications and capacity and his knowled!.!e of 
-overnrecnt af~airs in Washington , to secure the ratification 
of t e t1,eaties and the ali endments which the Senate Made in 
2 
then . Without ascertaining the precise services of Hugh 
ry ler in this 1rornotion of treaty ratifications , it ~ay be 
remar·ed that his efforts vere not unawarded , as will be 
shown later . 
T1ie treaties were finally ratified u11 June :2:1rd 
3 
b! a s~all majority . The glad nevs was received by the 
************************************************~*****~***** 
l . I'ufh Tyler ' s sworn testimony that he was thus ePployed, 
. Uoc . 11, 4~0 . Similar testi ony of I . ll . Sibley , 
lbid , '.221, 224 . 
Ibid , 1()0 . Ind . Com . Luke Lea testifjed tllat "Hugh 
Tyler exprted himself with nuch zeal a~d no lit tle 
efricienc y in cndcavorin to secure the ratification of 
the treaties by the Senate; " Ibid, 2~4 . 
Also sindlar testlmony of Jos . R. Brown, Ibid , 0 4..1. . 
3 . There is no official rec ord of the vote since , of cour se , 
it took Jlace in executive session of the Senate . " The 
vote on tl1e Treaty of 'raverse des Sioux was a very close 
one am"'.. tl c clianlJ'e of a sin le Senator ' onld have re-
jected it alto_,..ether, 11 .'in1 . Democrat, July 14, 1sr:0 . 
I, 
Terrjtorians with universal rejoicings . The Senate, however, 
hall l'l"aclc certain ane1 clnents in the original treaties which 
<lid not p-ln.dden the Indian's heart . Article III of each 
treaty, whicJ1 hacl provided reservations for the Upper and 
1 • 
lower Jioux, were stricken out by the Senate . The United 
States pronised to pay ten cents an acre for these lands 
2 
and this purchase price was to be adde(l to· the original funds • 
. 'he Pr-csiclent was authorized, as soon as the amended treaties 
were ratified by the Indians, to set apart satisfactory re-
servations outside the ceded lands for their future homes . 
Such action or any expedient modification of it by the 
President n st receive the assent of the Indians . Gov . 
Ramsey was instructed by the Indian Department to submit 
these nmcndments to the lrnlians for tlieir consent . 
This strt1~in~ out of the reservations immediately 
caused the Irnlians to corrplain . Th~y declared t ia t they did 
not lvaT't the noney , given in lieu of tlle reserve, bit the 
1 • 
,, 
-. 
:1 • 
For these ar.ientll!lents see U. s . ._tat . at Large , X , - . -r:o . 
' c sum due the Upper Sioux from this purcl1ase was 
later fixed at <!·1"0 , 000 for the estimatecl number of a c res , 
J, 'oo , COO , and for the Lornr 8inux at "D9000 for 
Gno , ooo acres, Ind . Approp . Act , ug . 'lo, H'n , Ibid , I)" . 
'his instruction was dated ;tup; . :J, 18,..." , .., • Doc . ol-32& . 
assura ce of a p rmanent home . In their simplicity 
t ey believed tlat the government tished to send them into 
1 
a boundless prairie to starve to death. Among the excited 
ians assenble~ at St. Paul, the excitement increased. 
No reneral connc ils of the tri hes were helrl. '£he !innesota 
Pioneer ~e orted t at ov. ansey had been expressly noti-
f icd oy the Indian epartrnent not to incur any ex ense even 
2 
f'or ssemblin the Indians . ~his restriction, if true, did 
not rrevent the official use of a ortion of the Indians' 
"::h.:'1.nd--r;oney" to obtain t. e desired ratif'ications. Gov. Ram-
sey bel"e ed that certain sup lies of food and presents were 
necessary in obtainjng the Indians ' consent. He actccl 
according! and later received the consent of Indian Co .mission-
er Lea, that the expenditure for these su. plies "may, as you 
su "est, be paid out of the funds provided for their first 
4 
year's subsistence." The treaties, moreover, had influential 
friends iho s ared neither tine nor ~oney to secure the 
r.tif cation oft te obj ctio able amendments. The Pioneer 
Ann . ne ort of Phil. Prescott, Supt. of Farrilinrr, 
Aug . 20 , 185~, Sen . Dos. ?nd Scss ., 32nd Con _., Vol. I , 
t. I, p . :-1.5. 
~. finn . Pioneer, Se1 t. 1, 185~. 
~. Gen . Doc . 29, 17. 
4 . Letter of Luke La to Gov . Ramsey, Oct . 1st, 1852, 
Ibid, p . 1.-. . 
stated that the traders incurred a heavy expencliture for thi 
1 
r urpose and "we feel proucl thnt we contributed our portion •11 
Uu~h ~ylcr was also present to lend his efficient helpin 
hand . 
Some means , besides the usually effective presents , 
rrovisions , a~d possibl y money bribes , ere necessary to pro-
du6e n peace of rnind among t e excited Upper ~iou , which 
would nake possible their consent to the arnendnents . The 
trad~rs ' rarer, their porers of attorney to ;adison Sweetzer 
ml I' . 1' . Sil)lcy. were all u atters of keen dissatisfaction 
froJT1 wl1 icl1 tlie r D(l v clesir·ed to be freed . A ne\f paper as de-
-:i~cc. to serve as an inducPr.icnt to secure tI1e Indians ' con-
~crit to the a.mend 1ents . Dy this aper, the Ind'ans rrave 
0 
a o er of attorney to Gov . namsey , authorizing him to p r -
for all the acts w11ich the fourth ArtJcle of the treaty 
" provided for and by us to be done " , clso to ap ropr ate the 
said money in accordance rith carrying out its eq 1it hle and 
true intent, " all such acts to 1ave the s e force and ff ct . 
1 • ~inn . Pioneer, Oct . "r, 18. 2 . 
"rhe yello boys and fine horses lrought horre bv the 
Indians lost fall, mist, I fe.r, be rerrar e as 
bribes . 11 r . S . R. Rirrtrs, .. inn . lioncer June 0 ,1 -,. 
r 1 is power of attorney as doted Set . 1 J2; ' • )oc . 
rin, 1p . 25-~7: ...:; . Joe . fJ, pn . 1~-l'i . 
as if done by us . And we do hereby revoke and amend all 
former and other powers of attorney executed or given by 
us vith ref~rence to the receipt aml collection of the said 
money or any part thereof . " wenty seven chiefs of the 
Up er Sioux sirned this aper. Witnesses to the discussjon 
anll sirrnin · of this document testified that the Indians 
understood that it broke all former powers of attorney and 
J 
papers made by them, especially the hated traders ' paper . 
rhe certification stated that these chiefs \ho had signed 
the power of' attorney to Gov . Ramsey had a :full and complete 
knovled~e of all its provisions . Nevertheless the Indians 
retained a conf'used impression of the real meaning and purpose 
of certain of its important provisions . They believed that 
their " hand money" was to be brougl1t to then by Gov . Ramsey 
and aid directly into their own hands . The~c js no evi-
dence to sho f that Gov . Ramsey ever rm e snch an explana ~i.on 
2 
or pro ise , nor docs the wnrdin of the paper armit or such 
jnter1retation . Gov . Ra sey considered that he was iven 
1 . Testir.1ony of ·ath • . •cLean and of 1Ie11ry . • Hice . s . Doc . 
61, pp . 204- 5. Philander Prescott , the interpreter , 
testified tliat the Indians were told tJ1at this pap r 
des.troyed the t"'° former powers of' attorney, to !r . 
Sweetzcr and .. r . Sibley nnd ave Gov . Ramsey po er to 
~et the moner a~d deliver it to them; Ibid, 101 . 
2 . Rep . of the Investi ,atin~ Cofl"ittee , S . Doc . 61, . 7 . 
__________ ___;,_~-~----~--~--===-= --- -~ 
power to asJr and receipt for the $275 , 000 and also to dis-
hurse this money for the Indians in accordance 1ith and 
for the urpose of carrying out the true intent of the 
1 
treaty . 
Immediately after signjng this power of attorney , 
the reluctant Indians were induced to agree to the amend-
ments, " trustinr to the justice, liberality, and humanity 
of the nrcsjdent and Con~ress of the United States that 
such tracts of conntry lfill be set apart for our future 
occupancy and home as lvill be to us acceptable and satis- . 
2 
factory . The finally obtained consent of the Indians was 
hailed by the Territorians with joy . The Democrat came out 
with big head lines; "The Amendments of the Senate to the 
Sioux Treaties ar-reed to by the Indians. $800 , 000 Coming ! 
3 
Come on t Farmers , Mechanics, Capitalists! " 
1 . 
•) 
.._ . 
Letter of Gov . Ramsey to Ind . Com . Luke Lea, nr . · 2 , 
1833, Ibid , n2 • "The true intent" to Gov . Ramsey 
i1 J lied always tl1e }1nyment of the traders according to 
tl•e te r. s of the traders ' paper . 
his j's the ,;ordin•r or the document vhich the Indi ns 
s i o-nec1 in consent to the nP endn en ts. T ent, ·seven of the 
Upper c11i.efs Dnd head?' en signecl the amench1ernl treaties, 
et . 8, 1 ~~ . ort -five of the Lover cliers and head-
"en nc si ""Tlecl t eir consent on Sept • .d . Pres. Fillmore 
o Feb . ?4 , 1sr:3, proclaiMed tlie treaties as amended; 
U. S . Stat . at Larre, , ~~-59 . 
Minn . Democrat, Sept. 8 , 1852 . There was greit anti-
cipation over the great amount of money thich rould 
cm e into the Territory 'hen the first ayr1ents to the 
Indians ere made . 
C1 C1pter IV , Gov . Ramsey ' s I'ayl'lents of the Traders . 
The sums clue the chiefs of the Upper and Lower 
Sioux by Articles IV were not, according to the treaty 
stipulations , to he paid thee until after their removal to 
the designated reservations and the necessary appropriation 
s101 Id ave een made by Con"ress . Tle aim of the commiss-
inners iad been, by this means , to induce the more ready 
J 
cornrliance of the Indians in locat i ng on the reserve . 1'he 
necessnry appropriations had been nacle by Congress, Auf" . :->o, 
18 ~, to fulfill these treaties , provided the Indians rati-
2 
fied U e amendments . This act contained a significant pro-
vj sion regar(lin.e; the money payments to Indians as stipulated 
in the various treaties . No appropriation for tlle benefit 
of the Indians shall be paid to any attorney or Indian agent 
but always dir ctly to the Indians " unless the imperious 
interest of the Indians, or some treaty stipulations shall 
rc<]uire t e 1iay; cnt to be rmdc otherwise under the direction 
of the Preside1 t . " Accor~i~~ly , even if the traders ' paper 
~ 
conlrl e considered a valid treaty stipulation, still such 
1 . ep . of Treaty Com . Lea and iacsey, ~ug . 6 , JB51 , p . 281 . 
Indian appropriation act fo r the year ending June 3C , 
'32; U. S . Stat . at Lar~e , X, 52 . 
'"l • £he traders I pa}ler provided f or the payment Of Specified 
s ums to certain traders . It could not therefore he 
afu1itted into the treaty as one of its stipulations . 
Suell a c tton was prohibited by the nesolttion of the 
S enate , ar . 3 , 1843 , already referred to under the 
discus ion of ayment for trad rs' claims . 
paytICnts as it required should be rm.de under the direction 
of the President . If it were not a part of the treaty 
stipulations, then all paynents due the Indians slould be 
paid accordin to this l~ directly to them and not to any 
,ttorney or Indian agent. 
The long delay in the final completion of the 
treaties had kept the Indians in an excited and unsettled 
state of mind . They were in a destitute condition and very 
anxions to receive their promised money that fall or early 
in tr.e ~·rinter . The tracers I:ad waited lon.r: for the desired 
linuidation of their debts • • oncy \as scarce in the terri-
tory and everyone was waitin~ for the disbursement of the 
" "' Indian .hand money to relieve the emlJarrassed financial situ-
1 
n tj on. So Gov. Ramsey decided that the payment should be 
ma e if rossible that fall. Altho the season was late, he 
r.iade a hasty trip to Washin ton to state the situation to 
2 
the Indian Departaent. The Com; issioner of Indian Affairs 
a~reed that "the long delay in the treaty ratifications and 
U e conse uent suffering of the Imlians in connection with 
some ot er interests involved" a e it expedient to dispense 
a portion of the funds before the removal of the Indians. 
1 . Lcttc • or .1: lr.x Ra 1sc~· to Luke Lea, St . Patti, .. ar. ", 
l f:1. s . Doc . r1, :1~4· 
Minn . ei ocrat, ~·ept. 8 , 18-2. 
But en.re mst be ta1~en to retain a sufficient sum to pro-
vj de for the removal of the Indians durin the next year 
1 
and subsistence for one year thereafter . Altho Gov . Ram-
sey was not a regular disbursinp.: officer of the government , 
he wns so dcsi~nated by the Indian l epartment and given a 
2 
credit on the Treasury for ~503,0·0 . lie arrived in St . 
Paul with the money toward the last of October and " our 
people have been in high glee ever since . 
Tlrn payments berran in Nove ber with the Lower 
Sioux. The payment to the Wahpekoota chiefs was made with-
out difficulty . A receipt for the ~~0 , 000 was si ned by 
then "all or which ·;e clesire him (Gov . Ramsey) to pay in 
fnll acquittance of our just obligations •••• to our 
licensed traders . u The traders in turn ave a pm er of at -
torney to II . H. Sibley to receive tllis money fro Gov . Rm-
5 
sey and distribute it among them . The balance of ~"O , 00 
1 . 
:1 • 
4 • 
r.: 
l • 
Letter of Com . Luke Lea to Gov . Ramsey, Washington , 
let . '1, 18 ... 2: s . Doc . 29, J1 . 
his r eqnisition was issned Oct . 4 , 1852 . Besides the 
" :band money" provided by the 1st clause of Art . IV in 
bot1 treaties amonntinrr to f4!J5 , 000, were included 
other items in fulfillment of tr aty stipulations, etc ., 
annuities and interest on the purchase price of' the 
reserve per Sen.te's a end ents; Ibid . 
!inn . 1>emocrnt, Oct. 7 , 18n_. Pioneer, Oct. ?.8, 183~ . 
This receipt was signed 1Tov . O, 1852; S . Doc . "fl, lG; 
s . Doc . G1, 3:1r.: . 
Signed ov . 10 , 1852; s . oc . ~9, :13 . 
now dne this tribe f'rom their half of the ~220,000 11 and 
rnone,." , was retained by Gov. Ramsey f'or tlieir removal and 
1 
subsistence in the ruture. 
Dra mtic scenes took place in co11ncction with 
the pay .cnt.s to the lldewah1nton• tribe . The seven chief's 
rc:f'used to sirrn n receipt for $90,000 to be aid their 
traders as . r anrrcd at the Treaty of fendota, Auw. 5, 1811 . 
It a ears t!1at strinl'l'ent mea•·m·es -ere used to f'opc t'l ese 
I linns ton artjal 1a ~nt or the traders. The season was 
1 t , the Indians cold and hungry as t~cy vn~te• for the pay-
~ent of their annuities, a 1ancl money. The l r '•l"cnt , . 
·a thr nj cl cLean, the year fol lowinr, - i 'l not recollc t that 
.ie ha i ·neu any provisions to the· • 
.... 
. 
Gov . < sey clai ed 
l tcr t? .t t' ere'' s no need to provide for tbe In ins since 
tl1e t •, Cl's ·ere sn1) lyin their physical ne ds in anticl-
va.tj on of Vie liq iidat L n o.f t11eiP cl~ ir s from th In ian 
none: . 1 1c In lians al 1 testiSi.e1l to their sta •vino: con-
dition . "' e aited ear t·rn .10nths < t t• e a·~cncv· for our 
mon y, nntil o tr child ·en were near s tarvin~. re stairl until 
t' no v fe 11 . I do not ·now of a 1y provisj ons being issue 
Lettct'' Gov . a•se~' to LuJ.·e Lea, .,t . Janl, .Tan. 1~ , 
HVi3, ,' . Doc. <>() . 
2 . Jud .. e Young in llis report accepts this view of t1 e 
Inltans ' condition, • 1oc . 61-59 . 
3 . Ibid , 5 • I finl , ho~ever, a receipt for 8 8 . in v-
11cnt for beef fur iishe tI e de rn •anton dnrin(l' ctober 
and . ove brr , 1~~<>; Tbid , ~~ . 
Gov. lamsey to I . • ... Jibley, 'n'"'hinrrton, Dec. "~, 18 
1 
to t e Indians ." 
It should be remembered that the Mdcwal~anton had 
annuities ne then from the l'reaty of 1837 . These also were 
wit.held until the chiefs shoul(l sip:n a receipt for the pa.y-
ment of trie traders . · inally tllc Indians said. they lfOuld 
take tie goods and provisions due them from the former treaty 
2 
nnd let t~e new treaty money pass . But an agree~ent was now 
reacl•erl , 'hi ch nmle posstble the payment of' $70 , 000 to the 
t aders . ~20 , 000 of the sum originally designated for the 
traders was divided equally among the seven chiefs . It was 
allc ed. that this sum was for the purpose of inducing the 
8 
In ians to si~n the receipt to Gov . Ramsey for $~0 , 000 . 
The chief's t11en signed , on ~·ov . 9 , a receipt to Gov . Barnsey 
for .,;no , 000 , " $70 , 000 of vhich rn desire him to pay in :full 
4 
acquittance of' our just obligations to our licensed traders . 
=t'he chief's proposecl , said Gov . Hamsey, to pay out this 
$20 , 000 to t' eir 1alf'- br eed relatives . The story of its 
1 . rcsti on· n Cloudn. n: S . J)oc . - • 
Tr>s ti n•ony of' ·ahcon tn, " e uere forced to sj_gn for rear 
I' starv~ti n" : Ibid , ~ • 
If t! c In i 0 raited tlesc two months it was in nnti -
ci ntion of the cominry payn1cnt after Gov . Ramsey s1ould 
a r~ve . rre returned from Vashington t~e last ee~ i n 
Octohcr and this payment was ma<le l·ov . 9 . 
2 . 'festirnonv of A"'ent nCLean; S . Doc . ()1, "04 . 
3 . Testjmon~ of Alex Bailly: Ibid , 6Q . 
1'he receipts of the seven c iefs for tl1is $'20 , 000 is 
fonn i n 1 . Joe . ~o , 34 ; S . Doc . ~1 , 26 . 
' • l)oc . ::?'J - 1 • d . )oc . lll- ~fi . 
dis osal slows that the white men rather than their relatives 
1 
soon came into its possession . There was also an impress-
ion amonr: tl1e Indians that the release of' f'i ve yotmg Sioux 
warriors imnrisoned at Fort Snelling, was to be a conse-
nuence of their signing the receipt . However this ~ay be , 
these prisoners were released about the time the delayed 
annuities were distribute after the receipt was signed by the 
the rebellions In., j '•ns. tesides the coercive .eans already 
mentioned, acce ta .le p~ scnts and bribes were do11btless dis -
tr•i bntNl or pro isncl to the Ind inns by the traders in order 
3 
to secure the necessary sip.:natures to the receipt . The 
traders p;ave Hugh Tyler on Dec . 11, a pover of' attorriey to 
receive the $70 , 000 from Gov . Ra sey and to give a receipt 
for it " in full discharge of' our claims acrainst the Indians 
4 
up to 1 ug . !) , 1851 . 
1 . s . Doc . 1 , pp . 69- 71; Heard, History of the Sioux .lass , 
np . 0-41 . 
~ . Ibid , 40 ; Rep . of Investiwatinr Com . " Ye feel confident 
that tie In.ians vere impressed with the helief , f r om 
some quarter or the ot!Jer , t h t the release of these 
prisoners , a1 ion o t l1er t hin s , was to be a conse uence 
o:f t11e'ir si,""ni.n the receipt ." 
3 . Little Crow testifiel to ye rs l ater that one of the 
t ra rs had ror.d.scc~ 1 ]m 70 horses, double-barreled 
crnns, an:i · s to ls for • n of his lJ. nd . fotnral l y he 
ncvpr recci v l thePJ ; ··ePrd, J- is tory of' Sioux Iassac c , 
• 11; w1otec h Cant . '1acDonald Jan . <J10 in a paper 
r lJcI'o r e the Lo val Let"' ion . 
4 . S . !:>oc . 2n , :rn; J . ·Doc . 61 , ~7-28 . 
The difficulties attendin the payment to the 
.. dewakanton vere slight in comparison with those w ich Gov . 
Ramsey encountered in the payments to the Upper Tribes at 
1 
rravcrse des Sioux . The clticf's insisted that the money 
due them 11n~cr ArticlP IV for settling their affairs sho~ld 
be paid directly to them . They would then decide in " open 
council" hO\v it should lJe distributecl . Such action \fas in 
accordance with the literal interpretation of the treaty 
provision which Gov . Ramsey had given the Indians in the 
fall .of H'51 and also with the law as stat d in tlle Indian 
A propriation Act of 185'Z . 
'> 
... 
Re~ Iron , chief of the Sis seton Sioux headed the 
op osition . lie or~anized his braves into a soldiers ' lodge . 
His aim , he declared, was to prevent the chiefs and braves 
beinP.; enticerl to nip:ht councils, there to be bribed to sign 
rc~ei1lts :for money paid the traders , as had been done in 
case of the dewa.·anton . IIe protested; II \' e clont want to be 
serve so . y braves \ant cl to come to council in the day-
time 
l • 
~ 
-. 
rl1en the sun silines ancl \'"C want no council in the dark . 
" The persons present at this payment wer e Arrent ~cLcan , 
:tn.j. Jos . lro\11, interpret r, I . II . Sibley, Dr. Foster , 
Hugh Tyler, Henj . T~ompson , c. D. ~illmore, brother of 
l"es. F illmorc, t ien lumher a cnt for A innesota , and a 
nu er of traders, among whom re H. L. Do1s.an, lexis 
ai lly a cl 'art in .. cLeod" • Statement of Tl os . Hu J1es, 
II, Jl• • . inn . His. Soc . Coll . 
" Ile is an industrious man, 10 is at rnr eve1,y 1.ay in 
~1is corn"; report d Goodhue in t 11e • in • Pi one r , J lly 
2 ' 18.ll . 
Ve want all our people to go to council together , so that 
'\fe all can l no ·r \Vhat is clone ." Matters assumerl a threat -
enin~ aspec t . Gov . Ramsey sent for troops from Fort Snell-
i no· . On Nov . 19, Capt . James Monroe arrived with forty in-
fantry and f'ive draµ:oons . necl Iron was arr-ested and put in 
jail and every effort was made to break up the organized 
opposition . 
r]1e Ut:.';itation increased against the proposed 
1ayment. On Decer1lJcr 4 , fourteen chiefs and headmen of' the 
Upper Sioux sj "'ll~d n protest addressed to " our Great 1· ather" 
ar i.nst the payment of traders' claims accordinO' to the 
terrns of the traders ' paper . They be~ged the 1resident to 
make "such orders . •••• as will insure a fair and impartial 
investi"ation of our liabilities and prevent any portion of 
our treaty funds from beinp; paid u-pon any pretended claim 
or otherwise disposed of in any manner contrary to tl e sti-
1 
pulations of our late treaty . " Fi~ally a council Jas 
held. of whites and t e Indians . ed Iron vas brought in 
under guard . Then occurred the dramatic and often ouoted 
2 
intervie \" between Gov . Harnsey ancl the Indian chief' . 
1 • ' • Do C • nn , ~ • 
2 . -irs t "i vc in Ienrd' s History of the Sioux :rassacre 
ll"l . Tl c re ort of this interview ''as obt i11ed 
rro an e ucat d lrnlf-bre'"'d w'10 was present durin 
t;1c scene escribe • 
Gov . RaMscy renroved ed Iron for his defiance 
re.,.arding t 10 proposed payment. "At the treaty I thought 
you w re a rood rnm; but since you have act d baclly, and 
I am dis p sed to br ealc: you - I do break you " the Governor 
•· ' 1 
is rc1orted as saying . "You brea c: me ! 11y people love n1e 
'~T people 'le rle 1!1e a chief . I will still be their chief . 
I hn.vc clone nothin: wrong" was ed Iron's reply . Gov . !lam-
sey insist .d that the payments to the traders must be made . 
The " Sava,e " , ed Iron , proposed arbitration . " We don't 
ti inl~ we owe so :rmch . We want to pay all our debts . 'le 
vant our Great Father to send three good men here to tell 
ns 1ow much we owe and whatsoever they say we will pay." 
Alth j11stice rnd ~airness were upon the chief ' s side, 
Gov . , msey vonld not conse 1t to his proposition . He tolcl 
t 'rnr1 t 1ey already owed more than their money wonlcl pay . 
1c ar,cnt was ready to ay them t ieir annuities bit no more . 
Red Iron ' s eloquent speech in reply ~ust he noted . " Ve 1jll 
recci ve our annuity but ·ve will sip:;n no ape rs for anything 
eJse . Te snow is on tie ~round and we have been aiting 
*******************************************************~*~* 
1 . Heard states tiat other chiefs besid s ed Iron ere 
" brol·en" and ot'1er chiefs createcl to act in t le place 
of those deposed: ffjatnry of Sioux . assncre, • 40 . 
Judge Youn in his report concluded t at there was not 
sufficient vidence to prove tlis c ar~e . 
_artin ~cLeod, present at the pa 1ent, in a lett r to 
1. . • Sibley, 1'ov . 21, 18. 2, s ea ·s of Gov . a se ' s 
" breal·in II Hcd Iron ' s chieftains lip . For Gov . n msey ' s 
account ~ c • Doc . 1, 3:)0 . 
a lonrr time for our Joneys . Our hunting season is ast. A 
rrreat rnany of our people are sick from being hungry. We 
may clie been.use vou wi l 1 not pay us . We may die, but if we 
do, we \'ill leave our bones u on the , round, that our Great 
Father may see where ?1is Dakota children clied . We are very 
poor . We have sold our hunting grounds and the ~raves of our 
fathers. We have sold onr own graves . We have no place to 
bury our dead and you will not pay us the money for our 
lands. " 
The council was broken up and Red Iron was sent 
to the guard house where he was kept until the next day . 
It seemed for some hours that the two hundred warriors , 
resolved to do battle for their hereditary chief, would lead 
an at tc cl~ aO'ains t the whites . The Indians were finally in-
"lnenc0.d to ahandon their feverish desire for revenge . Doth 
of t e op osin arties believed their contentions were jnst . 
The system of Indian trade vas the root of the evil and the 
prevention or conflicts like this co lld only be a rcsul t of 
its a )anclonment . 
As another means of effectin~ the a~ ent of the 
traders, it was charged that Gov . Ramsey wit;1eld the annui-
ties dne the Indians under the ne treaty , until the desired 
1 
receipts were secured. 
1 . This is the opinion of the Investigating Committee based 
on the testimony of Nath . 1cLcan, Indian Awent , Ib ' d , 
20~~; Heard, History of Sioux :iass ., p . '10 . 
Fiftally af tftr this long delay and great ef ort on 
Nov. ~~, Gov. nansey obtained t vel ve signatures to a receipt 
for ~250 1 000 which was to be paid their traders and half-
1 
breed relatives. It was signed by only tvo of the old and 
well reco(l'nized chiefs an by only one who had sip;ned the 
2 
Treaty of 'l'ravcrse des Sioux ~ Gov . Ramsey had required tlle 
traders, rec0 nizcd by the traders' paper, to render lnder 
oath, tlle amount of their claims. These claims aMounted to 
3 
a:Mll , 735 , 78 for which correct indebtedness, as Cov . Ransey 
1 
believed it, but $.J0,000 ~as paid. 'fhis sum of ";~50 , 000 
5 
was also deli.vercd by Gov. namsey to Hugh Tyler , holding 
po ers of att rney from tie traders and half-breods . He 
dtstrlbntc<l a1 on(l' t;1e claimants the sums clesir.nated in the 
tr~dcrs' papers, Jess the sum of $55 , ~50 for attorney's fees, 
vhich he retained. He thus received of the Inclians' ":hand 
money" a percentage of about tl1irteen and one-halr percent . 
***************~***********~*******************{~**~'******* 
1 • 
') 
.. . 
3. 
1. 
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$~1n , occ of t11is amount went to the trade s, ~40 ,000 
to tie half-breeds. For copy of recAipts, ~ . Doc . 11-~~ . 
Hep . of Inves tip:a tin er Comni ttce, lbj (l, J,11 . 
~estimony of Alex Hi gins and others; Ibid, 101. 
This question of chicftains'.i.p was even at this time so 
little understood tliat it seemed jm ossible to j td<re the 
loya 1 ty of these signatnres, to deter1.dne just ~ho were 
entitled as chiefs t sign and w10 were not. 
Abstract list; Ibid, 15. 
Letter of Gov . fiansey to Luke Lea, St . Pnul, Jan. 15, 
18~3; lbjrl, ~o . $ O • of this $ 10,000 as paid Dr. 
i::"J . • ,i .... ~s f' 1Jr a claim due tirn A. erican Board of is~ions. 
r 1e sum of' •'·70, JO due the trade ·s of the ~ clc mk n ton 
f"cv'ousl 1 lecn delivered to him. 
'90,000 delivered to Icnry I. Sibley for disburse-
~ ent to the tr, c crs (ff the Vah akootn. as also discount-
"~ It ]On, $' oinrr to nu h ryl r. r lis cntle an 
:for hls ir, lnnblc services in the ratification of the treat-
ies by the Senate, in t11c obtaininF?: the Indians ' consent to 
tie Senate ' s amendments and for other ways in whicl he had 
~ent a helping hand . A part o:f this money had been used as 
"Secret Service ~oney" to induce persons opposin the pay-
1 
rnent of the traders' claims to withdraw their opposition . 
It is impossible to say whether other officials profited by 
~ is sun, altl o Gov . Ramsey was later acquitted of having 
2 
r ccived any share of it . 
Gov . Ramsey was firm in his det rmination t1at 
the tra~lcrs and half- breetls should receive payment f'or 
claims he re:rrarded as just . He believed for several reasons/ 
w11ich 1e later enumerated, tJat he fas justified in lis pay-
!!lent of tl e t aders . First , he reO'arded the traders ' paper 
" a valid paper to be respected as a solemn acknowleclge ent 
6 . (Cont.) 
1 • 
<) 
' . 
received a disconnt of 1 'lf on the ~;210 , 000 paicl 
the traclers of the Upper Sioux ancl 12 1/2 o on 
the $70 , 000 paid the traders o:f the . de mJ~anton 
tribe of L~rer Sioux . It is by no means certain 
that all the claimant- willin ly assented to this 
larc-c disconnt but all ere compelle to consent 
to it in tie end; Rep . of Investi atin Con ittee , 
Ibid , G . 
S • Doc • 1 , 1 '>8 • 
" 'fhatevcr disposition ma~· have 1)een made of' it by 
dr . Tyler , it is .. ue to Gov . Ramsey to say that 
the evidence does not show t1nt he received ny 
Jart of it" . Rep . of Investio-atin Co .. · ittee , 
Ibid , )7 . 
by the Upper Bands of their indebtedness ." He believed tiat 
the distribution of rnoney provi~e~ by jt as as just as could 
be adc an~1 that it was executed by the Indians vi th a full 
1 
knm ledr:e of wlm t it ieant . 
In t11c second place, Gov . Ramsey believed he vas 
justified by tlle power of attorney executed to him by the 
Indians at St . Paul, Sept . 8 , 1852 . He drew his authority 
from t!"tc clause which gave him power to perform all the acts 
which the Indian chiefs were empowered to do by ~rt . IV, to 
ap ropriatc the oney for the purpose of exccntin, the true 
'2 
intent of the treaty provision . It is here that the e 
existed. a wide difference of opinion bet veen Gov . Ramsey 
an the Indians, Gov . Ramsey, believinu in the validity of 
the trad rs ' Jlaper woulcl include it in his exccut ion of this 
" trne intent" of the treaty . The Indians, und rst.nding 
t1rnt this o rnr or attorney had annnlled the traders' paper , 
and con-ruscL1 over its true 1 eaning , looked to Gov . Ramsey to 
earl"' out tl1e 1rovisions of the Article as he ha.cl interpr t d 
t JC' in t:he f'all of 18:-1 • 
1 . Letter of Gov . ~ansey to Lul·e Lea, St . Paul , Jan. 
18 3 ; s . Doc . 00 ,~o . 
Letter of Gov . lamsey to T.,uke Lea, '"'t . Paul , far • ..., , 
1 ( -:J; • 1oc . l}1 , 3~l • 
Gov. Ramsey ' s third r ason was the dis cretion 
iven im regar clinl!; these payments by the letter of instruct-
tons from Lulce Lea , Commissioner of Indian ~ ffairs . This 
rca~s, " ~amiliar as you are with the rovisio~s of these trert -
i~s, it is unnecessary to give you detailed instructi9ns in 
re arcl to t e 'funs now laced in your han\ls • • ••• If ne c essary 
to pPeven t in ·usticC' and r11iscl ief t! ey should he required to 
abide by the a~rcenent bct~een the and the traders, t . e ., 
1 
the traders ' paper . 
• 1 . LettPr of Oct . 4 , 1 52, and report of a conversation 
bet veen Gov . Rams ey and LuI·e Lea in tlie s'lme nonth 
~tving similar instructions; J . Doc . Al , ~s . 
It is an ncc0pted opinion that , in adlition to 
the traders ' paper , there exist d a utual umler-
standinf!: bet veen the comriissioners and the traders 
that most of the money sti 1ulated to be paid tle 
c'1icfs in Article IV was ln reali t/ to satisfy the 
tra ers ' claims . 
Chapter V, The Senate Investigation of Gov. Ramsey's 
Disbursement of the Sioux · oney. 
Gov . Ramsey's troubles did not end with the dis-
.. " burscrnents of the band- money. Poli tic~ .. 1 enemies and parties 
dissatlsI'ied Tit!1 the Sioux payr.icnts stirred np a vigorous 
; 
opposition to Gov . I ansey . The editorial colurmso:f the 
De1 ocrat, edited by D. n. no· rtson , a bitter political 
enemy of tl>e sn-calle~ "nansey-Sibley faction", were filled 
1rith c1rnrr,::es a<"ainst tlle .i istice of the payments made by 
· Gov . nar1sey . The Pioneer, called by the opposition, Gov . 
1 
Ramsey ' s " paid organ" answ0red fire . The opposition vas 
finally carried to the United States Senate, which was Demo-
cratic and therefore not averse to air s1ort-comines in the 
late administration of Whip:. opponents. On January 10, 1853, 
the Senate unanimously agreed to the :followinp; resolntion by 
Mr. Givin . "Resolved , t!rnt the Committee on Indian Affairs 
be instructed to inquire into the allegations of fraud con-
ta.ined in certain or the public prints 'vi th regard to a dis-
bnrsernent by .Alex. Ramsey , Supt . o:f Indian Affairs , of money 
appropriated to carry out the stipulations o:f the treaties 
1. Tl e Democratic party triumphed in the elections o:f 185 • • 
On !ay , 18'13, Gov. Ramsey was sncceeded by Hon. ' illis 
A. Gorman , a Democrat from Indiana. This opposition to 
Gov. Rarisey, because of' his disbnrsement of the Sioux 
money , as a prominent :feature in tie bitter political 
s trif'e between w:1igs and Democrats preceding the elect-
ions. 
J ~o:p~ lmle\.1 vi th tlrn Sioux in 1851. By later resolutions, 
the cowmi t tee was authorized to examine wi tnes :c:;es and pa IJers 
relating to the case. But on April 5, it reported to the 
Senate that altho a few witnesses had been exarnined, no con-
clusions had been reached. The Senate then authorized the 
President to cause an investigation to be i:iade and to report 
such results to the Senate at the next session of Congress. 
President Pierce appointed Judge R. Ilf . Young of' Illinois 
and Gov. Gorr.an of ~linnesota as an investigating committee. 
· The investigation toolc place at St. Paul and the evidence 
was fllllv sifted dnrin~ tlte rnonths July to October. 
Jadison Swcetzer, as attorney for the Indians, 
had a dressed a colI'Dlunication to the Hon. K. Sebastian, 
chair~an of the Committee on Indian Affairs of the Senate, 
dated at Washington, February 26, 1853, in which he submitt-
cd for investigation nine charges and also certain srecifi-
cuti ons a~ainst the official conduct of Hon. Alexander Ram-
3 
sey as Supt. of Indian Affairs of tlrn 'innesota Terri torv. 
l • 
" <> • 
Sen. Journal, p. P9 , 2nd Sess., 32nd Cong., 1 ~~- • 
Gov. Gorman as associated with Judge Young during the 
investigation but did not assist in the preparatio of 
tlle report, nor does it l:iear his signature, Judge Young, 
in a note to his report, stated that since Gov. Gorman, 
because of official duties could not reach ~ashington 
u til 1farch (1854), "I have thought it advisa le to se11d 
the reriort in as it is, with my om si nattre, being 
well assurerl that every part of it will be found sustained 
by e idcnce and in the confident bel ef that Gov. Gorman 
voulcl have sin·11ed it, jf he had been here." 
"Slveetzer is bnnnd f'or 'as ing:ton and says he will never 
cease till he fully exposes the villainous misapplication 
of the Sioux money;" H. L. Dousman to H. H. Sibley, 
Prairie du Chien, Jan 25, 1853. 
:Daniel A. Robertson, ecjtor of' the Democrat~ on darch l!l, 
presented seven f'ormal charges against Gov. namsey, in his 
disbnrsei:'ent of the Sioux moneys. These charges were sub-
·st;lntially the sa~e as those submitted by Hadison Swe'etzer. 
The investigating cor.imittee, for the sake of convenience, 
co~bined these charges under seven heads, which are as 
follows. 
(1) "Gov. Ramsey is cltarged with having co-oper-
n.ted l'ith H. H. Sibley and others for the purpose of absorb-
inr the whole fund intended for the Sioux Indians, by the 
fourth crticles of the trcatjcs of July and August, 1~. 1, by 
rny~erts to favorite clninants or tra crs, to the exclusion 
of reri tori<'ns c1~cditors, who lrere not perrni t ted to s mre in 
saj distribution . 
(~) With having received from tie United States 
¢593,050 in "the national c ~rency" for disb11rscment to the 
Sioux Indians, under the provisions of the said treaties; 
and i th having dero"'i ted the same in one or r.1ore b nJ·s in 
the city of' Ne Yorl·, in violation of the laws of the United 
States; and also to ~ave exchanged the reater part of the 
old coin, thus deposjted, for hank notes and drafts, con-
trary to lar and t~e instructions of the Indian De art~cnt . 
( ~) 'i th !rnvinr · icl accounts ao-ainst the Uni tecl 
States , o~fic·~11·, on contracts for suppl in.-r t1e Indians 
~· · tt r.rov · inns, .-roor s, etc., in hanl· notes ncl crafts, i -
· stcne of t e ~old coin, Jbich s ori innlly r ceivcd by hi 
for that urpose. 
(4)•With having refuse. to pay to the Sioux 
Indians the money intended for them under the fourth articles 
of the treaties of July and ,ugust , 18 1, altho repeatedly and 
earnestly reqt ested 'so to do, by the chiefs; with having re-
sorted to tlreats a a force, and other acts of cruelty and 
of op ressi<m, to overawe al d intirlida te, and thereby to 
cornrel them to consent to the ayment of this money to the 
traders, anc.l with having, in the end, paid over the larger 
part of the said money to one Hugh Tyler, for payment and 
distribution to the traders and half-breeds, contrary to the 
wishes and remonstrances of the Indians; in violation of law 
nnd. tie stipulctions contained in said treaties, and also in 
v"olation of his orn solen~ pledges, previously nade to them, 
1n re . ard to said payments . 
(5). With having directed or pern:itted the reater 
rnrt of this money to be paid directly to the tra ers and e -
loyces w:t10 were connected with the American Fur Company and 
t rn fur cornpa1 y of Pierre Choteau Jr. , and Company, by Hugh 
T ~er, ri·o a lJe n c loyecl b_r tl em for t11a t J urpose, con-
trPry to tl e repeated rer.1onstrances of the Indians their 
chiefs, in violation of law and said treaty stipulations: 
and that Jngh Tyler was allo ed to deduct fro said yayrnents, 
a lar _e p('rccntage on the amounts paid them, to the prej dice 
· of the just rights of the Indians a.nd to the injustice of 
s ch traders a O half-breeds as had not consulted or a~reed 
to the arran,ernent. 
(6). With having failed to rese ve a sufficiency 
of money for the removal of the Upper Sioux and their sub-
s istcnce for the first year after their reroval. 
(7). With having procured receipts from the 
Inli~ns for the Money paid to the traders and half-breeds 
to he used as vouchers in the settlement of his accounts 
ith the Treasury Department, by the removal of some of 
the recognized cl1iefs and the appointment and substitution 
of others, not recognized by t e Indians, and by lrocuring 
t'1e sicrm tnres of unauthorized rersons, lVho were not chiefs, 
in sor.1e instaPces; and of tJ1e recognized cl iefs by fraudu-
1 ent nPd i prop r r cans, in others. 
It will be wt'll to s1mT.Hl.rize the conclusions 
,J jc1 Jndre Young deduced from the testimony of the differ-
ent ~fitnesses for probably few .linncsota citizens ha 0read, 
m~re or lees carc~ully the 431 octavo pages comprising the 
co1wjttec's report. 
In re ard to the first cliar e tl e f'ol lm"in con-
clusions are reached. Doth treaties rovicled t wt "the hand 
ney" rovide~ in articles ~our should le 1aid to t e chiefs 
in sue nianner as they "thereafter" in ~n council sho lcl 
rcouest. The word "thereafter" referred to soi e tine after 
t1e trpaty w"s ratified for unt·1 then it \as no treaty and 
rnyt' in,,. one nnc er it wo ·ld lJe premature. T e an-re r.ients 
s ctwecl fror.1 t' e Inr1 i::rns nt the t · 1e of the tr0aties for t e 
payment of their traders, were not the result of any " open 
council". They were also invalid since they were executPd 
before the rattf'ication of the treaties. After the tr aty 
v~s finally ratified no " open council" of c iefs had ever 
l>ec1 Jield to c cci''e on the roper disbnrsenent of their 
1noney . 
Gov . na 1sey should have required a roduction of 
tJ.e original bocl·s and accounts on the part o:f the traders, 
1·ith satisractory evidence of their trustworthiness. Some 
o:f the ti·ansac tions were or such lonp; stancling that the 
living 
other Indians,,..in 1 51 must have had a very imper:fect know-
led/e of them , at'd in :many instances , no knowled.rre whatever . 
rhis f'ailure to substantiate the accounts arrainst the InrUans 
r.:ave rise to the corr.para ti vely s l:t,ht' ineqnali ty j n the dis-
tribttion or tle 1oney to the traders . 
Judge Young , in rennrd to the second charrre con-
cludr.>cl that of t!JC ;3°:1 ,o- o rcceivc<l by Gov. Runse~· from the 
Un'te St,tcs in olcl coin, only ~lCfl ,000 was taJ·en by .i~ to 
rinncsot ' crri tory in "'Olcl , ~100 , 000 Fas ta; .. cn in UP Dk 
notes and the rcsidtc ras aid out to claimants chiefly in 
dra:fts and f~r the r.:rca CC!' 1 u.rt in the . .'crchants' anl· o:f 
i'0 ·• 'nrl~ . r!1is exclianp;e of national currency \ras contrary 
to lai and the instructions of tie Indian De rt ent . 
·1 . ct of Congress, .1. u • , 1. o; Instructjons of Indian 
De .art •ent, 1 UIT . 9 0, 184 ' . 
Jmlge Youn!! clicl not express an oninion regarding 
the third charge but left tlrn n:atter to the consicleraU on 
cf tl1 e Senate . 
Gov . Ramsey refused the requests of the Indians 
that t ic money be y;aid their c. ie:fs in accoJ"C ancc with the 
rourth articles of tl1c t1·eaties of July ancl Au ust , 1 "'51 . 
Ile jAdcl :+'. 0 0 , 000 ( i "'Cctly to ruf!h Tyler , who paicl it to the 
traders and !alf-brceds in accordance wit the traders ' 
papers . This was 1:ade contrary to the wisllc::> of the 
Indjans , in violatjon or law , treaty stipulations , and Gov . 
I amsey ' s 1romises to the Incians, Dec . £ , 185 . At th ts 
ti1 c he explained to tllC Indians tl at the lan.~tmge or the 
fourth rticles as " specific" and rnuld be literally cxe-
1 
cutcd . 
Jndfe Young gave as his opinion; " It was his duty 
to have summonecl the chiefs of the hands to etlrnr and ascer-
tnjnP.Cl from then1 in " open conncil 11 , their wis!rns in reo-ard 
to its llisposi tion, aml t~1en to mve paid it in snch r1anncr 
as t 1e~' •ay m vc 1·cc uc tcrl hir , indcpen c11t of their en-
. ••u crents, at tnc tir11e of t,J a dn 00 of the trca ty , ovtside 
1 . Gov . Ha 1sey , w11cn he adc t! is expl nation, w s not yet 
a pointe disbursing acrent but 00ave Ms vj ews as one of 
the co missioners who had negotiatecl the treat · es . 
of its written stipulations . " 
Gov . ,n.Msey 11 broJce" ed Iron of llis chieftainship 
l ecam:;e he oro-anizcd a " solclicl"'S 11 loclre" to oppose Gov • 
. Ra~sey's pro osed aymcnt accordinrr to the t aders ' naper . 
Youno- chjefs had signed the receipt of the Upper ~ioux for 
~· · ~rio , 000 paid their traders and half- breed.s . 'fhese chiefs 
uul been a p ointcc. since 1851 and their unthori t r 'v~ s not 
recornizecl by the t· .nds . " lt does not, however, ap ear 
froi the evicl cPce, t' at Gov. namsey appoint eel t!1e111, ••. ... . • 
W!rntc~ er UY ~·ave he011 his r10tives in witholding the 
annuities from the Up1>0r 3 ioux, it :is evic cnt that the r.1oncy 
'as not delivered to Af"ent icLe<.n for distribntion until i c 
(~ov . Rarnsev) had first procnrec the receipt for ¢250 , 000 ." 
Annuities ~ere also witheld from the .dewa·anton , vntil by 
t e c istrHmtion of f;·2c , 000 to t11e chiefs, tl·ey were induced 
to st"'n t e receipt for $90 , 000 . This d tbolding of the 
annuities and tie failure to distribute provisions durin~ the 
cold autumn months constitutecl acts of opprcssj on . 
'l'he Inclians clearly lnborccl umler the im ression 
tJ1a '... the po 'Cr 01' attorney vJ'ich they ave Gov . .m sey, A g . 
1 '5", a11t.11orizccl J. im to ,ay the Money directly into tl1e ir 
own 1 an<ls tn st1·ict ft Lfilli ent of article four of the 
treat~' · 1us t'ic Incli ns lcre allowccl to deceive tllernselvcs ~ 
the a.rnen ts vcre not .iade in accordance ' i tl tlic la · , trca t , 
st·yulutjons , und for1 er ]Jronises; and oppresive m asures 
' c ~e nscd to secure the r ccipts 01' the cldcfs . 
(i) . The greater ~art of the money was paid direct-
ly to traders m d cr.i1Jloyees, connectccl Fi th the ierre 
Chouteau Jr . and Company, or who hac formerly belonged to 
tie . merican Fur Company, by I ugh Tyler . This was done 
Ul!ainst tlie Im ians ' wish and in violation of' law and treaty 
sti 1 lations. Hng;ll J..'ylcr lled 1 cted a rercentage of P55 , """0 . 
Lviclcncc c~oes not s.1ow F!mt disposition 'fyler riade or this 
lerccnta~e but " it is d!c to Gov . Ramsey to say, that the 
eviclr~nce does not show that he received any part of it, and 
Hugh ..:.'yler says, in his evidence before the Senate ' s Com-
mittee , that Gov . Rar.isey did not recei.ve any part of' it . " 
II . 1 . ,3:i.bley also declared that none l1atlegone into the hands 
of Gov . Ramsey, but as to tlle other officers he cleclinecl to 
answer . 
( G) • Gov . Ran!sey had reserved but s2~ , 000 for the re-
.!oval and subsistence of the Upper Sioux; of this sum, f'18, 
P38 had been ex1ended by Gov . namsey w~en succeeded in office 
by ov . Gornan , leavin. on ay 6 , 1853 , onlv ~G,068 . T esc 
Incli. ns Ji, cl not yet been reuoved . " It would appear, from tlte 
. a 1 eP i.n 1~1ch t 'is f:->"' , ( 00 ms reducecl to so small a sum 
jn so short a tir1c, witl1 so 1 ttle a pa.rent hen fit, tl at it 
was VPrv far short of what r 01 ld lrnve been rcquir cl for anv 
v ~ 
irnctical and beneficial use in the way of s lB"'istence and 
removal , if indeed, any practic. 1 aid was intended by t~e 
tr nty . 
In re~ard to the seventh charcre, Jud e Young 
reac~ ed tl is conclusion . The recei.pts, to be valid against 
the Indians, s JOnld have been si.p.;nerl b r the reco,rrnizecl 
ciliefs or . t least by a majority of them, in "o en coundl", 
a ccordino- to tlle tori s of the treaties am in conrorrli t~ 
wit l t'1eir om re es ts in rcFnrd to the disposition of the 
oney. he recc~ t obtaine from the Up1er ,ioux was siEnbd 
by only tuo ont of seven of the old chiefs. The sicrnatures 
to the receipt from the seven .1cle valcanton chiefs were ob-
tai~cd by a di vision of 20, 000 equally amon, them, 'hi.ch 
was deducted from the $no,ooo designed for the traders. 
In conclusion, Ju e Youn~ drer sore in e, ccs 
fro1 the vresented evidence which reiterated arnl en p asized 
]Ji s forual conclusions . One of these should e quoted. 
II A very lar e St , a110unting to [i;)!j, w50 was retain cl by I UfY'h 
Tyler, by \ay of discount and ercenta e, rhich it vould 
s em could not have been necessary f'or any reasonable and 
le i ti mate purpose but \'l1ich is not accounted for by t le 
1 i tPeSS "', " > • 
In 1'is closin,,. crjticisn, Jndp-e Younn- cl cl~r d 
tJat tie nonev s~ould 1 ave been aid the Indinn hiefs in 
strict accordance 'i th the treaty stiJ ulations. 'For al t'10 
it · a~' lie true as re arkerl by Lul· Lea in his tes ti 1 ny that 
" TJrny have very im erf'ect ic eas of tlic value and pro r uses 
of o e, er 1 ncl, yet the a-overm 1ent assm11cs t rnt t 
"V ' 
so f'ar . compct nt lmowlcd e, as to '.!al~ tlle subjects 
of the most solenm contracts." The report, on the whol , 
was ~oderate and tactful in its censure of Gov. narnsey's 
conduct in the treaty payrents and in several char~es exon-
J 
eratel'i. him v-holly from blame. Gov. Ramsey rejoiced that, 
·altho " Young's report is niserably ?arbled and not at all a 
f'air co 11ent on the testimony, yet it concedes all the 
r at~rial ..,oints t1rnt we ever contended for." These points 
·e·e: ( ) by an understandinw between the Indian traders 
.l1d t. e Co 1mj ssi nncrs , tl1e amo1111ts usually called. the "roncl 
:1oncy" ,·ere set aside for tl1e pay1.,ent of debts, ('2) the 
1 . It is impossible and unnecessary to ascertain what 
chanres, if any, were ma e by ,Judge Young in his 
or ·r,innl draft of the re ort. Tl ere is sowe evidence 
to slow that zealous friends of the "Ramsev- ' jblev 
f .... ction" were worJ·in in Wasl inrton to "tone doFnli 
the report before its submission • 
Ilenj . C. Eastman , Con"ressrnan fro Visconsin (1"~1-1-), 
wrote .r . Sibley from Waslington, on Jan . 9 1 , 1 ... ~ , 
11 Jml e Youn has allowed nie to read it, i th the object 
that if there is nnytling in it that tended to throw 
a doubt on your fair nm e, it sl ould be stricken out • " 
Later, on Feb . 20 , he wrote that, alttio 'e had ur ed 
snbst2ntial c11angcs, still "Yonn clic not atcrially 
c'an~e his rerort" after coming to Wnshinrrton from 
Gt . t aul . 
r 
Indians had distinctly consented that this money was for the 
.a31 cnt of their traders' debts, (~), t .at if t1is money had 
rcachccl their l•ands they would lave squandered it, ( 4) , "I 
· rna11nfnctn ·ed no chicfG, ••.•• (1) and tlle evic once does not 
1 
show that I received any p< rt of the i1erccnta1Te . The 
censure l!ich Judge Young expressed for the delay of the 
payr1ents and the sufferinp.;s or the Indians dnring the late 
f< 11 months, was emphatically denied by Gov. Ramsey in 
several letters. ~he Indians were not kept at Fort Snell-
jng in a stnrvinr· condition for two months as Judge Young 
co~ten~ed. r c traders nPd lnlf-breeds vcre feastinlT them 
all the tinie in nnticiJ>~tion of thetr shares in the fort 1-
cor.oino- nnnui ties am "rond money". Hence tJlcre was no need 
to issue provisions which the Inllians did not need or as { 
for. 
From Jud e Younp:'s report, it is apparent that 
he was a strict constructionist while Gov . Ramsey relied on 
t.. e srdrlt, rather than the letter , of the treaty sti n-
·latj ons . "fhe noney was for debts and tl ey intenclecl at the 
tine, it was for that uurpose ." "Moreover , Co missioner Lea 
1 . Alex. flaws y to 11 • •• • Sibley , Was' ington, ,)ec. 2!1 , 1 -3; 
Jan. 8, 18r.:4. 
2. Alex tl, 1 sey to • H. Sibley, '''oshina;ton, D c. "3, 1 1!1; 
Jan • .., , 1 , r::; • 
Gov. l ai sc.r, Jnn. '"'', su <rested the' isdom of uietl 
tal Jn~ ~e ositions n~ q fe rsons resent at tle m -
1" nt, to t ie eff'ec t t:" .. t the Imlia s fared ell ~hi le 
tl ey • i tPd a '0 t tl·e agency for t te <lcln. c annuities. 
advised me to pa y out the r1oney under the 
. 
l'raverse des Sioux 
treaty , agreeably to the distribttion matle then by the Indians 
1 
whether tl•ey now assented to it or not . II Gov. Harnsey mis 
between two fires. The welfare of the territory had demand-
ed that tie treaties be r.iade . They cot1lcl not J1ave he en eff'ect-
eel vi tl nnt tl e aid of t'1c traders . The traders' aid had 
_rn de t 1 e anticipated treatjes a reality . rherefore the 
traders must be rewarded and Gov . Ramsey never wavered in 
this deter ina ti on . 'l'he ensuing difficnl ties shonld not be 
wl1olly blamed upon one man but on the . overn~ental 1olicy of 
allowinr such a system of trade with the Indians . The re-
-vePtion of the attendant evils could only have been w olly 
acco~plished by an abolition of this unwise system . 
This report las submitted by Jude Young to 
Indian Comrissioner , G. \' . Manypenny , on Dece ber 30 , 1R~~ , 
and was by him suh1itted on January 5 , 1854 to Secretary of 
t~e Int 1 rior, obert cClelland . Gov . Ramsey , rho was in 
"us1 jnr.: ton ct t11is tin1c, fearC'd 11 t e rnaligni ty o:f , cCl lland" , 
w o rcn::arr ed t e re ort , s "a strong aper" a .ainst R msev . 
He desired tl1 a t t; e re nort should <J ni cJ-1 · reach the S na tc 
~or " I would not be deliverec ov~r to his tend r crc"es . 11 
1 . Alex . Ramsey to II. H. Sibl~y; St . Panl , 'ar . , 1 ~4 . 
2 . 1 ex . na sey to H . 1 • <J i.blcv, \~·as?lin°·ton, Jan . , 1 
,enj . F.nst .an to II . H. Siblev , ashin•rton, Jan . 10 , 1s- . 
• 
Secretnr; : cClelland resented tJe report to !resident 
1 ierce on .Janunrv fl, vi1 o , on the same day deliverecl it over 
to t~1e Senate w icre it was referred to the CoJTI.mi t tee on 
l 
Indian 1ffairs . Nor that the re ort wns before this com-
mittee, Gov . Ramsey ' s friends had a better chance to f'ip:ht 
2 
in }Jis behalf' . 
At the cruc ial period cane a letter from Col . 
ol'crtson to Gov . Ramsey , stating; " I cheerfully say, tiat 
i my orn opinion , after a ful l consideration of all the 
circu stances and facts in the case , that no stain rests 
upon your c aracter in these transactions as a man of in-
te~rity .•••• I nc·er charge you with having received any 
ecunicry or pcrsonal·consideration but with what I believed 
to be vjolatinns of law , ,l;o11t \'>ich , diverse opinions are 
cntertai ncd '! This letter \US re arded as "an overture of 
eace 1 aut iorizin the co1nr i ttee to asl· to be dis cl arrred 
"' from . tie further consideration of t!e subject . On February 
1 • 
') 
4 . 
' 
'he Co 1ittee berrued to be dischnr~ed from further 
11 
.i 1 tho . rcClellancl told e it ' as a strong oint • a inst 
us, he i 11 clo no more than send in t e re ort aml 
resu es t e President 'ill clo the sa 1e ", Uex . Ra."'sey 
to IT . I • Si.bley, Wasl1in ton , an . , 18:-.11 . 
Jiffcren t letters frou ·asJlinp::ton clurin"' t esc onths 
Pivc evidence that Senator A. C. od~e of Io a 1as a 
z ealous and inflncntial friend . 11 Jod.,.e is arr!ly with 
ns and :is emphatic in his denunciat:ion of the vhole 
business; " .l lex Ramsey to I • I.. . ~ibl ey, a shin ton , 
ec. 3 , 18>1o 
Jan . •> 1 , 1 3 1 • 
J . o~ rtson to Alex . Ra~sey, Jan . ~ 1 ") 
..... . Loe . rq. '>8 . 
~e11.i . C . :astl"'!an Lo . Sibley, Feb . o , 1 _) . 
consid0rn ti on or t'1e subject saying: that the ch, rrres were 
·not roved or snstainecl nncl that Gov . lansey's conduct was 
1 
free from lJ lar1e,,. Con~ressman Eastman joyfully wrote on 
the eventful day: " rhe corn~ittee as~s to be discharged! ••• 
2 
Dodve is a ca tain." 
'l'he Senate imrnedia te ly disrlissed the com.r>Ji t tee 
from further consideration of the matter . The report was 
ordc.,.~cd printed in spite or ef:forts to tl e contrary by Gov. 
Ramsey 's friends, who reared that "the objectionable and 
~arblcd parts of it vould be scattered thru the country ," 
3 
as a result of its ublication." The excjtement in the 
i'e ·r:i tor,' over the i •at ter soon died down. .r . Dousman 
Frote: " laJ11sey, biblC'y ancl Co . have carried the day in the 
....:ioux ficrilt. I saw Sw ('tzer here, he • ives it up." Tl e 
, rn i. tious founders of .!innesota had man Fei,'.'"hty matters to 
absorb their energy and attention and this affair was soon 
consirrned to a deserved oblivion in accordance wi~h the _en-
cral ish. " eqniescat itj. pace" ms the epi ta h su o-cst d by 
a f'ricnd . 
1 • 
C) 
!l • 
'1 • 
Sen . Journal, J st Ses" ., 'l3rcl Von • , 1 ')'l-1, • 211 . 
·enj . c. East1an to H •• Sibley, Feb . '">'1 , 18:>4. 
" ob. cClelland wished the report rintrl but ie is not 
to 1 e • 1~attfie "; Bcnj . ;;ast1.an to II . s . Sibley , Jan . ~ , 
1 '51 . 
Dousman to ll . I . Sibley , Prairie du Chien, Feb . 2 , 
'ast. 1an to J. II . Sibley , rash in ton, ~eb . ' 1 - . 
Chapter VI , Reservation Life , 1R13-' 2 . 
Immigrants in increasing numbers flocked to the 
country 'trnst of the Mississippi, after it was legally open 
to settlement. "All the world is alive with the annesota 
1 
fiver", declared the Democrat. The Indians lvere obliged to 
remain on the ceded lands tfior the President hacl not yet 
assigned them a reservation outside the territory. It be-
came necessary that some immediate separation be effected 
betlreen the Indians and the whites since the Indians 
would inevitably resist the occupation of their former 
hunting grounds by the settlers. There lfas neither time 
nor the means to make the requisite explorations 1to find a 
suitable location for the Indians in the little lqiown 
western country. Consequently the reserve, lfhich wa_s to 
have been theirs by the treaties was assigned to the. Ind-
ians by the President for a period of five years. 
The time of departure for the Indians, especially those 
of the Lower tribes, drew nigh. The Mdewakanton, whose 
villages were mostly on the west side of the lississippi 
opposite St. Paul, "ere sad at the thought o:f leaving their 
old homes and the graves o:f their kindred. They requested 
the privelege of staying another year in the familiar places. 
The chiefs.feared that ample provision had not been made 
for their people at the ner agency and the proposed removal 
2 
would necessitate great hardship and inconvenience. 
1. Minn. Democrat, Oct. 20, 1832. 
2. Minn. Democrat, June 1, 1853; Minn. Pioneer, June q,1053. 
Governor Gorman, as Ex-Officio Superintendent of Ind-
ian Affairs for the Territory, undertook the difficult and 
delicate task of removing the Indians. He used great skill, 
tact, and honesty in accomplishing his object. He first took 
a number of the ~eluctant chiefs and braves with him to 
Traverse des Sioux. A council was held there and the Ind-
ian leaders were given a chance to see the nelv home and 
judge of the preparations lVhich were being made for their 
people's arrival. The conference was successful and the 
chiefs promised to make no more opposition but to influence 
1 
their bands to as early a removal as possible. By the last 
of August, the Mdewakanton, including Wabashaw and his band, 
2 
were en route for their new home. "The Indians who a rew 
weeks ago, were seen promenading our streets in great 
3 
numbers have entirely disappeared. 11 ttThey are now in 
4 
their new homes. Well, farewell to the Sioux!" 
Great credit is given Governor Gorman for his success-
ful removal of the Indians. He employed no military aid, 
without which it was thought the taslr could not be accomplish-
ed. Ile knew hOlf to secure the efficient aid of the traders, 
and by so doing making tlle expense to the government much 
less than if a private individual had taken the contract 
***************************************4•******************* 
1. Minn. Democrat, June 8, 1853. 
2. Minn. Democrat, Aug. 31, 1853. 
3. Minn. Pioneer, Oct. 27, 1853. 
4. ,finn. Pioneer, ov. 24, 1853. 
1 
for the remova:J.. The Democrat boasted that "never before 
had a tribe o:f Indians been removed :from their ancient 
2 
homes so quietly, peaceably, and at such small expense." 
Credit also should be given these Indians who lfere described 
as being submissive and obedient to Governor Gorman's 
3 
commands. The removal of the Lower Sioux was substantial-
4 
ly accomplished by November, 1853. The white settlers, 
however, did not :feel confident that the removal was per-
manent and feared that the Indians \fould return and plant 
at their old villages the follmving spring. Governor 
Gorman promised that effective measures l10uld be taken to 
prevent such a return and on the whole he was successful. 
The most or the Upper Sioux band already lived in their 
villages upon Lake Traverse, Big Stone Lake and Lac qui 
Parle, included within the reservation. The Little 
Rapids Indians who resided about Little Rock were nmv to 
occupy that part of the reserve below the Chippewa. The 
Upper Sioux were more roving, less accustomed to con-
centration and the contact o:f the lfhites than were the 
Lower tribes. In 1856, Indian agent 1.Iurphy, reported that 
************************************************************ 
1. Kinn. Democrat, Nov.16,1853. Private contracts for the 
removal of Indians were usually extortions. 
2. Ibid: It is natural that this paper should see Gov. 
Gorman's removal of' the Indians in the most favorable 
light since it was a political supporter of Gorman 
and his ad.ministration. 
3. Ibid, June 1, 1853. 
4. Pay-Pay's band of Wahpakoota, near Faribault never re-
moved; :Minn . in Three Centuries, II, 322. 
three of the Upper Sioux bands would not come to the 
reserve at all, while other of the bands lrnuld come, <.le-
1 
part and not return again, for a season or two. It must 
not be supposed that the Indians remained strictly within 
the limits of the reserve. They maintained their villages 
there but wandered off' in search of game, still necessary 
:for their subsistence. It is probable that Governor Ramsey 
promised the Indians, reluctant to sell their hunting 
grounds, that until "the whites want it you lfill be able 
to hunt over the large country you sell, just as you hunted 
2 
before". The temporary character of the reserve soon be-
came apparent to both whites and Indians. The latter, 
naturally adverse to work, were the more disinclined to 
improve their condition since in a few years they must 
pack their teepees and move westward. It was not best that 
the government should make the investments required by the 
treaties ifthe Indians were to be removed just vhen they 
might begin to receive the full advantage of tl1ese improve-
ment~. Another emigration would necessitate a rene' ed 
expenditure for removal and sustenance until a new civiliz-
ing plant could be established and put in running order. 
1. Ann. Rep. of Agent Murphy, Sept. 24, 1856, Sen. Docs., 
Pt. I, 1856-7, p.606. 
2. Conversation :reported in Wm. G. LeDuc's diary, ,.inn. 
Year Book 1852, p.84. This is also confirmed by the 
statements of im. H. Forbes and Alexis Bailly, 
witnesses to the treaties, given in the ~inn. Pioneer, 
Dec. 8, 1853. 
An agitation was started to induce the President and 
Congress to confirm this resorve to the Indians for a long 
period of time at least. Governor Ramsey in his message 
to the Territorial Legislature, Jan. 26, 1853, urged the 
necessity of petitioning the President and Congress to 
secure to the Sioux for fifty years the reservations 
1 
temporarily assigned them. It was his belief that this 
reserve would not be wanted by the white man for many 
years since there was "not sufficient wood, timber, or coal 
for the purposes of civilization except immediately on the 
St. Peters and its tributaries". Traders and bbsiness men 
were anxious lest the Sioux be driven to the Missouri and 
their valuable trade lost to st. Paul and the Minnesota 
2 
valley. Indian Agent Murphy recommended to the Indian 
Department that the origi11al reservations be confirmed for 
3 
an extended period of time since their temporary character 
was injurious · to the Indians' contentment and progress. 
The advice offered the authorities at Washington proved 
effective. A paragraph in the Indian Appropriation Act of 
July 31, 1854 gave the President authority to confirm to 
the Minnesota Sioux forever the reserve on the Minnesota 
River now occupied by them upon such conditi9ns as he may 
' 1. Minn. Pioneer, Jan. 27, 1853. 
2. Minn. Democrat, Aug. 4, 1852. 
3. Ann. Rep. of Agent urphy, Oct. 28, 1854, Sen. Docs., 
33rd Cong., 2nd Sess., p.272. 
1 
deem just. The Indians received with "much satisfaction" 
the assurance that they might consider the reserve their 
permanent home. 
It was planned, in the spring of 1854, to concentrate 
the Upper Sioux at the Lower Agency upon lands which had 
been reserved for the Lower Indians only. It was thought 
in this way to economize labor on the agent's part and 
also the expenditure of money f"or the improvement of the 
Indian. Various objections lfere made to this plan. It 
was said to be in opposition to the understanding at the 
2 
time of the treaty. The Upper Sioux, lfhen they had signed 
senate amendments, had been promised that lands should be 
plowed at Lac qui Parle, Big Stone Lake, and Lake Traverse 
3 
for the use of the Indians who cared to live there. The 
strongest opposition came from Dr. S.R. Riggs and others 
who believed that this concentration of the Upper and Low-
er Sioux in the same locality would destroy the tribes. 
4 
•separate, individualize, and save some", was their plea. 
1. u.s.stat. at Large,X, 326. The President never formal-
ly made the confirmation of these reservations. See 
Art.II, Treaty Of 1858; Ibid, XII, 1038. 
Return I. Holcombe, in 1.!inn. in Three Centuries, II, 
p.322, makes the interesting observation that between 
1853-4, the Indians had the use of these reservations 
and at the same time were receiving from the government 5% interest on the sums accorded them by Congress in 
lieu of them. "Instances of where the Indians got the 
better of a bargain with the government are so rare 
that this one may be particularly mentioned." 
2. Minn. Pioneer, ~Iar. 23, 1854. 
3. Ibid. 
4. Minn. Pioneer, Mar. 9, 1854. 
The Upper Indians were allolfed to remain in their own 
reservation, altho their agency was established close to 
the boundary line of the Lower reservation, near the 
present village of Yellow 1''edicine. The Lower Sioux 
Agency was located near the County seat of Redwood Falls. 
The treatment accorded by the government to tlie Ind-
ians on the reserve is typical of the short sighted, 
wavering, and inconsistent Indian policy of the period. A 
somewhat topical order must be adopted to bring out more 
forcibly the execution of the various treaty provisions 
during the years of reservation life. First let us con-
sider the provisions made for the agricultural improvement 
of the Sioux. The Upper Sioux, in 1853, were so en-
thusiastic over planting, that one band, for lack of 
better implements, planted with wooden hoes, if credence 
1 
is given their farmer's report. These Indians in the 
spring of 1854 were reported to have received no benefits 
2 
from their funds set apart for agricultural purposes. 
Al tho some good wor - was accomplished during the summer of 
1854, :farmer Robertson reported that to carry on the farm-
ing accord:l.ng to the provision o:f the treaty, "will re uire 
' 
a much more extensive supply of men, cattle, and implements 
********•*****~****~*****************~*********~********** 
1. Ann. Rep. of A. Robertson, Sept. 29, 1854; Ex. Docs., 
Vol. I, Pt.I, 1S54-5, p.81. 
2. Minn. Pioneer, ~ar. 9, 1854. 
1 
than we at present possess". The year 1855 was apparently 
more successf'ul altbo Agent Murphy reported all the Upper 
Sioux bands had not removed since sufficient farms had not 
. ' 2 
been opened to acconiodate them. Governor Gorman for this 
year reported that a large amount of' plmving and planting had 
been done, the crops bad yielded abundantly, and the mills 
3 
which were being erected were nearly completed. 
A complicated situation appeared the following year. 
The Indian Commissioner Mannypenny sought to explain the 
situation. f' various causes have combined to prevent the 
4 
Minnesota Sioux :from deriving heretofore, much substantial 
benefit from the very liberal provisions of the treaties of 
1851. Until the reservations were permanently assured to 
the Indians it would have been highly improper to have made 
the expenditure for permanent improvements and since then 
the affairs of the agency have not been free from confusion". 
Bad feeling existed between Agent Murphy, supported by 
l. Abh. nep. of' A. Robertson, Sept. 29, 1854, p.28. 
2. Ann. Rep. of' Agent .Murphy, Sept. 1855, Ex. Docs., Vol.I, 
Pt.I, 1856-6, p.379. 
3. Ann. Rep. of Gov. Gorman, Sept. 1855; Ibid, p.~68. 
4. The chiefs of' the 3 Upper bands, who had refused to re-
move to the reserve, declared their willingness to do 
so whenever the government ould perform its promises 
to them; Ann. Rep. of' Agent :Murphy, Sept. 1856, Sen. 
Docs., Pt.I, 1856-7, p.606. 
5. Ann. Rep. of' u. s. Com. of Ind. Affairs, G. w. Manny-
penny, Nov. 22, 1856; Sen. Docs., Pt. I, 1856-7, p.55 . 
5 
1 
Farn1er Prescott and Superintendent Huebscbmann and Manny-
penny, Indian Commissioner. Murphy and Prescott charged 
the higher officials with misappropriations of Indian 
funds. The latter, in turn, charged Mµrphy and Prescott 
with pocketing a goodly share of the Indian funds lfhich they 
claimed had been foMvard. Mr. Prescott made this serious 
charge; "Have the officers under the President applied these 
funds so appropriated in the manner stipulated by the 
treaties ? I can distinctly say, no! The treaties say 
these funds shall be annually expended, whereas large 
amounts have been kept back and are now in arrears and after 
repeated applications to have them expended. These funds 
in arrears are not petty sums, surplusses, or remnants of 
funds but large amounts, thousands and tens of thousands and 
in some cases the whole fund appropriated for a single purpose". 
The Commissioner, in turn, regarded P. Prescott as 
"one of the greatest obstacles" in the civilization of the 
Sioux. Re was happy that "there is still in the treasury 
large sums of money for educational and agricultural pur-
poses among the Sioux, which if they had gone forward, would 
1. The office of the Northern Superintendency was at this 
time located at Milwaukee under Supt. Huebschmann. In 
1857 it was returned to St. Paul with w. 'l'. Cullen as 
Superintendent. 
2. Ann. Rep. of Farmer Prescott; Ex. Docs., 34th Cong., 
3rd Sess., Vol.I, 1856-7, p.606. Agent Murphy regrets 
that the Indian Department had not thought proper to 
expend all the money promised by the treaties. Ibid, 604. 
2 
i 
have been no more judiciously applied than the moneys remitt-
, 1 
ed.~. It is profitless to fathom this personal wrangle. 
However, it is sufficient for our purpose to show from this 
testimony of the opposing factions, that the Indians had not 
prQfited, as they should have, by their funds up to this 
time. 
In October, 1856, Chas. E. Flandrau succeeded Agent 
2 
Murphy. A more promising regime was inaugurated. Super-
intendent Huebschmann reported that sufficient f'unds were 
nolf placed in the hands of' the new agent to carry on the 
farming improvements and schools stipulated in the treaties. 
He admitted that before this season, but little land had 
been broken and no schools provided for the Upper Sioux. 
The Lower Sioux had received more help in agricultural 
matters but their school ruD.d was accumulating, instead or 
3 
being expended for the education of the Indian children. 
The year 1857 was eventful and much can be learned 
from the records concerning the Indians' condition. The 
scourge of grasshoppers, together with hail, had .,mrked 
great havoc with the crops but"with the fall payments they 
may get thrµ the winter without suff'ering~ their farmer 
1. Letter of Ind. Com. Mannypenny to Sup't. Huebschmann, 
Oct. 15,1856, Ex. Docs., 34th Cong., 3rd sess., Vol.I, 
1856-7, P• 589. 
2. Murphy and Prescott were both relieved of their offices 
in the Indian service in the fall of 1856. 
3. Ann. Rep. of Sup't.Huebschmann, Oct.15,1856, Sen. Docs., 
Pt.I, 1856-7, p.589. 
1 
reported. The Superintendent was brought in direct 
connection with the destitute, complaining Indians. An Act 
of Congress, March 3, 1857, required that the Superintendent 
now should make the payments directly in person to the Indians, 
2 
in the presence of local ·agents and interpreters. Superin-
tendent Cull en believed this was a wise provision si.nce he 
could, in this way, acquire a more perfect knowledge of the 
3 
condition of the Indians under his charge. In the fall of 
1657, Superintendent Cullen and Major Pritchette, a special 
to 
agent from the governmentAinvestigate the Inkpaduta affair, 
held many councils with the Sioux. "The complaint which 
runs thn.t all these councils points to the imperfect per-
formance or non-fulfillment of treaty stipulations. Whether 
these were well or ill-founded it is not my province to dis-
cuss. That such ' a belief prevails among them, impairing 
their conf'idence and good faith in the governn1ent cannot 
4 
be questioned. 
Some of the complaints which the Indian chiefs re-
peatedly made in these councils might be noted. Their 
annuities were not paid in full at the payments of 1853, 
1 54, and 1 55. Their mills, built from their money, worked 
1. Ann. Rep. of James Magner, Farmer, Sen. Docs., 1st Sess., 
35th Cong., Vol.II, 1657-S, p.349. 
2. U.S.Stat. at Large, XI, 169; Kappler, I, 9. 
3. Sen. Docs., 1st Sess., 35th Cong., Vol.II, 1857-8,p.335. 
4. Rep. of Maj. Pritchette to the Ind. Dep't.; Ibid, p.29 • 
free o:r charge to the whites. The houses promised the chiefs 
have not been built. No benefit has been received by either 
the Upper or Lower Sioux from the annual appropriation for 
schools. The government offered them no protection from the 
Chippewa "who come when we have made our corn and strike our 
fields, and they have killed our people and we, obeying the 
rule of our Great Father have not killed a single Chippewa 
1 
for :rive years". The Indians employed to work on the agency 
improvements have not received their promised wages. The 
Upper Sioux were entitled to two blacksmiths, they had but 
one who works chiefly for the whites. Such are some of the 
many complaintsof the Indians, by no means perfectly reliable, 
but at least suggestive of the prevailing discontent. 
Superintendent Cullen made the complaining Indians many 
promises; more blacksmiths would be provided, the mill 
service improved, and schools established. 
Major Pritchette reported that besides the accumulated 
school runds, large arrears were due the Indians from the 
2 
other funds, how much was not knmm. The financial affairs 
************************************************************ 
1. This statement must be taken with caution. The news-
paper during these years reported continual conflicts 
between the Ghippewa and Sioux. 
2. The improvement and civilization funds for 1857 had not 
reached the agents Aug. 18th, and these funds were 
absolutely essential to the welfare of the Indian 
colIIJDunity; Rep. of Maj. Pritchette. This report and 
that of Sup't. Cullen, together with accounts of the 
Indian cow1cils in which these complaints were made are 
found in Sen. Docs., 1st Sess., 35th Cong., Vol. I, 
1857-8. 
were in greatest confusion. It is impossible to trace 
minutely what happened to every dollar of the Indians' 
money. We know that the Indians were destitute at this 
time and we:reby no means receiving the just share of 
1 
benefit from their money. 
We must now speak in more detail of the failure of 
the goveMUUent to provide schools :for the Sioux, in accord-
ance with the treaty stipulations. 'The Treaty of 1837 
bad provided that tl1e interest of $100,000 should be expend-
ed for the benefit of' the Mdewakanton in such manner as the 
President might direct. There was an understanding at the 
treaty that this interest should be used for educational 
purposes. But the government allowed this money to accumu-
late and could not be induced to spend it in providing 
schools. Unscrupulous men told the Indians that if the 
money was not spent for education, the accumulated sum would 
2 
sometime be paid them in cash. Unfortunately it was 
thought necessary to make use of this sum as an inducement 
for making the Treaty of 1851 and the Indians witnessed the 
success of the scheme. Still the government after this ex-
perience, did ·not take warning of the evils o:f accumulated :funds 
1. Agent Flandrau in bis official report for this year, 
urged the use of some of the accumulated school funds to 
relieve the Indians' destitution. "They complain bitter-
ly that this money is allowed to accumul ate and avails 
them nothing"; Sept.1S57, sen. Docs.,lst Sess., 35th 
Cong., Vol.II, 1857-S, p.347. 
2. Ann.Rep. of A. Robertson, Farmer for the Sioux, Sept.1855, 
Ex.Docs.,lst and 2nd Sess.,34th Cong.,1855-6, p.387 . 
on the welfare of the Indian and his attitude toward 
education. 
Altho the treaties of 1851 provided liberally for the 
establishment and maintenance of schools, the government 
these 
allowedAfunds to accumulate instead of making any effort to 
fulfill the treaty provisions. Superintendents, agents, and 
friends or the Indian repeatedly decried the evils of such 
1 
a course. As late as the fall of 1855, there were no 
2 
schools altho the Indianswere anxious for them. Agent 
Murphy entreated the establishment or the promised manual 
3 
training schools. By September, 1856, the Lower Sioux 
alone had an accumulation of $60,000 education money. 
They had no schools and any provision for them was express-
4 
ly forbidden by the Commissioner or Indian Affairs, 
1. The !,..inn. Pioneer, June 9, 1853, warned against the 
accumulation of funds and annuities provided for 
civilization and educational purposes. 
2. Ann. Rep. of A. Robertson, Farmer, Sept.24, 1855; 
Ex. Docs., 1st and 2nd Sess., 34ti Cong., Vol.I, Pt.I, 
1855-6, p. 387. 
3. A.nn. Rep. of Agent Murphy, Sept.22, 1855, Ibid, 381. 
Ann. Rep. of P. Prescott, Farmer, Sept. 3, 185R, Sen. 
Docs., 1st Sess., 35th Cong., Pt.I, 1856-7, p.A08. 
4. Ann. Rep. of Agent Murphy, Sept. 24, 1856, Ibid, ft05. 
Part of this $60,000 was accumulated from the education-
al funds under the Treaty of 1837. 
,~ 
The Upper Sioux were in the ame condition. It was a 
matter of surprise to these Indians that no attempt had been 
made to give them what .they esteemed a most important part 
1 ' 
of the treaty. Greedy men were but waiting a chance to 
2 
divert these accumulated funds to their own purposes. Agent 
Flandrau,September 24th, 1857, lamented that no schools could 
be established :ror "every attempt, is for some reason, 
:rrustrated . * -i~ *. The fund had accumulated to such an extent 
that it seems wrong that the Indians with a desire tolearn 
and sufficient means to satisfy that desire, . should not have 
3 
schools established among them". By 1858, there were only 
4 
.small schools at Hazelwood and Lac qui Parle but no manual 
training schools, concerning which the Indians "constantly 
spoke". Agent Brown suggested that, to satisfy this insist-
ent demand of the Indians, one manual labor school should be 
erected jointly for the two reservations. •rhe Indians were 
now becoming satisfied that they would not obtain their back 
school money in any other shape and they now desired that 
5 
their children should have the benefits ot its expendituren. 
1. Ann.Rep: of A. Robertson, Farmer, Sept. 20, 1856; 
Sen. Does., Vol.I, Pt.I, 1856-~, p.614. 
2. Letter or Dr. Thos. s. lfillimnson to Agent urphy, Ibid, 
p.515; Ann. Rep. o:r Agent :Murphy, Ibid, 605. 
3. Ann. Rep. o:r Agent Flandrau, Sept. 1857, sen. Docs. 1st 
sess., 3Sth Cong., Vol.II, 1857-S, p.348. 
4. Ann. Rep. of Agent Brown, Sen. Docs., 2nd Sess., 35th 
Cong., Vol.I, 1858-9, p.404. 
5. Ann. Rep. o:r Agent Brown, Sept.30, 1858, Ex. Docs., 2nd 
Sess., 35th Cong., Vol. II, Pt.I, 1858-9, P• 405. 
This was the condition in 1858 of the educational 
facilities afforded the Indians by the government which held 
1 
their tunds in trust. It seems strange that the government 
should have so neglected the promised education of the 
Indians. The desire was generous but as yet no adequate -
scheme ot education had been conceived which would justify 
the expenditure of the Indian funds. It was simpler and 
easier to allow them to accumulate trom year to year than it 
was to establish an Indian school system. 
Some mention or the annuity system as it was manifested 
during the reservation life should be noted. One of the 
great evils was the requent delay in these payments. Altho 
the treaties did not fix the time or sueh payments, the 
Indians constantly urged that July 1st was the agreed period 
2 
and one which would not interfere with their fall hunts. · 
The cash annuities had a bad effect on the Indians' natural-
ly slight aabition to improve their condition. "They say 
***~**************************************~~********~*****~** 
1. The education of the Indian children was not, however, 
neglected. There were the schools supported by the 
mission bOards. No Indians ever had more devoted friends 
than did the Minnesota Sioux in Dr. S.R. Riggs and Dr. 
Thos. s. Williamson. The Pond brothers believed that the 
concentration or the Sioux on the reserve was unwise and . 
so did not follow them to their new home. 
2. Minn. Pioneer, Oct.20, 1853; Alm. Rep. o~ Agent urphy, 
Sen. Docs., 2nd Sess., 33 Cong., 1853-4, p.270. 
Edwin Clark, agent ror the Chippewa 1866-68 stated 
March 1912, that the Indians would have been better o~~ 
to have departed on their fall hunts instead of waiting 
for the frequently delayed payments. 
I 
they have sold their lands and are now going to live on 
their annuities," reported Agent Murphy in 1854. The Indian , 
as a rule, did not possess his cash annuity, or the larger 
part of it, after he had passed the traders' table at the 
"annuity payments." Unprincipled gamblers and oft-times 
sellers 
whiskey.A.received their coveted shares. The Indian returned 
to his village, hungry, destitute, and sullen. 
The custom of paying the annuities per capita. and 
I directly to the individual Indians or heads or families was 
most detrimental to the influence of the chief. He received 
no more than did his tribesmen and he was allowed no part 
in the distribution of the annuities. He was in this respect 
reduced to the level of the common Indian and the slight 
influence even which he possessed before treaty relations 
with the government was greatly diminished. The Indian was 
practically left without a domestic government of his own 
and not subject to the protection and laws of the United 
States. He was truly a man without a country. 
The evils of the policy or annuities in cash were 
· 1 
becoming more clearly recognized. Friends of the Indians 
urged their abolition and the substitu~ion of annuity 
*********************************•~*******<f~l.:·•~t:·*************** 
1. "I am convinced that a given number of Indian can be 
kept better and more free from suffering from $50,000 
expended tor them in a judicious manner than they will 
keep themselves with $100,000." Ann.Rep. of Agent 
McLean, Sept. 1253, Ex. Do~s., 1st Sess., 32nd Cong., 
Vol. III, Pt. II, p.435. 
payments in stock, implements, and mechanics' tools until 
1 
the Indian should become self-supporting. This sentiment 
steadily gained groWld and was first adopted by the government 
in the payment of annuities under the Treaties of 1858. 
In 
ayments 
2 
took place in connection with the Inkpaduta Massacre. 
An interesting development regarding annuity 
March of 1857, Inkpaduta and a band of twelve warriors had 
connnitted the massacres of Spirit Lake and Springfield; 
killing about forty-seven persons . When the news reached 
the agency, efforts were made to capture and punish the 
murderers but they proved unsuccessful. The government then 
insisted that the reservation Indians should punish these 
murderers, on penalty of withholding their annuities until 
they should do· so. The ground for th action was found in 
Article I, of the Treaties of 1851 which guaranted eternal 
3 
peace and friendship between the two parties. The Sioux 
did not feel themselves responsible for the depredations of 
Indians, who altho distant kinsmen, were an outlawed band 
4 
from the Minnesota Sioux. So these Indians declined to 
************************************************************ 
1. This change in the policy of annuity payments is outlined 
in the Ann.Rep. of Ind.Com.Denver, Nov.30, 1857, House 
Docs., 1S57-8, p.293. 
2. This Inkpaduta assacre is clearly described in the dirf-
erent official reports to the Indian Dept. for the year 
1857; Ex. Docs.,lst Sess., 35th Cong.,Vol.III, 1857-8. 
Two good general accounts may be found in Vol.XII of the 
Minn. His • . Soc. Coll., which contains articles by Thos. 
Hughes and Dr. Daniels on the subject. 
3. Minn. Pioneer nnd Democrat, July 22, 18 7. 
4. Ann. Rep. of Agent Flandrau, Apr, 11, 1857, Sen. Docs., 
1st Sess., 35th Cong., Vol III, 1857...S, P• 3J9. 
pursue Inkpaduta and his warriors unless accompanied by 
United States troops. Finally, they yielded the point and 
sent out an expedition in pursuit of the murderers. This 
expeditiorup. after mueh effort, suc~eeded only in killing 
three warriors and mortally wounding one. The pursue~s re-
tumed home, "jaded and w·om.," but with a sense of duty done. 
The government feeling that "the Indians had used their ut-
most endeavors to deliver up the murderers" authorized the 
payment of the delayed annuities. 
This affair had important results on tlie already dis-
turbed condition of the reservation Indians. ·rhey were 
indignant that their annuities should be withheld until they 
had sought revenge on muDlterers, outlawed from. their tribes, 
1 
and with whom the most o'f' them did not even sympathize. 
bey became inspired with the dangerous belief that the 
government was weak and could not punish Indian aggression 
save with their assistance. This policy of forcing the 
Indians, by the withholding of their annuities, to under-
take alone the punishment of Inkpaduta and his band, . as 
considered most excellent by the Commissioner of' Indian 
affairs. It was not long before the folly of' such a policy 
was clearly recognized. The power of' the government should 
have exercised directly and efficiently in bringing Inkpaduta 
*****~*****~**~*********t~***************•**********~****** 
1. Ann. Rep. of Com. of' Ind. Affairs, Denver, 1857-8; 
Ex. Does., 1st Sess., 35th Cong., Vol. II, Pt. 1, 
P• 359. 
and. his band to jus ti cc, "Had this been done, 11 reported 
Indian Agent Galbraith in 1863, "I believe our present out-
1 
break would never have occurcd. 11 Naturally this massacre 
inspired fear and hatred among the settlers toward the Incl-
ians. 
Major Pritchette believed that it was as important at 
this crucial period to protect the Indians from the whites as 
2 
the whites f'rom the Indians. 
It \Vill be remembered that the Treaties of 1851 provided 
that the President should prescribe and enforce rules and . 
regulations to protect the rights of person and property of 
the treaty Indians. Such action was absolutely necessary 
and but just, for the various Intercourse Lmv-s rcsul ted in 
the inevitable weaJ~eninO' of tribal law. The Indians had 
practically no restraint but the arbitrary rule of the agent 
and they possessed absolutely no redress for grievances. 
Such law and protection was not accorded them. The agents 
and superintendents sent urgent pleas to the hi~her authorities 
that the annuity Indians should come uncler the operation o:r 
1 
la rs similar to those of the \Vhi te citizens. Imlian 
3 . 
Ann. nep. of Agent Galbraith, Ex . Docs., 1st Scss ., 3~ th 
Cong., Vol.III, 1868-4, p.412. This opinion was and 
iS now the generally accepted vie' . 
Rep. of laj . Pritchettc, Special Agent frorn the u.s .. to 
investigate the Inkpaduta Aff'air, Ibid., 0flf. 
Ann. Rep. of Agent i:urphy, Oct. 18'"'4: E .n., ol .r, 
1854-5, p . 272; Rep. of Sup't. Huebschman: Oct. lf, 1 5A: 
Sen. Docs., Pt.I, li5n-7, p.~87. 
Commissioner Mannypenny pleaded the cause for the Indian 
generally. "Humanity, Christianity, national honor, unite 
in demanding the enactment of such laws as will not only 
protect the Indians, but as shall effectually put it out of 
the power of any public officer to allow these poor 
1 
creatures to be .despoiled of their lands and annuities". 
Another evil marked reservation life; the holding of 
the lands in eoDDllon by the Indians. The pleas of citizens 
of the Territory interested in the welfare of the Indian, 
· had been against common and in favor of individual holdings. 
To encourage this idea, the Treaties of 1851 expressly call-
ed for the establishment of laws to protect the person and 
property of the Indian. Such protection, as has been shown , 
was not accorded the Indian. In 1854, Governor Gorman had 
Ordered that the Indians be encouraged to make separate 
farms as a means of securing the industrious the result of 
2 
their toil. In 1855, Farmer Prescott reported that some 
of the Indians had asked to have fields plowed separately 
3 
from the common field. Superintendent Cullen in 1857 
found that the Indians took great pride in their individual 
holdings and recommended to the Indian Commissioner that 
such Indians should be encouraged by the best agricultural 
~~*******~***~******§********"~**********{.\****~***~****~***** 
1. Ann. Rep. of Ind. Comm., G • .Mannypenny, .. ov. 22, 1856; 
Sen. Docs., Pt.I, 1856-7, p.575. 
2. Daily Pioneer, June 1, 1854; Ann~ Rep. of Farmer Prescott 
Sept. 1855; Ex. Docs., Vol.I, Pt.I, 1855-6, p.385. 
3. Ibid. 
.· 
1 
facilities. So far had the idea gained favor among the 
Indians that many of the Mdewakanton and Wahpakoota desired 
· at this time to break up tribal m atiam and to cultivate 
land in severalty. 
Agent Flandrau suggested in September, 1857, that a 
treaty should be made allotting individual propert~ to 
2 
Indian heads of families. This suggestion met the approval 
of the Indian Commissioner who reported to his superior the 
advisability of a new treaty with the Sioux on the following 
3 
lines: Their reservation was larger than they needed for a 
comfortable support by actual cultivation. It should be re-
duced and a limited quantity o~ land should be given them 
in severalty. The title should remain with the tribe, but 
the government should have discretionary power to . grant 
patents to deserving holders. The lands so assigned should 
be leasable or alienable only to members of the tribe, until 
such time as the patentees should be considered fit for 
the rights and privileges of United States citizenship. 
We sllall find this policy incorporated for the first time 
in the Treaties of 1858 but it did not receive broad appli-
cation for many years. This idea of individual holdings, 
first defined for the Minnesota Sioux in 1858 was the 
genesis of the famous Dawes Severalty Bill of 1887. 
1. Ann. Rep. of Supt.Cullen, Sept.1857, Sen. Docs., 1st 
sess., 35th Cong., Vol.II, 1857-8, p.339. 
2. Ann.Rep. of Agent Flandrau,Sept.1857, Ibid.,348. 
3. Ann. Rep. of Ind. Co Denver, ov.30,1857, Ibid, 290. 
It is not easy to determine the eKact liquor situation 
during these years. The official reports of Indian 
officials on the reservation present contrasting pictures, 
even in the same year. The Minnesota Pioneer, in 1853, 
stated that, in spite of treaty stipulations, an alarmin 
1 
amount o:f 11.quor had been introduced into the ceded lands . but 
2 
it was believed that none had been taken into the reserve. 
In 1854, Agent rurphy reported that some o:f the Indians 
had obtained liquor and~he natural consequence, has been 
3 
murder and quarrellirgto a lamentable degree". The follow- · 
ing year he rejoiced that there bad not been one case of 
drunl"lless among the Indians who have "shaken off" the use of 
4 
liquor. Surely, a miraculous transformation, too good to 
be true! 
During the sunm1er of 1858, a good deal of liquor as 
secretly brought into the reserve, chiefly thru the agency 
o:f mixed bloods, who obtained it from the whites and furnish-
tJ 
ed it to the Indians. The \Vahpetons , reported Agent Brown, 
bad formed an association to destroy all liquor brought on 
their reservation. The Upper Sisseton also resisted its 
**************************************************~********* 
1. :Uinn. Pioneer, Sept. 8, 1853. 
2. Minn. Pioneer, Dec. 29, 1853. 
3. Ann· Rep. of Agent ~urphy, Octo. 28 , 1854, Ex. Docs., 
1854-55, p,272 
Murphy, Sept. 22, 4. Ann. Rep. of' Agent 1855, Ex. Docs., 
185 -6, p.380. Sept. 5. Ann. Rep. of Agent Brown, 1858, Ex. Docs., 
1857-S, p. 409. 
introduction.r "This has done a great deal of good, but is 
not entirely effective as those having liquor for the Upper 
Indians will contrive" to get it into the reservation. 
The situation after 1858 became more serious. The 
twenty mile width of the reserve was then reduced by half', 
forming according to Dr. Folwell's effective characterization, 
"a shoe-string", one hundred and fity miles long and but ten 
miles wide. He continues, "An easy morning walk took the 
Indian to the boundary, where the accomodating white mm.met 
1 
him lfith a keg of illicit wbiseky.• 
It would seem that all efforts on the part of the Ind-
ian agents or .of the Indians themselves, to oppose the intro-
duction of liquor on the reserve had proved ineffective. 
Many causes led to this unhappy result. The reserve had such 
an extended border of ceded lands that it was quite impossible, 
without a large patrol force,to adequately oversee all por-
tions of it. The Indian Agent had no police to enforce the 
laws of Congress and could not rely upon the officers of a 
border population to supress a traffic in which their 
friends were interested. The army had no authority to act 
for the protection of the Indians, since it was under the 
i. Follrell, llinnesota, 192. Dr. olwell adds that the 
citizens of Brown County in 1859 publicly denounced the 
criminal practice of thus furnishing the Indians with 
whiskey, and the county commissioners offered a reward 
of twenty-five dollars for evidence leading to convict -
ion in any prosecution. 
a.t 
oa 
nI 
direction of a separate department. The system of cash 
annuities made it probable that the thirsty Indian would 
1 
quickly part with his coin for the available"fire water". 
The Indians in their intercourse with the whites were 
generally harmless, indeed quite well behaved if credence is 
2 
given the newspaper reports. The most that the Indians did 
was to beg for food and occasionally steal horses and cattle, 
if we omit the Inkpaduta massacre for which the reservation 
Indians were not responsible. 
The efficient administration of reservation affairs 
under the capable Joseph Brown has been slighted in this 
topical treatment. He was appointed agent in 1857. Bis wife 
was a Sisseton woman and he therefore knew the Indian 
character and possessed great influence among them. He 
sought to make the Indian do planting, live in houses and 
dress like white men. His "farmer Indians" he reported, 
were living as a "law-ab1ding, quiet,and sober people". 
Much of this improvement he ascribed to the work of the 
missionaries, Drs. Williamson and Riggs. The former had 
formed an association of twelve families of the Lower 
***************************~************O**•~******~******** 
2. 
These reasons together with others were advanced by 
Bishop Whipple in a letter to President Buchanan .Apr.9, 
1660; Lights and Shadows of a Long Episcopate, p.51-2. 
"Many of' the so-called depredations hich are attribut -
ed to the reservation Indians are the result of acts of 
gross injustice committed upon them by some of the 
bipeds who locate in the vicinity of the Indians and 
call themselves civilized". Letter from Traverse des 
Sioux, Apr. 27, 1854, printed in the ~inn . Daily 
Pioneer, :Pl ay 5, 1854. 
Sioux, called "the Hazelwood Republic", the object of which 
was to encourage respect for law and the art of government. 
In their written constitution they bound themselves to dis-
card the clothing and habits of the Indian, and to rerrain 
1 
from spirituous liquor altogether. An Indian band regulat-
ed by written laws and governed by elected officers was 
surely a novelty! ' 
*********************************************************** 
1. Ann. Rep. of Agent Brown, Sept. 1858, Sen. Docs., 
2nd Sess., 35tb Cong., Vol.I, p.402. 
Chapter VII , fhc Treaties of 18- • 
The prophecy made in 1851 regarding the future 
isolation of the Indian reservations proved false. Many 
of the great crowd of immigrants to the Territory were 
induced to settle on the lands along the Minnesota river • 
.. 
Contrary to Governor Ramsey's description, these lands were 
most desirable, because of their fertility, the timber along 
the river, and the advantages of transportation which the 
' 1 
river afforded. Just as in the preceding decade, the white 
settlers longed for the green fields on the other side of 
the river. Many suggestions were being made for a new 
treaty with the Sioux. Different reasons were given by the 
2 
promoters, who all agreed, however, that the present reserve 
was "much too large" and its boundary on the north and east 
should be the Minnesota River. 
The Inkpaduta affair had also led to a desire for a 
new treaty, binding the Indians to the observance of peace-
ful relations with the whites and making them responsible 
3 
for all depredations. Agent Flandrau in 1857 suggested 
that such a treaty be made at Washington for two reasons: 
lst,"the old and sound men of the tribes could express their 
views better if relieved from the influence of their young 
men"; 2nd, the trip east would give the Indian tourists an 
t. Minn. Daily Pioneer, May 26, 1854; Ann. Rep. of . Farmer 
Prescott, Sept.1855, Ex. Docs.,lst and 2nd Sess,, 
34th Cong., Vol.I, Pt.I, 1855-S, p.385. 
2. Rep. of Agent FJandrau, Sept.1857; Sen. Docs.,lst Sess., 
35th cong.,Vol.II,1857-S, p.348; Ann. Rep. of Supt.Cullen, 
Sept. 1857, Ibid.,345. 
3. Ann. Rep. of Supt. Cullen, Sept. 1857, Sen. Docs.,lst 
adequate idea of the force and numbers of the whites and so 
prevent the recurrence of difficulties like the Inkpaduta 
1 
affair. 
During the winter of 1857-B, the agitation increased for 
a new treaty with the Sioux Jhereby their reserve should be 
reduced by half and other benefits secured to the whites. 
In order to more effectively accomplish this desired object. 
Major Jos. R. Brown, in the spring of 1858, accompanied by 
about twenty-seven chiefs and braves of the Upper and Lower 
2 
tribes, set out for Washington. With them lfent also men whom 
the papers described as "outsiders" or speculators on the 
3 I 
Indian. These "outsiders" dictated to the delegation who 
apparently had but little chance to express their vie s. 
Little Crow, . however, was a fearless spokesman concerning 
the treaty stipulations of 1851 which the Indians believed 
4 
were violated. The Indians lrere repeatedly informed that 
the main object of the new treaties was to lay a firin found-
ation for theiradvancement and prosperity in the agricultural 
life for which they now seemed ready. But the desire for the 
*******************************************************K***** 
3.(Contd.) Sess., 35th Cong.,Vol.II,1857-8,p.~72 
1. Ann. Rep. or Agent Flandrau, Sept.1857, Sen. Docs., 
1st Sess.,35th Cong., Vol.II,1857-8, p.348. 
2. Minn. Pioneer & Democrat, Mar. 9, 1858. 
3. Minn. Pioneer & Democrat, July 8, 1858. 
4. "Father, if I were to tell you all I know, it 
would make you sad". Ibid. 
"Little Crow and his Indians realized their rate. 
They were as children led to the slaughter. No 
man seemed to care for them and they became des-
perate. Their young men could no longer be 
Indians' land must be adm!tted to be of paramount importance, 
especially when one considers the large trust funds already 
held by the government for improvement purposes. 
The question of the Indian title to the reserve was 
raised. The opinion was conveniently entertained that the 
Indians had no title since the President had never formally 
1 
confirmed the reserve to the Indians. The reluctant Ind-
ians were urged to agree to treaty stipulations for this 
2 
reason. If the Indians would not negotiate for the sale of 
one-half of their reserve, the Indian Department would claim 
that the Indians had no title to it. It would then allot 
eighty acres to each head of a family and the rest of the 
reserve would be opened to settlement by the authority of 
Congress. The Indians, by refusing to negotiate, would lose 
the probable advantage that the treaty stipulations might 
provide by aclmowledging their title to the reserve. Finally 
after long delay and "warm and protracted discussions", 
************************~************************************ 
4. (Contd.) 
1. 
2. 
restrained and their lands were sold". 
Autobiography of Maj. Taliaf'erro, (1862), inn. 
His. Soc. Coll. VI, 251. 
Thos. Hughes believes that this question of the 
Indians' title was instigated mainly by Jos.R. 
Brown, rho had located on a large tract of this 
Sioux land north of the Minnesota River, ~finn. 
His. Soc. Coll.,XII, 115. 
This method of persuading the reluctant Indians 
is taken from a letter rrom Jos. R. Brown, print-
ed in the 1/inn. Pioneer and Democrat, ~1!ay 7, 1858. 
especially over the traders' debts, the treaties \fere signed, · 
1 
June 19, 1S58, by the respective chiefs and headmen. 
~ 
The treaties of 1851 provided for the reduction of the 
reserve and the assignment of land in severalty. The terms 
of the two treaties were substantially the same, those or the 
treaty with the Upper Sioux were as follows: Art.I. The 
part o:f the reserve which lay south of the Minnesota River 
should constitute a reservation for said bands; it should be 
surveyed and allotted in severalty, eighty acres ror each 
head of :family or single man over tlrenty-one years old; the 
residue should be held by the bands in common; eighty acres 
also should be given each minor upon attaining of majority. 
The President should cause patents to be issued to those who 
showed themselves capable. These tracts should then "be 
exempt from levy, taxation, sale, or forfeiture until other-
lfise provided for by the legislature of the state in which 
they are situated 1vi th the assent of Congress, nor shall 
they be sold or alienated in fee or in any other manner 
disposed of except to the United States or members of said 
lands". 
Art.II recounts at length the various changes in the dis-
position of the reservations originallf designated in the 
Treaties o:f 1851 . "Whereas, the President has not directly 
1. As in 1851, two treaties were made, one with the Lower, 
the other with the Upper Sioux. The text of these 
treaties is found in U. S. Stat . at Large, XII, 79-58; 
Kappler, II, 781-7 9 . 
t confirmed said reserve to said Indians ·::· ~~ * ~~ the question 
shall be submitted to the Senate if they have such title". 
If it decides that they have such title, then a specific 
sum for the lands north of' the Minnesota River shall be 
allowed the Indians, or this land shall be sold for their 
1 
benefit, they to receive the proceeds of the sale. 
Art.III. If the Senate decides that the Indian title is 
valid, then it shall prescribe the amount to be paid the 
bands for their interest in the tract. From the proceeds of 
such a sale, the chiefs and headmen, in open council, shall 
authorize such swns as may be found necessary and proper, 
not to exceed $70,000, to satisfy their just debts and 
obligations and to provide goods to be taken by t he chiefs 
and bead.men on their return. 
2 
Art.VI. The bands acknowledge their dependence on the 
1. Congress by an act of June 27, 1860 recognized the Indians' 
title to the lands embraced in 1he reserve on the Minne-
sota River and fixed the price at 30~ per acre. This 
fielded the Lower Sioux about $96000 and the Upper about 
~240000. Ann. Rep. of Com. of Ind. affairs for 1863-4; 
.Rep. of Sec. of Int. 1st Sess., 38tb Cong., Vol.III, 
_p . 400. 
For act of June 27, 1860, see u.s.stat. at Large,XII, 
1042; Kappler, II,789. The Act gives three reasons lrhy 
the reservation title "as allowed the Indians. (1) The 
Indians were at first allowed to occupy the reserve in 
lieu of other lands which they were entitled to under 
the Senate Amendments to the Treaties of 1851. (2) 
Large amounts of the Indians' money had been expended 
upon the reserve. (3) Congress by Act of July 31,1854, 
had authorized the President to conrirm this reserve to 
the Indians forever. 
2. Art. IV provided that all Indian intercourse laws be in 
force over the land retained in Art.I. 
United States and bind themselves to preserve friendly 
relations with the citizens of the United States. In case 
they make any depredation upon citizens or members of any 
other tribe, "full compensation shall as far as practicable, 
be made thereof, out of their moneys in the hands of the 
United States, the amount in all cases to be determined by 
the Secretary of the Interior". The bands also promise not 
to engage in hostilities with any other tribes, except in 
self-defense, but to submit all disputes between themselves 
and other Indians to the decision of the President of the 
United states. The bands promised to surrender to the pro-
per officials, all persons from their bands, who may become 
offenders against the treaties, laws and regulations or the 
United states, or the laws of the State of Minnesota, and 
to assist in discovering, pursuing and capturing such 
offenders if required to do so by the proper officers. 
2 
1 
Art.VIII, gave the secretary of the Interior "dis-
cretionary power in regard to the manner and objects of the 
annual expenditure of all sums which have accrued and are 
2.(Contd.) Art.V gave the United States the ri~ht to main-
tain military posts, agencies, etc., and to con-
struct roads on the reservation,due compensation 
being made. 
1. This article sought to safeguard the citizens of 
Minnesota from any recurrence of Indian massacre. 
2. Art.VII provided for the withholding of annuit-
ies, for one year at least, from intoxicated 
Indians and from any who violated treaty 
stipulations. 
ntJ 
't 
now due the said bands" from former treaties, together 
with the amount which shall become annually due :from the 
1 
present treaty. 
Art.IX provided that such of its members as should 
desire to break their tribal connections and locate outside 
of the reservation should be allowed to do so, and should 
"be vested with all the rights, privileges, and immunities, 
and be subject to all the laws, obligations, and duties 
of the citizens of the United States" but such Indians 
2 
should not forfeit their annuities. The allotment of 
land in severalty was believed to be a strong link in the 
chain of Indian civilization. The weak link which destroyed 
its effectiveness was the continued lack of protection 
afforded the person and property of the Indians. Such pro-
tection was much more needed than formerly for the govern-
ment aimed especially by the treaties of 1858 to encourage 
agriculture and individual holdings among the Indians. 
Many had been induced to give up their old improvident life 
4f-*****••***""****************************'-~ol!·*************{~*{~** 
1. This article also permits the chiefs and braves, with 
the sanction of the Sec. of the Int. to authorize such 
payment of their future annuities "as may be deemed 
best for the general interest and welfare of said bands." 
2. A similar article was proposed for the Lower Sioux but 
waa violently opposed by Little Crow and struck out 
before signing; Pioneer & Democrat, July 8, 1858. 
a. Art.IX of Treaty with Lower Sioux provided compensation 
to A. T. Campbell, interpreter who accompanied the Ind-
ians to Washington, for certain lands provided his 
father by the Treaty of 1837, but struck out by Senate 
The Senate struck out this article. 
Art.x. Expenses of negotiations defrayed by the United 
States. 
and to work like lfhite men. These so-called "farmer Indians" 
1 
· met with great opposition from the "blanket Indians". 
t 
There came to be a "white man's" party and an Indian party. 
Thelatter were exceedingly jealous of the farmers whom the 
government favored more than them. The medicine men en-
couraged this opposition since to renounce the honored customs 
2 
of the tribe represented a change of religion. Agent 
Galbraith in 1863 declared that these treaties providing :for 
the allotment of land in severalty could not have been carr-
ied out without a sufficient force to protect the "farmer" 
from the "blanket Indian". The government never provided 
3 
this requisite for safety and order among the Indians. 
Bishop Whipple believed the failure to do so was the one 
great source of subordination among the Indians which no 
4 
watchf"ulness on the part of the agent could prevent. 
The civilized Christian Indian was helpless against 
depredation from his rellows or ill-disposed 1rhi tes. His 
crops might be destroyed, his live stock killed, his wife 
and children treated 1ri th violence, still he had no redress 
for such wrongs. White men were not punished for crimes 
~•-X•***"f"f****~"****~~********~·***************"'•**** *~ **~"***~l-*** 
1. 
a. 
3. 
For a graphic account of the opposition of the •blanket" 
to the"farmer Indians" see the story of Chief Big Eagle 
given in 1894; Minn. His. Soc. Coll., Vol.VI, pp.382-400. 
Dr. S.R.Riggs, Minn. His~ Soc. Coll., Vol.VI, p.175; 
Heard, History of Sioux ass. 43. 
Ann. Rep. of Agent Galbraith, Sept.1863, Ex. Does., 
1st Sess., 38th Cong., Vol.III, 1863-4, p.400. 
Bishop Whipple's Rep. to Board of Missions, 1868, 
app. to Lights and Shadows of a iong Episeopate,p.525. 
eonunifted against the Indians. If the Indian stole from a 
l 
white man, the theft was deducted from the annuities o( his 
tribe. It is easy to see that the thief, because of this 
1 
arrangement, made an encouraging profit. The government, 
thus failing to afford the Indian protection :for person and 
property, discouraged the deserving and left uncontrolled 
.the jealous, discontented element who lfere all too ready . 
to strike a blow at civilization at the first opportunity. 
The treaties besides allotting land in severalty 
provided that patents should be issued to the deserving 
Indian. No such patents were ever issued and Bishop 
Whipple wrote; "It is a bitter cause of complaint that the 
2 
government has not fulfilled its pledges in this respect." 
The Indians claimed that they were ignorant of the 
navel treaty provision which provided that the Secretary 
of the Interior might use any of their money as he thought 
3 
best conducive to their interests. This power as bundant-
ly exercised by this official and his successor in a way 
that did not add to the Indian's peace of mind and his best 
4 
interests as an agriculturist. All but a pittance of the 
*********************************************************** 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Supt. Cullen in his annual report for 1858 laments this 
manner of inefficient punishment, Sen. Docs., 2nd sess., 
35th Cong., Vol.I, 1858-9, p.387. Bishop Whipple, 
Rep. CJ6 Board of Missions, 1868, app.p.525. 
Bishop Whipple, Lights and Shadows of a Long Episcopate, 
p.125; also apf• p.513. 
Bishop Vbipple a Rep. to Board of Missions, 1868, 
Ibid, 527. 
The annuity goods which were issued to the Indians were 
of inferior quality and not of the kind most needed. 
proceeds which the Indians expected from the sale of the 
half of the reserve, was used to satisfy claims ror Indian 
depredations and debts to their traders. 
The payment or the traders, as in 1851, was the source 
or great discontent among the Indians. The treaties had 
provided that each division, the Upper and Lower Sioux, 
should pay their traders a sum not exceeding $~0,000. No 
. debts should be paid except those aolmowledged by the Ind-
ians in "open council". Little Crow at Washington, during 
the troublesome treaty negotiations, had insisted on such a 
provisi<;>n . .. "We want to pay our debts but we want to do it 
1 
ourselTes". No such councils were ever held after the 
treaties were finally ratified and the proceeds from the 
2 
sale bad become available. Bishop Whipple declared that 
the only council ever held was "one held with Little Crow 
and a tew other chiefs in our Lower Agency school house. 
What took place I do not know, but on the following day 
3 
Little Crow bad a new wagon". 
The Indians, after the negotiations of the treaties 
1. Minn. Pioneer and Democrat, July 8, 1858. 
2. The treaties lfere not ratified by the Senate until ar. 
9, 1859. A Senate Resolution, June 27, 1860, confirmed 
the Indian title to the reserve and fixed the price per 
acre as 30~ for the half of the reserve sold to the 
government. 
3. Bishop Whipple, Lights and Shadows of a Long Episcopate, 
pp.137-S; Bishop Whipple made a similar statement in 
1868, Ibid, app. p.527. 
"The consent of the chiefs to the division or moneys to 
the traders and others was obtained in a surreptitious, 
not to say, a dishonest manner". Folwell, Minnesota,193. 
waited impatiently for three years. The story or the 
government'· s payment o:f their debts and claims was often 
the subject o:f angry discussion. Between debts and claims 
for depredations, but little was le:ft the Indian. O:f the 
$96,000, due the Lower Sioux for their interest in the lands 
sold the government, all was absorbed except $880.58 which 
1 
was credited to them on the books at Washington. About two-
thirds o:f the Upper Sioux :fund was exhausted to pay claims 
2 
and depredations alleged against these tribes. The IJower 
and Upper Sioux had now nearly disposed o:f all of their 
lands and from their last sale, they had received practically 
3 
.nothing. Old Chie:f Wabashaw, with a touch of sarcasm in 
his voice, could truly say, "I know it is a long way to 
Washington; the oars go very :fast and perhaps the money has 
1. ~ishop \Vhipple, Report to Board o:f Missions, 1868, app • 
. to Lights and Shadows of a Long Episcopate, p.527, 
Folwell, Minnesota, 193. 
2. "The Lower Sioux fund was exhausted to pay debts"~ 
Ann. Rep. of Agent Galbraith, 1863, Bx. Docs.,lst Sess., 
3Sth Cong., Vol.III, 1863-4, pp.400-1. 
3. The 1ndians,when they bad signed the treaties, had been 
led to believe that they would re eive a certain sum in 
cash. "$45000 of the $70000 was to go toward paying the 
traders' debts. The residue the Secretary of the Int-
erior would <listribute among the members of the tribe"; 
Minn. Pioneer and Democrat, J w13 29, July 8, 1858. Also 
Agent Galbraith's report tor 1863, p.401. 
The Lower Sioux in 1862, received $15000 worth or goods 
which were described as worthless and also deducted from 
sums due under former treaties; Heard, History of Sioux 
Mass., p.42; 
Bishop Whipple, Rep. to Board of Missions, 1868, append-
ix, p.527; Cap't. C.F. McDonald, Paper on t he Sioux ' 
Massacre. 
' 
. been jostled off and lost". 
Not only did the. Secretary of the Interior pay claims 
for depredations from the proceeds or the sale of the reserve, 
but a considerable part of their annuities from former 
treaties was also taken for their satisfaction. This dim-
inution in their annuities had a direct bearing on the 
'Sioux outbreak. The Indian Commissioner, Wm. Dale, reported 
that "over this there was great dissatisfaction among the 
Indians ~~ * * "'~ so violent was the demeanor of the dis-
affected Indians at the last annual payment (1861) * * * * 
that it was deemed necessary to preserve peace that the 
full amount of their annuities, without any deduction on 
account of depredation claims which have been paid there-
from, should be paid during the last season; and for this 
purpose it was necessary to use a portion of the appropriat-
ion made for their use during the fiscal year, ending June 
30, 1863, and to postpone the usual time of payment until 
1 
that appropriation became available". The hungry Indians 
came together for the payment of their annuities at the 
usual time, altho unsummoned by the agent's runners. "They 
waited two months, they were starving, maddened by hunger, 
and a sense of wrong, and vainly dreaming that on account 
of the rebellion they could repossess their country, they 
began a massacre which desolated our border for three 
1. Ann. Rep.of' Ind.Com. lfm. Dale; 1862; Ex.Docs.,3rd Sess., 
37th Cong.,Vol.II, 1862-3, )p.170-1. 
d hundred miles". 
2 
too late? 
1 
The delayed annuities arrived one day 
1. Bishop Whipple stated; "A part of the annuity had been 
taken for claims and at the eleventh hour, as the warrant 
on the Treasury shows, was made up from other funds to 
save an Indian war". Bishop Whipple was allowed free 
access to the papers and accounts of the Indian Depart-
ment by President Lincoln. He discovered the warrant· 
on the Treasury for this Sioux payment. It is given 
on page 137 of Lights a.nd Shadows of a Long Episcopate 
and confirms the statements given above. 
2. On August 18th, 1862. 
rm I 
0 
Chapter VIII, Conclusion. 
This account has not been a study of the causes of 
the Sioux Outbreak in 1862, but the chief of these have 
been br~ught out in the story of the Treaties of 1851 and 
the succeeding events. There existed among the Indians 
previous to this outbreak a feeling of intense dissatisfact-
ion. This was due to many reasons. The Indian had an in-
herent hostility to the whites who had come and possessed 
his hunting grounds and confined him in narrow and un-
attractive limits. This concentration had made the discon-
tent more quickly contagious among the Indians, idle and de-
pendent under the annuity system. The Indian was hungry, 
shut off from much of his former supply of game. The 
partial expenditure by the government of agricultural and 
improvement funds had aided but little in transforming the 
Indian into the self-supporting farmer, which his friends 
believed him capable of becoming thru careful and perserving 
instruction and encouragement. Those who became in a 
measure "farmer Indians" were afforded no protection of 
person or property from the depredation of their shiftless 
tribesmen or of vicious whites. 
The Indian never forgot what he believed was the 
payment of many unjust debts to the traders under the 
Treaties of 1851. On the reserve he was not treated 
honestly in all cases by the traders who often secured the 
whole or the greater part of his annuity in payment for their 
exorbitant claims. If the Indian thought the trader's 
rl 
d 
j 
charge unfair, he had no redress to lat , but must needs 
pay the stipulated amount. The Indian was not adequately 
protected from the demoralizing whiskey seller and his fire-
water. His educational funds were not expended in the 
necessary and sacredly promised schools. In short he was 
permitted to be idle, ignorant, discontented, and oft-
times drunlcen, and unprotected by law from violent and dis-
honest treatment. The Indian was never reconciled to the 
sale of his reserve north of the Minnesota River and was 
driven to greater dispair and distrust when the greater 
part of the proceeds from this sale was appropriated, 
without his Jrnowledge or consent, to pay alleged claims 
and depredations. One of the greatest evils of reservation 
life was the oft repeated delay of the annuity payments. 
The Indians, many of them, came from long distances and 
waited, hungry and sick, :for the desired gold. When the 
payment was finally made, they found themselves no better 
off materially, and with spirits only the more restless and 
discontented. 
Finally came the long delayed payment of 18~2, after 
a winter of unusual suffering and privation for the Indian. 
This delay proved a last straw to the Indian's load of 
sullen discontent. Inspired by circumstances seemingly 
favorable for such an act, he burst :forth in mad frenzy and 
wrecked his horrible revenge. 
The story of this revenge, the so-called Sioux Kassacre, 
q 
'I 
of 1862, need not be retold~ Only the result of the out-
break on the Treaties of 1851 and '58 is important in this 
study. The government by an Act of Feb. 16, 18fl3, annulled 
all treaties previously m de with the Minnesota Sioux so 
far as these treaties purported "to impose any future 
1 
obligations on the United States". Their reserve, 
annuities, and claims still due them in payment for the 
sale of their lands were accordingly forfeited. They be-
2 
came outcasts from their home-land, yhich bas now become, 
what the early Territorians believed would surely result 
from the Sioux cession, a great state, "a peer" among the 
states of the Union. 
1. U.S. Stat. at Large, XII, 652. 
An Act of March 3,1863, authorized the President to 
set apart for the Minnesota Sioux a tract of un-
occupied land outside the limits of any state, 
sufficient in extent to enable him to assign to each 
member ~~ * ~~ 80 acres of good agricultural land; 
Ibid, 819. 
2. During the years from 1863-8 the majority of the 
Minnesota Sioux were removed four times, and were final-
ly settled at Breckenridge 
The u.s. by Act of April 29,1868, (Ibid,635-40) entered 
into an agreement with them, allotting land in 
Severalty, providing for compulsory education and other 
beneficial objects. The Act of March 3, 1863, had pro-
vided for the sale of the lr:innesota Reserve and the ex-
penditure of the proceeds for the benefit of the 
Sioux in their new homes. This provision was carried 
out and these Sioux have prospered under late and more 
advantageous conditions. 
